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1 Introduction  Hard Tissue Implants
Prostheses have developed much since the rst attempts to substitute the dead material
bone at the time of the Egyptian, Greek and Roman empires. Humankind has moved
on from wood or gold prostheses1 to titanium, titanium alloys and medical steel. These
materials are bone replacements that t the bill for mechanical stability and biological
inertness.24 However, with implants not integrating properly into the bone, it began to
dawn upon many performing surgery, working with and researching implants, that bone
is by no means dead material having only mechanical-structural functions but a complex
living tissue.5 Moreover, it is constantly rebuilt and remodelled to meet the requirements
of the applied load.59 Therefore, the ideal bone replacing material does not only have
to meet the mechanical requirements but also has to integrate into the bone or  even
better  actively induce bone growth around it.3
Data of the U.S. Bone and Joint Decade study10 illustrate the dimensions of the implant
issue. In 2006, 96 % of the almost one million joint replacement procedures in the USA
were hip or knee replacements. The authors of the study predict even higher numbers
for the decades to come, as people get older and lead less and less active lifestyles.
Alarmingly high is the percentage of patients, who have to endure revision caused by
implant failure, especially with articial hips: Approximately 20 % of the primary hip
procedures have to be revised, 2006 showing even an unusual 63 % to 65 %.
This rate indicates that titanium as the material of choice  as it is in some opinions11
 can still be improved in several aspects, such as bone adhesion.2,5 To ameliorate the
material, it is essential to take a close look at the causes for implant failure. Main causes
for revision surgery are2,5,10,12,13

• wear-out of the implant parts
• bacterial infection
• foreign body reaction.
Consequently, better implant integration into the bone and reduced bacterial infection
together with the right mechanical behaviour will have a positive impact on the patients'
health and overall health care costs.2,14
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A foreign body reaction and attachment of broblasts to a hard tissue implant may
lead to a collagenous encapsulation.2,12,13 This process results in a loosened implant with
reduced load-bearing properties likely causing implant failure.2 Thus, it is essential that
a strong contact region forms at the interface between material and bone tissue.15 As
mentioned above, this means that the host tissue should not only tolerate the implant
material.3,15 The implant should also encourage new bone formation by inducing crystallisation of bone mineral, by promoting adhesion of bone cell progenitors and/or by
stimulating bone forming cells to deposit bone material.
Following the denition of Williams,3 this active role of the biomaterial adapting to
the demands of the respective tissue implies a material's biocompatibility. More common
is the usage of the term biocompatible in a more passive meaning with a material being
simply tolerated by the host tissue.4,15 In these cases, authors also call for bioactive
and osteoinductive materials.5,15 Bioactivity in this context means that the material
encourages the precipitation of bone mineral in a biological environment, often by re16,17 Bioactivity results in an enhanced healing process as
leasing Ca2+ and PO2
4 ions.

the bone mineral (or other bioactive material) guides bone cells from the surrounding to
the implant.5,16,18 This process is called osteoconduction and provides a good contact
between bone and implant material through bone growth on the implant surface.5,16,17,19
An osteoinductive implant material even promotes the formation of new bone around
the implant by newly recruited and matured bone building cells.1820

1.1 Titanium Implants and Approaches Towards Improving
Them
The advantages of titanium and its alloys are the mechanical stability and the good
fatigue strength, the high corrosion resistance and the relative inertness.11,21 The drawbacks of these materials occur when it comes to their longterm behaviour, when they
should perform longer than 15 years.5 The metallic implants do not seem to integrate
into the bone as well as they should, they are often recognised by the organism as a
foreign body and in some cases they even seem to lead to bone loss around them.2,5,22
As outlined above, a good hard tissue implant material should be osteoinductive or at
least osteoconductive to prevent a brous incapsulation. On this account, a major focus
of biomaterials research has been the improvement of the implant surface for interactions
with the human host tissue.23 There are several approaches to improve the healing
capabilities of biomaterials by altering the physical, chemical or biological characteristics
of the surface.
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The physiological environment of cells consists mostly of pores and bres on the
micro- and nanoscale as seen in the basement membrane and the Extracellular Matrix (ECM).2426 Moreover, bone material consists of a meshwork of calcied collagen
bers. A micro- or nanotextured surface will consequently aect cell adhesion and proliferation. Bone cell attachment on titanium material was enhanced by nanostructuring the
substrate by high pressure torsion.27 The cell growth and development of bone building
cells was enhanced on nanobres of polycaprolactone and silk.24,28,29 These nanobers
matched the size of bone mineral crystals, thus mimicking the natural surrounding of
bone cells.24
Closely related is another important parameter  the surface roughness. On rough
surfaces the distribution of focal contacts of the cell to the surface is dierent from the
one on smooth surfaces; the focal adhesions are at the outer edges of the cell and not
evenly distributed.15 In studies, increased surface roughness aected bone building cells
positively and through this roughness was anticipated to improve osseointegration.30 Indeed, increasing the roughness of implant titanium surfaces on a micro- or nanoscale
enhanced cell adhesion, integration of implants into the bone and bone formation around
the implant.31,32 The authors attributed this eect to the similarity of the surface structure to the pits that generally form in the bone remodelling process.31 On surfaces with
higher roughness bone building cells also secreted more of a protein that reduces the
activity of bone resorbing cells.30 Roughness even promoted dierentiation,
recruitment and maturation of precursor cells into bone building

cells.33

i.e.

In vivo

the

experi-

ments conrmed the cell culture results and showed that rougher implants had a better
bone-implant contact.32 As a drawback, the quantication of roughness is dicult, therefore this phenomenon seems to be quite complex. Apparently, an important aspect of
surface roughness is the surface organisation with a fractal construction or some kind of
structural order.15,34
Roughness itself inuences the surface energy (or wettability), which is an additional
factor to aect cell behaviour.15,27,35 Surface energy aects protein adsorption from the
omnipresent extracellular body uid and the conformation of the adsorbed proteins.15,33
Generally, bone cells prefer hydrophilic surfaces over hydrophobic ones.36 Protein and
cell attachment are both better on hydrophilic surfaces, as is the proliferation of the
cells.27,3639
During surgery the bone is unprotected by the surrounding tissue and skin, so bacteria may access the wound around the implant or may be introduced by the implant
surface even when an aseptic environment is provided as in the operating rooms.14 This
issue is dicult to address from the outside as there is only a limited selection of an-
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tibiotics that can penetrate bone.40 This diculty may be solved by the incorporation
of antibiotics into implant coatings. Campbell

et al.

41

incorporated an antibiotic in a

Calcium Phosphate (CaP) coating and thus reduced bacterial growth. Zhang

et al.

co-

valently bound the antibiotics gentamycin or penicillin to surface bound polymer lms.14
Counter-arguments against this strategy arise from the general over-usage of antibiotics,
facilitating resistent bacterial strains.42 The strategy is also challenging, as the exact
bacterial strain is not known when the implant is chosen, nor are its resistencies and
susceptibilities.40
Bacterial growth may also be prevented by anti-fouling surfaces  just like they are
used in blood contacting material. Unpropitiously, the anti-fouling surfaces would in
most cases also decrease the contact area between bone and implant due to the lack of
bone cell adhesion to these surfaces.4348 Interesting approaches towards the selective
adhesion of bone cells onto bacteria resistent surfaces are made in the eld of polymer
brushes. These hydrophilic and highly hydrated polymer coatings block the adsorption
of proteins and consequently cell adhesion in a quite unspecic way.4355 However, they
can be functionalised with peptides or proteins promoting cell adhesion.14,5658 These
peptide sequences and proteins enable bone cells to bind to surfaces that repel (bacterial)
cells lacking the receptors for the peptides.14,57,58

1.2 Alternatives to Titanium Implants
Next to titanium other materials are explored as possible biomaterial for implant applications. These materials are also object of intensive research aiming at better integration of
the biomaterial into bone. Some represent alternatives to the surface modication of the
mechanically favourable material titanium but have their own challenges and diculties.
Ceramics show good bioactivity, as they release the ions needed for bone mineral
formation and thus bond to bone tightly.2,18,21,32,5961 Yet, they are brittle and thus do
not meet the mechanical standards of the metal implants.21,59,6163 Therefore a number of techniques was developed and tested to coat the mechanically superior metal
implants with the bioactive mineral.2,22,32,60,61,6470 The resulting (thus chemically enhanced) bonding between coating and bone was often very good.21,32,69,71,72 On the other
hand, the implant-coating interface stability is of great concern with many of these techniques.2,61,63,69 A delaminating coating may lead to implant loosening, which in turn
may lead to implant failure.21 As a consequence, a better integrity of the coatings is
sought.61 An example for an approach to a better integrity of the coatings is synthesising thinner coatings, as thin lms do not experience as much inner stress as thicker
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coatings.21
The same problem of the poor mechanical properties of ceramics is addressed with
another approach. Similar to the bone substance, the mineral is reinforced by exible
polymers to combine the properties of the two materials in one composite.22,23,37,7376
These composites are apt materials for certain dentistry and surgery applications,22 but
still do not match the mechanical standards of load bearing applications and biodegradable polymers pose other diculties as they may alter the pH in their surrounding or
elicit inammatory responses.18

1.3 Résumé of the Current Situation
Although there are drawbacks, when it comes to titanium implants, they are still the
best solution for mechanical stability in load bearing applications.77 Until other more
bioactive materials can be modied in their load bearing properties, the currently most
suitable approach towards better implants is the modication of the metallic surface.
Consequently, the major challenge is modifying the metal's biological properties and thus
unite stability and bioactivity.2,23,59,78 As the surface is the only area in contact with
the organism, altering the surface should suce to ameliorate the bioactivity. Surface
modication was consequently the approach of this work.
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1.4 Research Goal  An Approach Towards Better Implant
Coatings
Striving towards better implants, polymer coatings were synthesised and tested for their
potential of improving osseointegration . The approach was a multi-component one and
tried to combine the excellent mechanical properties of titanium and titanium alloys
as the bulk material with a coating that contained a covalently bound organic matrix
mineralised with calcium phosphates. Nanoparticles were intended to be integrated into
this coating, which may be loaded with pharmaceuticals to assist wound healing and
bone growth.
The approach towards fabrication of these composite materials was based on the use
of patterned polymer brushes as a biomimetic macromolecular matrix, the patterns being produced by UV-lithographical destruction of the surface bound initiator. Since
carboxylate and sulfate functional groups of extracellular matrix molecules are essential in biomineralisation,6,79,80 polyelectrolyte brushes with carboxylates and sulfonates
as functional groups were fabricated. As an additional biomimetic functional group of
the biological environment, some of the polymer brushes contained quaternary amines.
The polymer matrix was covalently bound to the test surfaces aiming at overcoming the
problem of delaminating coatings.
Since the polymer brushes had several disadvantages as biomaterials especially for
implant applications, another technique to produce polymer coatings was introduced:
Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapour Deposition (PE-CVD). For this method, carboxyl
esters or purely hydrocarbons were used as monomers in model systems. The polymerisation of the monomers took place in a low temperature plasma and produced thin plasma
polymer lms. UV-lithography was again the method of choice to introduce patterns
by ablating the polymer in the irradiated areas. The plasma polymer coatings were not
covalently bound to the substrate but good adhesion was nevertheless ensured.
Chapter 2 describes the two polymer coatings' completely diering synthesis routes,
their patterning and analysis.
The pattern of the polymer brushes and plasma polymers provided convenient means
to analyse the samples by Dierential Interference Contrast (DIC), by prolometry and
by Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) techniques. Apart from these advantages for analysis, the patterns enabled the investigation of the inuence of specic patterns formed
by the polymer brushes and plasma polymers on the growth of bone cells. The group
of Prof. Ignatius (Institute of Orthopaedic Research and Biomechanics, Ulm University)
evaluated the cells' morphological response to the materials, their activity and their pro-
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liferation ability. To assess the applicability of the coatings as biomaterial, both polymer
coatings were additionally tested for their stability and behaviour in physiological conditions by immersion in Simulated Body Fluid (SBF). The experiments were conducted
analogously for plasma polymers and polymer brushes to compare both coatings in their
biomaterial properties. Chapter 3 discusses the question, if the polymer coatings show
the right properties to be used for implant coatings.
As the main interest focused on the improvement of implant surfaces, mineralisation
experiments with the bone mineral CaP were conducted as described in chapter 4. The
organic matrix (polymer brushes or plasma polymers) was intended to be mineralised
with CaP for a certain stealth eect and enhanced osseointegration. Therefore, dierent
mineralisation techniques were evaluated and the mineralisation parameters optimised.
The specic aim was examining the inuence that the dierent coatings exert on the
mineralisation process. Additionally, immersion in SBF evaluated the in vitro bioactivity,
the mineralisation-inducing properties, of the mineralised samples and their CaP

i.e.

phase conversion in these simulated physiological conditions. Using an organic matrix
did not only aim at a biomimetic mineralisation of the coating, it was intended to provide
a covalent link or good adhesion between surface and mineral, as well. The purpose of
a good bond was preventing delamination of the CaP coating from the substrate, as
delamination is a concern with CaP synthesised with other methods (comp. Section
1.2).
Finally, the selective adsorption of nanoparticles to the polymer brush surfaces was
investigated as described in Chapter 5. The nanoparticles were added to the coating to
act as future drug carriers for bone formation enhancing agents or antibiotics. Loaded
with the proper pharmaceutical agents, the nanoparticles might therefore reduce bone
resorption around an implant, enhance bone deposition or work against bacterial infection
(comp. Section 1.1). The experiments on nanoparticle adsorption were only conducted
with the polymer brushes. Their functional groups were meant to enable the site-selective
adsorption of the phosphonate functionalised nanoparticles through electrostatical and
specic binding interactions.
The combination of three strategies namely

• biomimetic composition of the coating with a mineralised organic matrix,
• a good link of the coating to the substrate and
• integration of nanoparticles into the coating
was intended work on three issues of titanium implants:
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• Foreign body response
• Delamination
• Bone loss and/or bacterial infection
Taken together the multi-component coatings were meant to ensure osteoblast proliferation and nally formation of new bone. The concept is summarised schematically in
Figure 1.1 for the polymer brushes and in Figure 1.2 for the plasma polymers.

Figure 1.1: Schematic summary of multifunctional coatings intended to enhance bone growth
around implants using polymer brushes as an organic matrix; the polymer brush is symbolised
by the red lines, CaP by pale blue dots and the nanoparticles by the green spheres, cells are
depicted in yellow. Sketch is not drawn to scale.

Figure 1.2: Schematic summary of the composite coatings intended to enhance bone growth
around implants using plasma polymers as organic matrix for biomimetic implant coatings; the
plasma polymers are represented by the blue areas, dierent shades symbolising dierent polymers, the CaP mineral is pictured as white dots and the cells in yellow. Sketch is not drawn to
scale.
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A graphical overview of the work is shown in Figure 1.3 placing the experiments for
polymer brushes and plasma polymers next to each other for better comparison.

Figure 1.3: Schematic summary of the experiments conducted for this thesis investigating and
comparing two dierent polymer coatings.
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2 Patterned Polymer Thin Films 
Synthesis and Characterisation∗
2.1 Introduction to Patterned Polymer Thin Films
The properties of a surface dier from the ones of bulk material, as this region is the
boundary to the surrounding phase. It may contain unsaturated bonds that are reactive
or may be contaminated with other material.15 The surface is also the contact area
between an implant and the recipient tissue. It determines the reaction of the tissue
to the implant with its chemistry and its physical properties. Thin lms may therefore
be used to mask the chemical characteristics of a bulk material's surface. In this work,
polymer coatings with biomimetic functional groups were intended to accomplish this
task in a biological environment.
The following sections describe the synthesis of these polymeric thin lm coatings and
their characterisation. The rst part introduces the theory of thin lm coatings made
from polymer brushes (Section 2.1.1). To produce these polymer brushes, Surface Initiated Atom Transfer Radical Polymerisation (SI-ATRP) was the method of choice (Section
2.1.1). For the process, the substrates were cleaned and coated with a Self-Assembling
Monolayer (SAM) of an appropriate initiator. The initiator layer was patterned by
UV-lithography (Section 2.1.3), decomposing the initiator in the irradiated areas. The
non-irradiated areas served as starting sites for the controlled polymerisation. Details
of the synthesis and the patterning procedures are given in the chapter Experimental
(Sections 7.2, 7.3 and 7.5).
∗

Parts of this chapter (text, experimental details and gures) have been published in ref.s 47,48,81:
Sabine Letsche, Annina Steinbach, Manuela Pluntke, Othmar Marti, Anita Ignatius, Dirk Volkmer;
Usage of polymer brushes as substrates of bone cells Front. Mater. Sci. China,

2009, 3, 132144,

Annina Steinbach, Andrea Tautzenberger, Anita Ignatius, Manuela Pluntke, Othmar Marti, Dirk
Volkmer; Coatings from micropatterned sulfobetaine polymer brushes as substrates for MC3T3-E1
cells J. Mater. Sci. Mater. Med.,

2012, 23, 573579 and

Annina Steinbach, Andrea Tautzenberger, Andreas Schaller, Andreas Kalytta-Mewes, Sebastian
Tränkle, Anita Ignatius, Dirk Volkmer; Plasma-Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition of

n-Heptane
2012,

and Methyl Methacrylate for Potential Cell Alignment Applications Appl. Mater. Interfaces,
4, 51965203.
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The second strategy to produce polymer thin lms 

via

plasma polymerisation 

is outlined afterwards (Section 2.1.2). The plasma polymer thin lms consisted of an
adhesion promoting layer made from Octyltriethoxysilane (OTES) or plasma polymerised
heptane, and an outer layer formed by plasma polymerised methyl methacrylate. UVlithography was used to introduce patterns into the plasma polymer layer by ablating
the polymer in exposed areas (Section 2.1.3). A detailed description of the methods can
be found in Sections 7.4 and 7.5.

2.1.1 Introduction to Polymer Brush Coatings
Polymer Brushes
Polymer brushes are dened as assemblies of macromolecules chemically tethered at one
end to a substrate or interface.82 They are closely packed and are therefore forced
into a non-coiled conformation. Often the polymer brush chains are illustrated as quite
stretched. However, as described below in more detail, this likely does not depict the
polymer conformation properly. Picturing the polymer chain as more stretched but still
looped is probably nearer the truth. Nevertheless, the unique conformation results in
interesting properties of polymer brushes that dier greatly from the behaviour of the
corresponding bulk material. Especially polyelectrolyte structures,

i.e.

brushes carrying

charges, show special and unique properties, such as swelling behavior, complex formation, capacity of ion exchange and autophobic behavior.8284

Figure 2.1: Schematic model of the conformational regimes of surface tethered polymer chains.
The colours visualise the supposed conformation of a single polymer chain in the respective
regime.

Surface-attached polymers can adapt dierent folding states: pancake, mushroom
and brush (Figure 2.1). When the chains interact strongly with the substrate surface
and they are given sucient space (i.e. at low grafting densities), they typically fold
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into at pancake-like morphologies.85,86 A so-called mushroom regime exists at low
grafting densities, if the polymer chains have only weak interactions with the surface
and form a random coil.45,82,87 At higher grafting densities the polymer chains interact
with each other and stretch away from the interface to avoid overlapping, thus forming a
polymer brush.45,82,86,87 In this regime, the distance, at which two polymer chains are
anchored to the surface, is smaller than the radius of gyration of the coiled polymer.83,85
Two methods to fabricate polymer brushes can be used: grafting to and grafting
from.86 With the grafting from method, the synthesis of the polymer chains is at the
same time the coating process  the polymer is build starting from the surface and
growing away from it. Grafting to means that polymer chains, which were synthesised
prior to the coating process, are deposited onto a surface and attached to it. For the
grafting to approach macromolecules have to diuse towards the surface and have
to nd space for adsorption. The rst molecules nd ample space and adapt a relaxed
conformation until the gaps are too small for further adsorption, building a barrier against
the adsorption of more molecules.88 Therefore, the grafting to approach yields surfacetethered polymer coatings of lower densities than the grafting from method.83,89
For the grafting from method, not bulky polymers but small monomer molecules
have to diuse to activated initiator sites or growing polymer chains to sustain the surface initiated reaction.90,91 Starting point is a SAM formed by the initiator molecules
that comprise two important functionalities at their two ends. The one end of the initiator starts the polymerisation and therefore has to carry an appropriate group, such
as a halogen for Atom Transfer Radical Polymerisation (ATRP), or an Azobisisobutyronitrile (AIBN) unit for Reversible Addition-Fragmentation Chain Transfer Polymerisation (RAFT).89 The other end has to link the molecule to the surface, so it has to carry
functional groups such as alkoxysilanes to bind to glass or silicon,56,9294 or thiols to bind
to gold surfaces.45,51,89 For this work, glass was chosen as the model substrate, although
for an hard tissue implant application, the proper substrate would be titanium. Glass is
an inexpensive abundant material and more convenient for analysis when using light and
uorescence microscopy, as it is transparent, quite in contrast to Ti and its alloys. It has
been shown that the chemistry of SI-ATRP was transferable to Ti substrates by growing
polymer brushes from silanised Ti substrates.14 The silanised initiator was coupled to
the OH groups of the oxide lm on the surface of Ti substrates, just as to the OH-groups
on the SiO2 substrates. Therefore, the chemistry of the glass surface is comparable to
the one of the titanium surface and results should be transferable.
A SAM of initiator molecules represents a dense array of possible starting points for
polymerisation. The polymer chains growing in a controlled polymerisation at a similar
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speed in close neighbourhood to each other (resulting in a low polydispersity) do not
have the possibility to adapt a relaxed conformation and are more stretched owing to the
sterical hindrance.95 Consequently, in contrast to the grafting to approach, the grafting
from polymer brushes already grow in a high density. The polymer brush chains do not
have to change their conformation for a high density. Therefore the surface-initiated
polymerisation approach is widely used, not only because it yields high density polymer
brushes, but also because coating and polymerisation is done in one step. Another
advantage is the covalent bond to the surface build by the initiator molecule promising
high stability.83 At the same time, the same wide variety of functionalised monomers is
available as for the corresponding polymerisation in solution.
Important parameters for the polymer brush performance in the dierent application
elds are molecular weight and grafting density.44,45 The grafting density inuences the
conformation of the polymer determining, if mushroom or brush conformation of surface
tethered polymers is prevailing.44,96 It can control the response of charged polymers to
ionic solutions.44 Grafting density as well as molecular weight also inuence the lm
thickness.44,97 The higher the grafting density and the molecular weight, the thicker the
lm will be.44,88 This is formulated in the following equation, which applies to surface
tethered polymer lms:44,98,99

h=

MW σ
ρNA

with h as the lm thickness, MW as the molecular weight, σ as the grafting density, ρ as
the polymer density and NA as the Avogadro's constant. Thus, with a constant polymer
density, the lm thickness increases in direct proportion with the grafting density, or
with the molecular weight. In the present work, the grafting density was not varied, so
the lm thickness was only dependent on the molecular weight of the polymer and thus
on the polymerisation time.
When the polymer is functionalised, the functional group density increases with increasing grafting density. This surface coverage and the local concentration of functional
groups are major reasons for the wide possible application range of polymer brush lms.44
In addition to hydrophobic and hydrophilic moeties, charged functional groups can be
introduced

via

the appropriate monomer. Introducing functional groups directly with

the monomer, as it was done in the present work, gives highly functionalised and dened
polymers. Thus, it is possible to synthesise polymers carrying a charged group on every
segment of the chain, yielding maximally charged polyelectrolyte brushes. If the charge of
a polymer chain is constant regardless of the pH of the surrounding solution, the polyelectrolyte is termed a strong electrolyte. Is the charge dependent on the conditions of the
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solution, the polyelectrolyte is termed weak.83,84,98,100,101
The charges along the polymer brush determine the responsive behaviour to dierent
solvents. Dense and highly charged polyelectrolyte brushes as the ones synthesised and
used in this work are in the so-called osmotic regime and respond to osmotic pressure
counteracting the elasticity of the polymer.84,102 In a good solvent, such as aqueous solutions in the case of polyelectrolytes, the chains are more stretched than in the dry state
because of the electrostatic repulsion between the charged groups and the osmotic pressure exerted by ions and counterions that infuse into the brush.98,102,103 Consequently,
the response of the system depends on the ionic strength of the solvent and ion species in
the solvent.88,103 Hydrophilic polyelectrolyte brushes are highly hydrated, swollen and
exible in an aqueous environment with low concentrations of small ions.103,104 High
counterion concentrations on the other hand can lead to a collapse of the polyelectrolyte brush, which reduces its height drastically and gives a dense and rigid polymer
layer.82,103,104 This eect can even be irreversible, when the ions in solution allow ionic
crosslinking.104 The contrary happens, when bulky ions are in solution as they cannot infuse the brush due to steric eects and the polymer brushes stay in the swollen
state.103,104 These various conformational responses not only change the height of the
polymer brushes but also other properties, such as the hydration state or wettability.104
Concluding, polyelectrolyte brush conformation depends in a quite complex way on
the polymer's grafting density, its molecular weight, its solvent anity, the surrounding
pH and the solvent's ionic strength.85,98 The polymer chain conformation and the brush
responsiveness may itself be exploited for various applications as described in Section
2.1.4. The degree of stretched conformation, the hydration state and the wettability
played a role in the present work during the interaction of bone cells with the polymer
thin lms (Section 3.2.2). Additionally, the pH-responsiveness of weak polymer brushes
was used to control the adsorption of nanoparticles to certain areas of patterned coatings
(Section 5.2.2).

Atom Transfer Radical Polymerisation
Before the development of a plethora of controlled living polymerisation methods, which
make use of an abundance of monomers with a range of functional groups,89 the desired
functional groups were often introduced after the polymerisation.102,105,106 These postpolymerisation modications have the disadvantage of yielding less dened polymer lms
as the modifying reaction only reacts to a certain degree. For the synthesis of polymer
brushes, it is therefore necessary to avail oneself of a controlled, living polymerisation
technique. Whereas thick polymer coatings can be produced by the conventional free rad-
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ical polymerisation, good control of the reaction is provided by the range of techniques
that have been evolved to yield well-dened high-molecular-weight polymers with a narrow molecular weight distribution.82,107,108 Among those are the Ring Opening Polymerisation (ROP), Ring Opening Metathesis Polymerisation (ROMP), living cationic and
anionic polymerisation, Nitroxide Mediated Polymerisation (NMP), RAFT and ATRP.89
ROP has quite long reaction times and ROMP can only be applied to a limited number
of monomers with strained ring structures.82,89,109,110 The living cationic polymerisation has the disadvantage of needing an initiator with a complex synthesis and harsh
reaction conditions in a dry box, whereas the anionic polymerisation is slow, elaborate,
extremely sensitive to impurities and limited in the range of possible monomers.82,111,112
NMP limits the choice of substrate as it calls for high reaction temperatures.82 It is
quite ineective and needs a parallel polymerisation in solution for a surface initiated
polymerisation, as does RAFT.89
The most commonly used polymerisation method for the grafting from technique is therefore ATRP.82,89,97,107

Compared with the other living polymerisa-

tion methods, ATRP represents a simple, inexpensive and widely applicable method
for controlled radical polymerisation.97

It is more tolerant towards the usage of

monomers carrying functional groups than other living polymerisation techniques
are.89,107,108,113 Early studies of the development of the method asked for higher temperatures and dry solvents, used long polymerisation times and partly needed sacricial initiator in solution for control.114,115 Later, higher temperatures were found to
be unnecessary.113,114,116,117 Furthermore, the addition of water enhanced the polymerisation rate without loss of the controlled character of the reaction.89,108,114,116,118
The freedom in choice of solvent opened up the possibility to polymerise a plethora of monomers, including hydrophobic ones.114 Consequently, monomers with functional groups as diverse as hydrophobic Methyl Methacrylate (MMA),119 styrene,120

tert -butyl acrylate,94,121 anionic Sodium Methacrylate (NaMA),57,83,93,122 Potassium
3-Sulfopropyl Methacrylate (SPMA),115,123,124 cationic 2-(Methacryloyloxy)ethyl Trimethylammonium Chloride (METAC),88,125,126 zwitterionic N -(3-Sulfopropyl)-N -Methacryloyloxyethyl-N,N -Dimethylammonium Betaine (SBMA),49,50,126 biologically inert
hydroxyethyl methacrylate,87,118 Oligo([Ethylene Glycol] Methacrylate) (OEGMA)56
and even glucose-bearing 3-O -methacryloyl-1,2:5,6-di-O -isopropylidene-d-glucofuranose
can be polymerised.89,127 Nevertheless, ATRP is still not possible for a couple of
monomers such as methacrylic acid or acrylic acid, as the acid functionality will poison
the ATRP catalyst.83,108 This shortcoming is alleviated by the use of charged monomers
of methacrylic or acrylic acid such as sodium methacrylate or acrylate93,113,128 or by using
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protected monomers such as tert-butylacrylate, which can be subsequently pyrolysed121
or hydrolysed using HCl.129
In the present work, ATRP was the method of choice to produce thin lms of polyelectrolyte brushes making use of the robustness and tolerance to many functional groups.
Specically, monomers that mimic biomacromolecules were chosen with the aim to chemically mask implant surfaces to bone cells.

Biomacromolecules such as proteins or

polysaccharides mainly contain carboxylates, sulfates and amines. Consequently, the
ATRP monomers carried a carboxyl group (NaMA), a sulfonate (SPMA), or an amine
(METAC).

To introduce carboxylic acid functional groups for weak polyelectrolyte

brushes, NaMA was used to avoid poisoning of the catalyst. The sulfonate was chosen
as the more stable analogue of the sulfate. The amine in METAC also diered from
the biological moiety in its being a quaternary one, but had the advantage of a stable
and pH independent charge. As a fourth monomer, SBMA was adopted as a zwitterion
containing both the sulfonate and the amine group. Zwitterions are found mainly in the
cell membrane and promised interesting properties as a surface coating.49,130
To start a well controlled ATRP reaction, a fast and eective initiation is essential.108
The polymerisation initiating group of the trialkoxysilane used in this work is the bromide
at the silane opposing end of the molecule (Scheme 2.1). It is a tertiary halide, which is
a more eective initiator than secondary or primary alkyl halides. The bromide is also
a better choice over the chloride as it has higher activation rates due to its lower bond
strength to the alkyl.108,131

Scheme 2.1: Chemical structure of the trimethoxysilane SI-ATRP initiator.

The initiator used here was a trialkoxysilane (Scheme 2.1) providing a linking group
to −OH terminated surfaces. Alkoxysilanes are generally less reactive than chlorosilanes
and are therefore less prone to building aggregates and form better controlled SAMs. On
the other hand, the reduced reactivity may lead to incomplete layers of the molecule.
The higher reactivity of trifunctional silanes compared to mono- or difunctional ones
compensates this and leads to SAMs of a sucient density.132
The catalyst of an ATRP reaction is a transition metal that has an appropriate one-
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electron redox transition, a suitable halogen anity and a coordination sphere that can
be entered by an additional ligand upon oxidation.108,133 Although also other transition
metals such as Ru or Fe are employed for ATRP, Cu is the most common one and
was used in this work.133 The metal ion is complexed by an organic ligand, often a
chelator to ensure strong binding.108 In the present work, the catalyst system was a
Cu(I)/2,2'-Bipyridyl (bpy) complex, which is a robust and low cost system. Wang and
Matyjaszewski134 described this catalyst system in the 1990s, and of course, there have
been many enhancements through other more elaborate ligands,108,133 but as the stress
of this work is not on mechanistic details of the polymerisation, this well-proven system
was used.
The mechanism of polymerisation is a repetitive atom transfer radical addition with an
activation/deactivation cycle108,134 and is depicted schematically in Figure 2.2. Initially,
the surface bound initiator carries the halide as a capping group and can be considered
to be dormant. This halide is transferred to the catalyst complex as a radical, leaving
an unpaired electron at the initiator and oxidising at the same time the catalyst system,
which it serves as an additional ligand. At the newly formed active radical site at the
initiator, radical addition can take place. Is the halide radical transferred back to the
end of the growing chain, it caps again the reaction site and the chain returns to the
dormant state again. This cycle of active and dormant state, uncapping and capping,
and catalyst oxidation and reduction is repeated until the reaction is quenched.
The more the equilibrium is on the side of a dormant chain, the lower is the polymerisation rate and the higher is the control, as side reactions such as coupling or disproportionation are suppressed.108 As the equilibrium between the dormant and the active
state is at the same time an equilibrium between the Cu(I) and the Cu(II) complex, the
reaction rate can be inuenced by adding Cu(II) along with Cu(I), and by varying their
ratio.14,97,135,136 Before this nding, control over the polymerisation was often achieved
by adding a sacricial initiator to the polymerisation solution. A sacricial initiator oers
a competing reaction that lowers the reaction rate on the surface and thus yields better
control.82 On the other hand, it causes polymerisation in solution that complicates the
retrieval of the polymer lm and its separation from the bulk polymer.82,94,108
As a side note, the polymerisation in solution started by a sacricial initiator also
increases the concentration of the Cu(II) complex during the ATRP cycle by increasing
the number of halogen transfers to catalyst complexes. It may therefore not only control
the reaction by a concurrence reaction but also by inuencing the redox equilibrium of
the catalyst.97 However control is achieved, it leads to a lower polydispersity at the costs
of a long polymerisation time.97,108 The direct addition of Cu(II), on the other hand,
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Figure 2.2: Schematic mechanism of the ATRP, the substrate is grey, monomers and the polymer
are depicted as pink rectangles, the halide is green and the catalyst system blue. Is the catalyst
lled, it indicates its oxidised state. The catalyst complex has then an additional ligand  the
capping halide. Below the schematic illustration, the rst reaction cycle for the polymerisation
of a methacrylate is depicted exemplifying the reaction mechanism for SI-ATRP.
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alters the activity of the catalyst instead of enhancing the number of radical sites in
solution as a sacricial initiator does. It is therefore a more practicable route to control
the polymerisation and was employed in this work.

2.1.2 Introduction to Plasma Polymerisation
Although plasma processes and polymer deposition are known for more than a century,137
plasma polymerisation has been studied more intensely only since the 1960s.138 First
of all, the term plasma polymerisation does not fully characterise the method but is
commonly used for organic hight molecular weight layers deposited by plasma activation.
The method is more correctly described by a plasma enhanced chemical vapour deposition
(PE-CVD) of organic compounds.137 The terms refer to a process that activates the
organic molecules in the vapour phase by applying a plasma.138 The activation is followed
by a polymerisation and deposition of the organic compounds onto a substrate yielding
a thin lm. However, for convenience also in this work the terms plasma polymerisation
and plasma polymer are used.
The plasma polymerisation takes place in a chamber, into which the samples are placed
for coating (Figure 2.3). The chamber has lines to let in process gasses and the vapour
of organic monomers. The pressure in the chamber is controlled by a valve at the gas
outlet connected to a vacuum pump. A plasma can be ignited by internal or external
electrodes connected to an electric power source, typically with an alternating current
with a frequency in the microwave or Radio Frequency (RF) range.139 The experiments
of this work were conducted in a RF plasma (see Section 7.4 for details).

Figure 2.3: Schematic of the plasma polymerisation set-up.

The proceedings during this process are quite complex and subject to research using in
situ
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there are many reactions and processes happening at the same time,

e.g.

dierent frag-

mentations of the organic compounds, generation of energetic electrons, ionisation and
collisions of the diverse ionic and radical species.137,140 There is also always a balance
between ablation and deposition from and to surfaces in the plasma chamber.138,141
Monomers adsorb to the surfaces and react with monomers and fragments activated by
the plasma. Polymers or short chains form in the vapour phase and adsorb to the surfaces. At the same time, the surfaces and everything deposited on them are bombarded
with ions and radicals from the plasma and are ablated consequently.138
Yasuda et al.139 described the polymerisation mechanism in the plasma as an atomic
mechanism, in contrast to the molecular polymerisation mechanism of classical wet
chemistry. This means that the monomer molecules are activated in a general way
and predictions are dicult, which bonds are cleaved during the reaction, as the whole
molecule is in an excited state. Plasma polymerisation in this case results in lms that
are quite undened in their molecular weight and chemical structure.137,138 Since the
introduction of milder plasma conditions, the retention of the original moieties has been
achieved.138,142 These mild or soft conditions stand for plasma processes with high
pressure, low power in-put and a pulsed plasma. In these conditions, vinyl monomers, for
example, are supposed to be cleaved only at the double bond.138 The milder conditions
also reduce other unwanted side reactions, such as sample heating during the plasma
process, which is important especially when aiming at biomaterials applications with
heat sensitive molecules such as proteins.138 Less radical species are incorporated into the
plasma polymer lms resulting in less ageing eects and more stable lms. In addition,
the degree of cross-linking can be reduced.143
The parameters of a plasma polymerisation that have to be optimised for every single
monomer are  assuming the reactions take place in the same reactor  the kind of
excitation, its frequency and its power, the ow rate of the monomer, the gas pressure,
the substrate temperature and its material, size and positioning.137 This opens a huge
parameter space, which makes comparison of dierent studies dicult and necessitates
working on good process optimisation. Generally, placing the substrate outside of the
plasma zone reduces the cross-linking of the polymer but also deposition rates.143 The
strive for high deposition rates is often successful when the temperature is low.137 A lower
substrate temperature also helps maintaining the functional groups of the monomer.143
Deposition rates increase with increasing monomer ow rate until a certain saturation
level is reached.137 For the input power and the gas pressure optima exist, at which
deposition is high and ablation does not yet take over.137 Guerin

et al.

140

pointed out

the dierent kinds of reaction that may take place in the plasma of the model monomer 2-
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propanol. The route of fragmentation that the molecules took in the plasma phase under
dierent conditions directly inuenced the plasma polymer lm's chemical structure.
A vast improvement of the PE-CVD of organic compounds was the introduction of
the pulsed mode. In the pulsed mode, the plasma is ignited in regular time intervals.
This periodic on and o of the plasma is dened in the duty cycle. The duty cycle is
the ratio

ton
138,143
ton +tof f ,

but often this is not sucient to really specify the conditions.

Not only the relative ratio but also the absolute length of the plasma on and o
periods inuence the composition of the plasma polymer lm.143 The plasma on state
provides the activation of the monomers and produces radicals and active ions, just
as a continuous plasma does. In between the plasma on periods, the plasma o
periods reduce the concentration of radicals and thus promote the reaction of radicals
with monomers while reducing recombination between radicals. This increased reaction
rate between radicals and monomers means that during the plasma o periods more
of the polymer is formed through mechanisms that are comparable to polymerisations
of the conventional wet chemistry.143 The more conventional mechanism preserves more
functional groups of the monomers than the constantly activating continuous plasma.138
Additionally, the deposition rate is greatly increased during the plasma o phase, the
substrate temperature is lower in the pulsed mode than in the continuous mode, and
the plasma induced irradiation is reduced. Another advantage of the pulsed mode is the
decreased bombardment of the already formed thin lms with ions, which in turn reduces
lm ablation. The pulsed plasma mode decreases the eective power input, as can be
seen in the equivalent average power < P >= Dutycycle · P eakP ower.138,143 As the
power is only applied in the plasma on period, the overall power that the sample and
the polymer receive is lower than in the continuous mode.143 This means less damage to
the plasma polymer lm and higher peak powers can be applied. The degree of crosslinking is also lower in the pulsed mode than in the continuous mode and governed by
the duty cycle.138,143 All these eects of pulsing the plasma lead to a higher degree of
functional groups conservation and chemically more dened lms.
When using mild conditions, such as the pulsed plasma mode, with optimised parameters, it is possible to control the functional group density.142144 However, plasma polymers still undergo side reactions and suer from ageing and reorientation in the bulk.142
During the polymerisation, double bonds and branching and cross-linking structures are
still introduced.145 Radicals remaining in the polymer coatings from the plasma process
always react with oxygen and water upon contact with air or in an aqueous environment. Thus, oxygen containing groups are introduced.137,138,144,145 Additionally to the
post-deposition reactions, the functional groups in the polymer lm rearrange away from
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or towards the interface with air or solvent aected by the wettability and interactions
between moieties and environment.138,142,146 Thus the surface of a plasma polymer coating will undergo changes on the short as well as on the long time scale depending on the
surrounding.
For the present work MMA was polymerised in a pulsed plasma, i.e. in soft conditions,
to preserve the functional group. The choice of Poly(Methyl Methacrylate) (PMMA) was
based upon its often being used as a model material for biomaterials research and it being
widely applied as bone cement.35,81,147,148 It is known to be an inert polymer and has
been proven to be biocompatible.81,149 Additionally, spin-coated PMMA lms provide
a good surface for a protein distribution to encourage cell adhesion.81,147 Although
there is still potential for improvement when it comes to PMMA as bone cement,148
the monomer MMA seemed to be a good starting point for the synthesis of plasma
polymer lms. With its double bond, it is suitable for mild PE-CVD conditions and is
estimated to give a PMMA-like coating.81,150 These coatings may be the starting point for
further modications. Controlled hydrolysis, for example, could yield lms with a tunable
carboxylate content, which could serve as nucleation points for biomineralisation.151153
For biomaterial applications, not only the control over number and type of functional
groups is essential but also the adhesion of the lms to the substrate.146 To ensure good
adhesion between a plasma polymer thin lm and its substrate, it is often necessary to introduce an adhesion promoting layer. This strategy was required and used in the present
work to ensure the stability of the Plasma Polymerised Methyl Methacrylate (ppMMA)
lms. The adhesion promoting layer bridges the chemistry of the substrate and of the
desired outer layer. This bridging can be done with a gradient, such as a duty cycle
gradient going from high power input for good adhesion to the substrate to low duty
cycles for retaining the functional groups of the monomer.138,143 The gradient can also
be formed by monomers going from simple hydrocarbon monomers to monomers carrying the desired moieties.138 The method used in this work did not involve gradients but
quite dened layers. Here, two layers promoted good adhesion in simulated physiological
conditions: Plasma Polymerised n-Heptane (ppH) and a SAM of OTES (see also Sections 3.1.3 and 3.2.1). ppH formed a simple hydrocarbon layer, which most likely binds
to the outer functionalised layer through the ablation and deposition processes during
the plasma polymerisation of the outer layer (i.e. like a small gradient from ppH to
ppMMA). The second possible adhesion promoting layer was assembled in a wet chemical process. Hydroxyl groups on the surface of the activated glass surface reacted with
the siloxane groups of OTES forming a covalent bond. The hydrocarbon tail on the other
side provided the connection to the outer plasma polymer layer probably through the
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same processes as the ppH layer.138

2.1.3 Lithography of Polymer Brush and Plasma Polymer Films
To obtain patterned polymer brushes with the grafting from method, a host of diverse patterning methods exist to limit polymer growth to dened areas of the substrate. The most popular techniques are Micro Contact Printing (microCP),114,123,154
photolithography155 and direct writing approaches such as electron beam or ion beam
lithography.95,156160 Some lithographical methods pattern polymer lms after they were
synthesised on the surface or deposited onto it.147,161 However, often the patterning takes
place before the surface initiated polymer lm growth by selective application of initiator
to the surface, or by destructing or inactivating the initiator in certain areas.95,122,162,163

Figure 2.4: Overview of techniques to pattern thin polymer lms. Methods that use the writing
approach (upper part) scan the surface of the substrate (blue) to pattern it e.g. with a cantilever
(orange, upper left) or an electron or ion beam (yellow, upper right).

These methods yield

patterns with very small features but are slow and can only be applied to small areas. Quick
patterning of large areas can be achieved by the printing approach (lower part). The feature size
of the pattern, however, has a lower limit when using e.g. PDMS stamps (grey, lower left) or
UV-irradiation (yellow, lower right) through a mask (black, lower right) to pattern surfaces.
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The several methods of patterning use either mechanical tools or irradiation to alter
certain parts of a surface. Tools and irradiation methods have been developed for a
writing and a printing approach (Figure 2.4). The writing approach with a mechanical tool employs a pencil. An AFM cantilever is often the favourite pencil for
this approach.164 It can be used to scrape or press into an existing polymer coating,165
scratch o parts of a SAM,166 or deposit a kind of ink.164 The ink may be, for example,
alkane thiols with initiator functional groups, which are applied to certain areas of gold
surfaces. Independent of the method, the resolution is always limited by the size of the
pencil. Nevertheless, as most studies employ AFM tips, extremely small pattern sizes
even in the nanometre range are possible with this method. The major drawback is its
limitation to small areas correlating to the maximum scanner range and the slowness of
the scanning or writing method.167
The second possibility for the mechanical manipulation of surfaces is the printing
approach (Figure 2.4, lower left). A heated stamp may be pressed into polymer material115,161 or it may be loaded with ink.167 Popular and often used are PDMS stamps for
the microCP method.114,168,169 Here, the resolution of the pattern is limited by the possible pattern size of the stamp, about 1 µm pattern width.115 Suitable surface-ink pairs
are needed114,123 or polymers that can be processed in the hot embossing method.115,161

However, all in all this method is quite versatile and covers quickly relatively large areas.
The third possibility belongs to the irradiation principle, which is the one employed
in the present work. The use of irradiation as focused beam or through a mask with electromagnetic waves of various wavelengths and also ions is reported. Just as the pencil,
the focused beam (Figure 2.4, upper right) scans or writes on the sample surface ablating,
activating, or inactivating certain areas.95,147,156,157,159 The focused beam methods have
every advantage and disadvantage of the writing techniques described above. They
reach high resolutions (even in the nanometre range), especially when using small wave
lengths such as electron beams.95,157,160,170 Although the method has a great scope, it is
rather slow and only applicable for small areas.147,160
The irradiation equivalent of the printing approach is the irradiation of larger areas
through a mask (Figure 2.4, lower right). Generally, the UV-band with its high energy
and short wavelength is used.39,122,171 Advantages of the UV-lithography method are the
relatively low costs and the bigger irradiation area. As it is not a scanning method, every
pixel is irradiated at once, saving time. In contrast to the focused beam methods, such
as electron beams and ion beams, there is not need for extremely cost intensive equipment
such as an electron microscope. It was the approach chosen for this work, making use of
the above mentioned advantages. Additionally, this lithography method was applicable
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for patterning both kinds of polymer lms, the polymer brush as well as the plasma
polymer coatings.
However, the size of the pattern is limited by two factors: by the wavelength and the
patterning of the mask. The latter is possible well below the micrometre range using ebeam lithography as it is described by Letsche.172 Letsche used quartz glass masks with
a chrome coating. The UV-light can pass the quartz glass, but not the areas covered
by the chrome layer. Nevertheless, the patterning of the substrate is not possible in
the nanometre scale, as the wave length of the light being used limits the pattern size.
Features in the micrometre range can cause diraction and produce artefacts as shown
in Figure 2.5, even in the UV-range, which was used to pattern the coating here.

Figure 2.5: AFM topography image of diraction artefact owers of a polymer brush sample

173

structured by irradiation through a mask with a hexagonal pattern.

To pattern the polymer brush coatings for this work, a SAM of initiator molecules
was irradiated though a quartz mask with a patterned chrome layer. As described by
Tugulu et al.,122 the initiator molecule was inactivated by decomposition in UV-light. In
the non-irradiated areas covered by the chrome layer of the mask, the initiator molecule
was intact. In the polymerisation solution, these areas initiated polymer brush growth
through the bromide and formed the hills of the pattern. The irradiated areas could not
initiate polymerisation and thus formed the grooves.
In contrast to the lithography strategy applied for the polymer brushes, the plasma
polymer was synthesised rst and then patterned. This process compares to the pat-
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terning methods used for spin coated polymer lms. Basically, the same methods of
patterning can be applied for the already synthesised lm as for the polymer brushes. A
dierence only lies in the necessity of using a developer after the irradiation, may it be
an organic solvent, a mixture of solvents147 or water. The procedure of Ploux

et al.

39

was the guide for the patterning of the plasma polymer coatings in this work. They
described the UV-lithography of plasma polymerised maleic anhydride as a simple and
fast patterning method. They irradiated the sample for dierent time periods with the
light of a medium pressure mercury lamp through a mask and developed the polymer
lm with ultrapuried water.

2.1.4 Comparison of Polymer Brushes and Plasma Polymers and their
Application Range
Although both plasma polymerisation and SI-ATRP produce polymer thin lms, the two
methods dier greatly in their mechanisms and their products.
The initiation through monomers activated by electron impact is far less specic than
the initiation by a conventional initiator.137 The SI-ATRP mechanism initiates even
more specic than conventional polymerisation methods a highly controlled polymerisation. Using soft plasma conditions, such as the pulsed plasma mode, it is possible
to retain monomer functional groups and control their density.142144 Nevertheless, the
control over the number and type of functional groups of a plasma polymer surface is
still not comparable with that over a polymer brush surface.140,142,145 Polymer brushes
only have the kind of moiety and its exact number per unit that was introduced. In
plasma polymers, side reactions during the plasma process, even if minimised, postprocess reactions and ageing partly eliminate original functional groups and introduce
new moieties.137,138,142,144,145
Despite the lower control in the plasma process, plasma polymerisation still has advantages over the SI-ATRP process. The plasma polymerisation is less cost and labour
intensive and is by far the faster process.
In spite of the dierences in the processes and resulting polymer lms, the application
range as biomaterials is similar. Surface-attached polyelectrolytes are mostly watersoluble and therefore interesting for biochemical and medical applications53 as well as
for the extensive eld of biotechnology.164 They promise control over important surface properties such as wettability and charge.82,114 The unique behaviour of polyelectrolyte brushes such as Poly(2-[Methacryloyloxy]Ethyl Trimethylammonium Chloride)
(PMETAC) in dierent solvents and ion solutions makes them candidates for nanoactuators applications or the build-up of microuidic devices.82,103,104 In the present work,
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this polymer was synthesised and tested as a potential biomaterial and implant coating.
Possible and actual applications for plasma polymers range as well from medical implants over sensors to selectively permeable membranes.138,143,146 Biosensors and bionanotechnological devices are probably the most important application aimed at for plasma
polymers.78,138,140,146
Non-fouling applications are anticipated for polyether brushes (Poly(Ethylene Glycol)
(PEG) analogues) such as Poly(Oligo[Ethylene Glycol]Methacrylate) (POEGMA) or
polyzwitterionic brushes such as Poly(N -[3-Sulfopropyl]-N -Methacryloyloxyethyl-N,N Dimethylammonium Betaine) (PSBMA).50,51,130 The latter example is a sulfobetaine
and was synthesised and examined in this work. Just like the polymer brushes, the
plasma polymers are also suggested as possible anti-fouling materials. Especially the
plasma analogue of PEG is a promising candidate for protein resistant surfaces.143
These anti-fouling functional groups are additionally studied as biocompatible materials exerting control over cell adhesion.49
for a variety of biomedical

applications.43

Regulating cell adhesion is of interest

Whereas implant materials should provide

good conditions for the human cells of the target tissue and prevent bacterial colonisation, surfaces for cell arrays or biosensors should direct cell adhesion without interfering
with other cell functions.58,164,174 Polyzwitterionic brushes and other surface tethered
polyelectrolytes but also Poly(2-Hydroxyethyl Methycrylate) (PHEMA), POEGMA and
Poly(Poly[Ethylene Glycol]Methacrylate) (PPEGMA) are very eective in preventing
unspecic protein adsorption.4345,50,51,56,87,164,175

This property makes the polymer

brushes an interesting material for biomedical and biotechnological applications, such as
protein microarrays or diagnostic sensors of lab-on-a-chip techniques.55,56,82,114,118 Preventing unwanted protein adhesion at some places, but admitting it when wanted, may
reduce the background signal on microarrays and thus enhance the detection limits.82,118
The polymers deposited in a plasma environment came also into focus for biomaterial
applications, quite early.141,176,177 They were thought suitable for a range of tissues
and materials, especially intraocular and contact lenses and materials in contact with
blood.78,177 Drug release, prevention of leaching and corrosion, or a stealth eect for
endoprostheses are thought possible as well as usage in the development of lab-on-achip devices.141,176 Plasma polymer lms with amine, carboxylate or hydroxyl groups
are intensely explored for biomaterial applications and optimised in their stability and
retention of functional groups.138,140,142,144,178
The polymer brush coatings and plasma polymer lms synthesised for this work were
examined to answer the question if they were applicable as implant coatings. As written
above, the polymers were partly already candidates for other biomaterials applications,
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such as the sulfobetaine PSBMA and the quaternary amine PMETAC. Poly(Methacrylic
Acid) (PMAA) and the plasma polymer chosen, ppMMA, contained the carboxyl moiety
often used in biomaterials.

2.2 Results and Discussion of the Polymer Coatings'
Synthesis
2.2.1 Synthesis of Patterned Polymer Brush Coatings
The basic step towards the fabrication of the multi-component coating (comp. Figure 1.1
on p. 8) was the synthesis of patterned polymer brushes of dierent functionalities

via

SI-ATRP. The procedure started with the activation of the glass substrates (experimental
details in Section 7.2), which served as a model surface. In a self-assembly process, the
initiator reacted with the activated and oxidised glass to build siloxane links between
coating and surface.
The patterning was achieved by UV-lithography through a chrome coated quartz mask
containing the respective pattern (Section 7.5). As described by Letsche in detail,172
the masks were in direct contact with the initiator coated substrates to ensure a good
resolution and avoid diraction.
Upon irradiation, the initiator SAM became more hydrophilic (Figure 3.4 on p. 72).
The increasing hydrophilicity might indicate a reaction of the initiator molecules with an
active oxygen species during UV-irradiation. UV-light can not only cause a homolytic
scission of the bromide bond.172 Besides this, also the reactive oxygen species that are
generated in the deep UV-light179 could react with the initiator SAM in a photooxidation.
It is not known, if only the bromide is cleaved o, or if more of the irradiated molecules
is degraded.
To elucidate the surface chemistry of the irradiated initiator SAM, X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) measurements were conducted (Figure 2.6). In the spectrum,
no Br peaks were detected. The presence of small amounts of N indicated that the amide
group was at least partly preserved in the irradiation process.
Fitting the high resolution spectra (Figure 2.7 and Table 2.1) showed that most carbon
atoms were bound in an aliphatic environment. 23 % was part of a C−O double bond,
just as the residue nitrogen implying that the amide group was at least partly retained.
As expected, most of the oxygen was bound in SiO2 , but also found in a C−O double
bond environment. This conrmed the assumptions from the survey spectrum and the
C1s ts. However, the surface chemistry of the irradiated areas and the mechanism of the
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Figure 2.6: XPS survey scan of a Si surface that was coated with initiator and subsequently
irradiated. Measurements indicate the presence of N. Elemental composition: 43 % Si, 32 % O,
12 % C and 1.1 % N. Br was not detected. Figure published in ref. 180.

Figure 2.7: High resolution XPS spectra of the C1s (left) and O1s (right) peaks of the Si surface
coated with initiator and subsequently irradiated.

The C1s peak was tted with three peaks

assigned to (from left to right) a C−O double bond (289.2 eV), an C−O single bond (287.7 eV)
and an aliphatic environment (286.1 eV). The O1s peak was found to contain two peaks assigned
to the prevailing Si−O environment (533.5 eV) and carbon bound oxygen (532.0 eV). For details
see Table 2.1. Figure published in ref. 180.
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inactivation could not be fully elucidated. Even if the exact mechanism of irradiating the
initiator remained unsolved, the molecule was clearly inactivated as seen by the absence
of Br and by the patterns build through the polymerisation (Figure 2.10 and Figure 2.11).
Table 2.1: Values for the binding energy and the areas of the tted peaks in the high resolution
XPS spectra (Figure 2.7) of an irradiated initiator surface.

Element

Peak assignment

C 1s

CC/CH
CO
C=O
C=O
SiO

O 1s

Binding energy
[eV]

Area [%]

286.1
287.7
289.2
532.0
533.5

70.8
6.02
23.2
4.09
95.9

Polysulfonate Brush Coatings
Using SPMA as a monomer with its strong acidic sulfonate group (Scheme 2.2) for
the SI-ATRP yields a strong polyelectrolyte, which carries the negative charge nearly
over the entire pH range. For the SI-ATRP procedure, the protocol of Masci

et al.

,124

which describes the polymerisation of SPMA in solution, was adapted for a surface
initiated reaction. The details of the reaction and its optimisation are described in my
master thesis.181 The protocol made use of a CuCl/bpy catalyst and of the addition
of CuCl2 as a means to control the reaction as it is detailed in Section 7.3.2. The
reaction was additionally slowed down and controlled by the choice of a
Formamide (DMF)/water mixture as solvent instead of pure

water.124

N,N

-Dimethyl

Increasing the

monomer content of the polymerisation solution and the polymerisation time compared
to ref. 124 produced Poly(3-Sulfopropylmethacrylate) (PSPMA) brushes with a height
of up to 30 nm.
The PSPMA brush coatings were employed mainly for cell culture experiments and
for nanoparticle adsorption experiments, but they were also tested as a matrix for mineralisation experiments. Their synthesis was additionally used to learn more about the
polymerisation and the resulting coating. By comparing the properties of the PSPMA
brush lms with those of PMETAC, PSBMA and PMAA, a more accurate picture of the
polymer brush conformation and its behaviour could be elucidated.
The living character of the polymerisation was shown by self-blocking experiments
previously by my-self in good agreement with literature.108,114,124,181 In a self-blocking
experiment, the polymerisation is re-initiated on already synthesised polymer brushes.
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Scheme 2.2: Chemical structures of the monomers used for SI-ATRP.

Thus, the preservation of the halide at the end of the polymer is shown, which is a
criterion for the livingness of the reaction.108,182 However, the results from the selfblocking experiment with PSPMA could not absolutely rule out irreversible termination
or loss of the active endgroup, contrary to the statement in ref. 181. Although the
polymerisation was successfully re-initiated, the height added during the re-initiated
polymerisation was lower than the height resulting from the rst polymerisation at the
same conditions and concentrations.
This apparently lower eciency of the re-initiation does not necessarily mean that the
active endgroups were lost. They could also be buried in the polymer. The swelling
properties of the polymer brushes (for details see ref. 173,181) indicate a quite coiled
conformation in the dry state. The swelling experiments described therein showed that
PSPMA brushes could swell in water about twice their dry height. This would not be
possible, if the polymers were already nearly completely stretched in the dry state.
An alternative explanation for the lower eciency of the re-initiation is that a mixed
halide system was used for the polymerisation of SPMA.108,124 The reaction was started
by the highly ecient bromide, but continued by the less ecient chloride. This halide
exchange increases the initiation rate over the propagation and thus increases the control
over the polymerisation.108,183 On the other hand, it leaves the ends of the polymers
capped by the chloride at the end of the polymerisation and thus lowers the eciency of
the re-initiation.
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In summary, PSPMA brushes were synthesised with an ATRP protocol yielding polymer chains that can be re-initiated for a self-blocking polymerisation, showing the living
character of the reaction. The lower re-initiation rate can be due to the change of the
capping group from −Br to −Cl or the loss of the halide capping group. Alternatively,
it can be evidence for a conformation of the polymer chains that is more coiled than the
common picture suggests for polymer brushes (as

e.g.

in ref. 122). The synthesis and

characterisation of the other polymers PSBMA, PMETAC and PMAA gave additional
clues to answer this question.

Polysulfobetaine Brush Coatings
PSBMA is a zwitterion with the constantly positively charged quaternary amine and
negatively charged sulfonate (Scheme 2.2). The protocol of Azzaroni
a good guide to the

reaction.181

49

et al.

emerged as

Just like the polymerisation of SPMA, the reaction was

catalysed by a CuCl/bpy complex. Control was achieved through the addition of CuCl2
shifting the equilibrium to the capped polymer chain (comp. Section 2.1.1). The mixed
halide system consisting of a bromide initiator and chloride copper salts added to the
control. Additionally, a mixture of water and the organic solvent methanol provided the
right degree of control and reaction rate (comp. experimental details in Section 7.3.1).
The polymer was examined extensively as cell culture substrate, as mineralisation
matrix and as template for nanoparticle adsorption. PSBMA contained negative as
well as positive charges. It thus oered unusual possibilities for interactions with other
molecules and particles.
The water contact angle measured for biocompatibility and stability experiments (comp.
Figure 3.4 on p. 72) showed that the PSBMA brushes used here were hydrophilic with
a contact angle of 20◦ ±9◦ . Previous measurements (comp. ref. 181) implied that the
brushes synthesised following the same protocol were less hydrophilic (water contact angle
36◦ ±3◦ ). Although the reaction conditions were kept constant for all polymerisations,
the contact angle seemed to have varied between dierent experiments.
The PSBMA zwitterions have an extremely high dipole moment. The dipole moment
results in the groups interacting strongly intra- and intermolecularly, forming bridges
to other chains or loops connecting dierent parts of one chain.49 To break these interactions and make the polymer soluble, high temperatures or ionic solutions are necessary.4951,184,185 Due to the strong interactions, polymer brushes build from these
polymers may form extremely dense, supercollapsed layers, depending on the molecular
weight of the polymer and the electrostatic environment.49,185 Azzaroni

49

et al.

that PSBMA brushes showed two regimes depending on the lm thickness,

i.e.

found

the mo-
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lecular weight of the polymer. Below a thickness of 50 nm, the PSBMA brushes were
not in a collapsed state, the inter- and intramolecular interactions were low, resulting
in hydrophilic coatings. After a transient linear rise of the contact angle, the polymer
chains of 100 nm or more were supercollapsed interacting strongly intramolecularly and
thus excluding the water. According to the authors, in water, solvation antagonises the
electrostatic eect and the hydration of the polymer chains causes the brushes to swell.
Consequently, hydration and electrostatic binding are antagonists determining properties
of the PSBMA brushes.
Azzaroni

et al.

49

measured a water contact angle of about 12◦ when brushes were

50 nm or less. Previous measurements of my own samples in ref. 181 gave a contact
angle of 36◦ ±3◦ corresponding to a height of about 60 nm in ref. 49. This height was
in agreement with AFM measurements at the time (60 nm to 100 nm). The brushes
with the contact angle of 20◦ ±9◦ on the other hand were probably at the lower end
of the transition regime. The lower contact angle indicated a lower dry height of the
PSBMA brushes of this specic experiment. On the whole, contact angle measurements
of the PSBMA brushes suggested the brushes synthesised for this work being in the
non-associated regime (comp. ref. 49). In this regime, the polymer brush coatings were
hydrophilic, could be hydrated and swell.
In a set of experiments, the polymerisation was stopped after various time periods.
These experiments were performed on glass and silicon substrates in parallel. AFM
scans were used to determine the height of the polymer brush lm.
The height plotted over the polymerisation time (Figure 2.8) showed a linear relation of thickness

vs.

time in the section with the data of the rst 20 min to 30 min.

A linear increase of the lm thickness over the reaction time indicates a good control
over the reaction.97,99,114 Therefore, the reaction seemed to have a controlled character in the beginning of the polymerisation. After that time, the slope slowly begins to
level. This behaviour is observed in many studies on dierent SI-ATRP reactions and
seems to be quite common.93,99,108,186 It is a sign that the controlled character of the
reaction is lost and an irreversible chain termination takes place, even if only in small
numbers.99,108,114,186 Consequently, the polydispersity rises in this period.99
Just as the lower re-initiation rate in the self-blocking experiments with PSPMA did,
the non-linear relation of thickness

vs.

time for longer polymerisation time suggested

that irreversible chain termination did occur. On the other hand, it does not rule out
the possibility that the active ends were simply buried in the brush and poorly accessible
for monomers and catalyst. This possibility should have had a similar eect on chain
growth.
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Figure 2.8: PSBMA brush height over the polymerisation time as measured in AFM scans. The
line serves to guide the eye. A linear section in the beginning of the curve implies a controlled
polymerisation, levelling o a loss of control. Even though the substrates shared pretreatment
and the reaction solution, the height on the silicon wafer diers from the one on glass indicating
that on the two substrates brushes are not necessarily equal.
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Despite the common picture of a really brush-like polymer brush with polymers in
a very stretched conformation standing separated next to each other (as depicted

e.g.

in ref. 122), particle tracking micro-rheology measurements conducted by Pluntke and
Paust with PSBMA and PMAA brushes synthesised for this work suggested another
picture. The polymer brushes acted more as a network implying a more coiled and
entangled conformation of the polymer brushes (compare also Figure 2.1 and Outlook of
ref. 173).
Concluding, probing the brush height at dierent time points of the polymerisation
showed that the controlled character of the reaction was lost after about 30 min reaction
time. The loss of control can be explained by employing the conventional reasoning
that irreversible chain termination took place. Alternatively, it may be argued that
the conformation of the polymer brush is more coiled than is usually anticipated. The
network of polymers might bury the chain ends in the coating making them less accessible
for the reactants leading to an apparent termination. In this case, the low re-initiation
rate (as for PSPMA) and the levelling o of height increase over time (as for PSBMA)
might give information about the conformation of the polymer brushes.
A second nding of these experiments was the diering brush height on the two substrates, glass and silicon. The substrates for this experiment shared the pretreatment
and the reaction solution, so all parameters should have been kept constant. The polymerisation on glass was therefore not necessarily equal to the reaction on silicon. This
should be considered when the substrate is changed to use a wider range of analysing
methods as it is generally done.56,93,187 The dierence in lm thickness might be caused
by a lower density of the initiator SAM on the silicon substrates. A diering surface
chemistry and less ecient activation prior to the initiator coating might provide fewer
anchorage sites for the silane. As all other reaction conditions were kept constant, this
seems the most feasible explanation. This observation should also be considered when
transferring these ndings to titanium substrates.

Polyamine Brush Coatings
The monomer METAC is a constantly charged quaternary amine (Scheme 2.2). It was
polymerised

via

ATRP, just as the other monomers, but dierent conditions had to be

chosen to accelerate the reaction for this apparently less reactive monomer. Additionally,
a pretreatment of the METAC solution was necessary (experimental details in Section
7.3.3). The monomer METAC was provided as a 75 wt% aqueous solution. Whereas in
ref. 88,167,188,189 no treatment is mentioned, Cheng et al.97 and Zhou et al.163 mention
treatment with aluminium oxide or elution through a neutral alumina plug. Luo et al.190
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and Yan

.,191 on the other hand, puried a similar reagent by washing it with

et al

ether. In the present work, after skipping the pretreatment or after the pretreatment
with ether, no sign of successful polymerisation could be observed. Experimentally, the
purication by Al2 O3 treatment, however, proofed to be the most eective method. The
procedure consisted of making a slurry of the monomer solution and neutral Al2 O3 and
by subsequently sucking o the puried solution.
As outlined above in Section 2.1.1, a crucial parameter for ATRP is the ratio of
monomer to active copper species (Cu+ ), to inactivating copper species (Cu2+ ) and to
ligand (bpy). The inuence the two copper species have on this specic polymerisation of
METAC was examined by Cheng et al.97 The authors reported that a high Cu(I)/Cu(II)
ratio increased the polymerisation rate but lead to high polydispersity. In literature, ratios of [monomer]:[Cu(I)]:[Cu(II)]:[bpy] of 100:2:0.1:588,188,189 and 40:1.1:0.11:2.7103 are
given. In the present work, ratios of 100:3:1:7, 100:2:0.1:5 and 100:2::4 were tried, decreasing the amount of Cu(II), the last approach omitting the inactivating copper species
altogether.
Respresentative DIC micrographs of the patterned coatings resulting from these optimisation eyperiments are shown in Figure 2.9. The faintest pattern can be seen in
Figure 2.9a. The coating was prepared with the inhibiting Cu2+ ions added to give a
100:2:0.1:5 ratio. A clear improvement was the abolishing of this copper species resulting
in a ratio of 100:2::4 (Figure 2.9b), as can be seen by comparing Figure 2.9a and b. As
stated above and studied by Cheng

,97 this measure likely reduced the control and

et al.

raised the polydispersity. As the perfect control over the reaction was not in the focus of
this work but the application as a means to direct cell and nanoparticle adsorption, this
decit was traded against the higher polymer lm thickness. The material contrast produced by charge and functionalisation of the patterned polyelectrolyte was in the centre
of interest and was provided by this reaction as the results in the following chapters will
show.
Next to the ratio of Cu+ to Cu2+ ions, a second parameter to optimise was the reaction
time. Polymerisations for 1 h or 2 h did not yield a coating that could be seen under the
microscope. In cases like this, the samples were scratched with the pointy end of tweezers
to nd traces of a polymer lms through scratches on the surface even if patterns were
not discernible. For the PMETAC samples with a short polymerisation time, also then no
sign of a polymer lm was found. The increase of polymerisation time from 18 h to 24 h is
visible by comparing Figure 2.9 e and f indicating that the increase of polymerisation time
caused an increase in apparent lm thickness. Nevertheless, the polymerisation seemed to
vary from batch to batch, as Figure 2.9b, d and e were prepared basically under the same
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Figure 2.9: DIC micrographs of PMETAC coatings prepared following the protocol given in Sec-

+

2+

tion 7.3.3. Between the experiments the ratio of [monomer]:[Cu ]:[Cu

]:[bpy] and the reaction

time were varied; a: ratio 100:2:0.1:5 polymerised for 18 h, b: ratio 100:2::4 polymerised for 18 h,
c: no slurry, only sucked through Al2 O3 ratio 100:2::4 polymerised for 16 h, d: ratio 100:2::4
polymerised for 18 h pattern was only visible as the water condensation pattern, e: ratio 100:2:
:4 polymerised for 18 h, f: ratio 100:2::4 polymerised for 24 h; scale bars 100
modied to enhance contrast.
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conditions, but diered in material contrast of the structure when analysed by DIC. As
is shown in Figure 2.9d, the pattern was partly only visible under the microscope through
the water condensation pattern. When increasing the humidity of the air locally around
a sample, the water condensed preferably on the areas covered with PMETAC and not
in the grooves. The condensation pattern reproduced the pattern of the polymer brush
and was used to detect the thin lm when the optical material contrast was not good
enough to be adequately enhanced by the DIC.
A third measure to increase the lm thickness was increasing the water content of
the reaction solution. This generally serves to accelerate the reaction89,108,114,116,118 and
diminishes the decelerating eect of poor solubility of a monomer in the solvent114 comp.
Section (2.1.1). In the experiments, these changed reaction conditions assisted with
accelerating the polymerisation, but, at the same time, presumably meant loss of control
and a higher distribution of molecular weight.97,124
In conclusion, the polymerisation of METAC produced only very thin coatings as rst
analyses by DIC light microscopy indicated and AFM measuremnets described below
conrmed (Figure 2.11). The polymerisation of METAC was very likely not under good
control as soon as a feasible reaction rate was achieved. Besides eliminating the Cu2+
ions and raising the polymerisation time to 24 h, the solvent ratio was raised from water:methanol 1:4 to 1:1. However, this seemed acceptable with regard to the requirements
of the coating: These extremely thin polymer lm changed the surface energy considerably. Water contact angle measurements revealed the hydrophilic properties of the
PMETAC brushes with a contact angle of 11◦ ±3◦ . The polycationic brush is therefore
comparable to the polyanionic brush (17◦ ±6◦ 181 ) in its hydrophilicity.

Polycarboxylate Brush Coatings
NaMA is a smaller molecule than the ones described before (Scheme 2.2 on p. 32) and
with its carboxylate group yields a weak polyelectrolyte (comp. Section 2.1.1). The
polymerisation of NaMA was described by Tugulu
Letsche.172

93

et al.

and adapted and rened by

For this work, the synthesis protocol (7.3.4) was simply adopted to expand

the range of polymers for ensuing experiments described in the following chapters.
The polymerisation reaction of NaMA was marked by the formation of polymer in solution, additional to the surface initiated polymerisation. The by-product bulk polymer
is a sign for the lack of control in this reaction.114 Although the outer experimental conditions, such as the strength of vacuum during the freeze-pump-thaw cycles and exclusion
of oxygen, were similar for all monomers, polymerisation in solution took place only for
NaMA. Bulk polymerisation occured even before adding the catalyst, but adding the
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copper species accelerated the polymerisation even more. The most likely radical starter
was residual oxygen in the monomer solution during the degassing process. Before the
addition of the catalyst, a free radical polymerisation was highly probable. After the
addition of the copper species, also other mechanisms were possible.
NaMA seemed to be much more prone to radical reactions than the derivatives used.
A reason for the apparently higher reactivity might be the ability of the carboxylate
groups to complexate the Cu+ ions of the catalyst. Carboxylate functional groups in
general and specically PMAA brushes are known for their good anity to Cu+ ions.83
Jones

et al.

192

studied the SI-ATRP of the monomer Glycidyl Methacrylate (GMA) and

observed an accelerated reaction rate. The authors ascribed this to a complexation of
Cu+ ions by the epoxide moeties that changed the catalyst structure, accelerated the
reaction rate and caused a loss of control. Therefore, complexation could play a role in
the increased polymerisation rate and loss of control.
The optimisation and renement of the polymerisation would go beyond the scope of a
thesis aimed at the application of polymer thin lms. The following issues (comp. Section
7.3.4), however, might be addressed in future works concentrating on the synthesis: First,
degassing the unsolved monomer before it can react in aqueous solution might reduce
bulk polymerisation in solution. Ascertaining that the NaMA was not already partly
polymerised could be part of this approach. Second, a change of solvent from water to
an organic solvent/water mixture could improve control. The catalyst system might,
third, be changed from a pure bromide to a mixed system108 by employing the chloride
salts instead of the bromide salts. Fourth, a change of ligand could stabilise the catalyst
system and make a complexation by the PMAA brush more unlikely. A fth way of
regaining the control could be the optimisation of the Cu(I)/Cu(II) ratio.

2.2.2 Characterisation of Patterned Polymer Brush Coatings
After the synthesis and washing procedures, the patterned polymer brush coatings were
routinely examined through the light microscope in the DIC mode. A clear structuring and homogeneous surface showed a successful coating of the glass samples as it is
presented in Figure 2.10.
A part of the produced samples were observed more closely with AFM measurements
to provide the dry height of the polymer layer (measurements described in detail by
Pluntke173 ). Examples for these topographical measurements are shown in Figure 2.11.
The PSPMA brushes produced following the protocol given in Section 7.3.2 usually
were about 30 nm high. The dry height of PSBMA brushes was ca. 50 nm after the polymerisation procedure described in Section 7.3.1. At the lower end of the scale was the
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Figure 2.10: DIC micrographs of the polymer brush coatings obtained from the four dierent
monomers SPMA (a), SBMA (b), METAC (c) and NaMA (d) following the reaction conditions
listed in Table 2.2 and described in detail in Section 7.3; scale bars 100

µm.
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Figure 2.11: Typical AFM topographies of the polymer brush coatings obtained from the four
dierent monomers SPMA (a), SBMA (b), METAC (c) and NaMA (d).
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thickness of the PMETAC brushes with 10 nm, despite the eorts to accelerate the polymerisation (comp. Section 7.3.3). The protocol in Section 7.3.4 yielded PMAA brushes
with 300 nm height. The values and the corresponding reaction conditions yielding the
polymer brush lms are listed in Table 2.2.
Table 2.2: Dry height of the four dierent polymer brush lms synthesised and used in this
work as measured from AFM scans, listed with the corresponding height when swollen in water,
the polymerisation time and the relative concentration ratios of the main reactants during the
polymerisation.

Polymer
PSPMA
PSBMA
PMETAC
PMAA

···

 no data. For the detailed reaction procedure compare Section 7.3.

Dry height

Height
in water

Polymerisation
time

Ratio [monomer]:
[Cu+ ]:[Cu2+ ]:[bpy]

30 nm
50 nm to 60 nm
10 nm
300 nm to 400 nm

60 nm
120 nm
···
2 µm

14 h to 16 h
2h
24 h
30 min

75:1:1:5
50:1:0.1:2.5
100:2::4
200:2:0.4:5

From these measurements it can be seen that the weak polyelectrolyte PMAA reached
the highest coating thickness with the shortest polymerisation time. At the same time,
the polymerisation was the least controlled one. The lowest polymer brushes, on the other
hand, were produced in a very slow polymerisation. As it is described by Matyjaszewski et
al.

,108 every ATRP monomer has its own unique equilibrium constant. Reactivity, control

and conditions are in a singular interplay for every polymerisation system, although the
general rules (Section 2.1.1) do apply. This was conrmed by the reactions conducted
for this work. Although the outer conditions and the catalyst system were the same for
all monomers used, the reactivity diered greatly. Even adjusting the molar ratios of the
catalyst components and the solvent did not compensate for the diering reactivity, the
resulting polymer lms diered in thickness,

i.e.

in polymer chain length.

Another reason for the polymer specic brush heights might be the type of the monomer's charge. Strong polyelectrolytes carry a charged group on every segment of the
polymer chain constituting a high charge density usually evaded by chemical systems.
It is known for weak polyelectrolyte systems that the density of the functional groups
changes the moieties' pKa . A polycarboxylic system thus evades extreme charge densities

by increasing the pKa when the functional group density is high.83 This regulating pos-

sibility does not exist for systems with a xed charge. If there is a limit for the functional
group density, strong polyelectrolyte systems need other way to prevent exceeding this
limit. Lowering the chain length lowers the number of charge bearing groups in the polymer chain. A limit of the functional group density might therefore lead to a restricted
polyelectrolyte brush growth and thus lower the polymer brush height. Alternatively,
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the counter-ions binding to the functional group might compensate the charge. However,
these counter-ions increase the sterical stress in such a system188 eventually restricting
polymer chain growth as well.
Whereas the dry height and topological AFM scans give information about the polymer
chain growth and the pattern, the following experiments in cell culture, the mineralisation
and the adsorption of nanoparticles were conducted in aqueous solution. To provide
a better picture of the polymer brushes in this aqueous environment, AFM scans in
deionised water were conducted as shown in Figure 2.12 (see also ref.s 47,48,173).

Figure 2.12: Prole of patterned PMAA (a), PSBMA (b) and PSPMA brushes (c) in the dry
state (continuous red line) and swollen in water (dashed blue line) as measured with AFM; gure
published in ref. 47.

The PMAA brushes were swelling in water about ve times their dry height. This
enormous height dierence compared to the dry lm arms the revised conception of
the polymer brush picturing the chains not as nearly stretched but as quite coiled. It
also shows the good hydration and solubility of the polycarboxylate in water. Following
the argumentation of Cheng

,97 the immense swelling behaviour exhibited by these

et al.

brushes additionally suggests a high polydispersity. A high polydispersity implies the
existence of shorter polymer chains as well as very long ones, which can stretch much
higher when solvatised than the shorter chains. This was shown for PMETAC brushes
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in ref. 97 but should apply to the present PMAA brushes as well.
The PSBMA brush line patterns swelled to about twice their dry height and were
softer in these conditions than in their dry state. Azzaroni

et al.

49

observed a similar

swelling behaviour in comparable PSBMA brushes with a dry thickness of 50 nm. When
the PSBMA brushes in their study were higher (90 nm), the lm height only increased
slightly in water due to the PSBMA brush's collapsed state in the associated regime as
described in Section 2.2.1. The authors reasoned that longer polymer chains,

i.e.

PSBMA layers, had a dierent conformation because they had more groups

thicker

per

chain

that were able to bind. The higher number of functional groups made an intra- and
intermolecular binding more probable and caused a collapse of the brushes.
For the thin polymer brush lms of the present work, on the other hand, the following
should apply:49

• The interaction of a sulfonate group with water is better than the one with a
quaternary amine

• The high dielectric constant of water stabilises the strong dipole moment of the
zwitterion moieties

• Steric hindrance prevents the formation of ion pairs between the zwitterion moieties
Hydration and swelling in water is consequently favoured, if the PSBMA brushes are in
the non-associated regime. The PSBMA brushes swelling to twice their height in water
thus supported the assumption from the contact angle measurements (Section 2.2.1) of
the PSBMA brushes being in the non-associated regime. The hydrophilic property and
the good swelling,

i.e.

hydration, imply strongly that the PSBMA brushes were in the

non-collapsed state.
Just as the PSBMA brushes, the PSPMA brushes swelled in water to twice their
dry height. This arms good hydration and the hydrophilic character of the polymer
which was exhibited in a low contact angle of 17◦ .181 The height increase is less than
for the PMAA coating, which conrms the assumption of a quite slow and controlled
polymerisation. A better control of the reaction through the addition of Cu(II) provided
polymer brushes with a lower swelling ability as a sign of lower polydispersity.97
Returning to the question, if the low re-initiation rate in the PSPMA self-blocking
experiments and the plateau in the polymerisation time-dependent height of PSBMA
were due to chain termination or owing to polymer chain ends being buried in the lm:
The polymerisation with the highest reaction rate and lowest control (PMAA) lead to
polymer lms with a high apparent polydispersity concluded from the great dierence
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between dry lm height and lm height in water. The polymers PSBMA and PSPMA
resulted from reactions with a lower rate and better control, and seemed to have a lower
polydispersity. A dierence in control of the reactions did not change the accessibility of
the polymer chain ends but nevertheless caused diering swelling behaviour, indicating
diering polydispersity. Therefore, high polydispersity was probably due to irreversible chain termination and not due to inaccessible polymer chain ends. Consequently,
improving the control did indeed lead to fewer irreversible chain termination events.
In summary, the synthesis of polyelectrolyte brushes from a range of functional groups
was successful. The strong polyelectrolyte PSPMA brush carrying sulfonate groups was
produced in a slow and well controlled polymerisation. The PSPMA coatings were about
30 nm thick, hydrophilic (17◦ ±6◦ 181 ) and increased the height in water to about twice
the dry height. The sulfobetaine SBMA was also polymerised in a controlled reaction
to yield a polyzwitterionic brush. The dry height of ca. 50 nm doubled in water indicating good hydration and hydrophilic properties (36◦ ±3◦ 181 and 20◦ ±9◦ in more recent
measurements for this work). Polycationic PMETAC brushes only reached a height of
10 nm despite several measures to increase the polymerisation rate sacricing means of
control over the reaction. The resulting polymer coating was very hydrophilic with a
water contact angle of 11◦ ±3◦ . The weak polyelectrolyte PMAA formed the thickest
polymer layers in this work with about 300 nm height. It was the least hydrophilic with
a water contact angle of 46◦ ±4◦ ,181 but swelled in water to about ve times its dry height.
The swelling behaviour, speed of reaction and polymerisation in solution indicated poor
control of the polymerisation reaction.

2.2.3 Synthesis and Characterisation of Plasma Polymer Coatings
The method of PE-CVD with organic precursors was established in the Chair of Solid
State Chemistry, University of Augsburg, by Schaller and Kalytta-Mewes. It is described
in detail in ref. 81.

Scheme 2.3: Chemical structure of the precursor molecules used for the synthesis of plasma
polymer thin lms with PE-CVD.
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The system consisted of an adhesion promoting layer (see also Section 2.1.2 and 3.2.1
on adhesion promoting layers) and a coating of ppMMA (Scheme 2.3). Either a SAM of
OTES served as an adhesion promoting layer or a ppH coating prepared by PE-CVD of
-heptane (Scheme 2.3). This ppH layer was patterned and tested on its own, or with

n

an additional layer of ppMMA deposited on top of it and patterned (Figure 2.13).

Figure 2.13: Schematic overview of the plasma polymer layer synthesis. On plasma cleansed glass
slides, an adhesion promoting layer was introduced. This layer was patterned and tested on its
own (left) or an additional layer was deposited on top of the rst layer by PE-CVD of MMA
(right). Also this two layer system was patterned and tested; gure published in ref. 81.

To track the polymerisation reaction of MMA, Attenuated Total Reectance Infrared
Spectroscopy (ATR-IR) measurements were used (Figure 2.14). The signal of the MMA

double bond at 1638 cm=1 is well-dened for the monomer, but disappears after the
PE-CVD process. At the same time, the alkane bond signals between 2800 cm=1 and

3000 cm=1 increase. This indicates a successful polymerisation reaction of the CC double
bonds under the formation of alkane structures.
The ester signal served as a sign for the integrity of the functional group. Although
quite mild conditions were sought for the plasma polymerisation to avoid the cleavage

of MMA,81,138 fragmentation still may occur. The ester signal at 1726 cm=1 decreased
slightly upon plasma polymerisation, but still was pronounced. As ATR-IR does not
yield quantitative information and is extremely sensitive to the position of the sample,
additional measurements were necessary.
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Figure 2.14: ATR-IR spectra of the monomer MMA (dashed line), the resulting ppMMA coating
(dotted line) and the ppMMA coating after an immersion in SBF for 21 d (solid line).
discussion of the immersion experiments is in Section 3.2.1. Figure published in ref. 81.
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Fits of high resolution XPS spectra allowed for a closer look at the surface chemistry
of the plasma polymerised coating. The O 1s signal can be tted with two curves representing a single and a double bond environment at 538.1 eV and 536.8 eV, respectively
(Figure 2.15 and Table 2.3).81 In a conventional PMMA coating the ratio of double to
single bond environment should be 1:1. In the present ppMMA lm slightly more than
half (56.9 %) of the oxygen was in a double bond environment. This can be explained
by a certain loss of the ester moiety, which is well known in literature for the plasma
polymerisation of MMA.150 The functional group is cleaved by a plasma induced scission
between the carboxyl C and the O of the methoxy group.
In the high resolution C 1s spectrum, the scission is represented by an additional
curve for a carbonyl C at 291.9 eV (Figure 2.15 and Table 2.3). The other peaks 
the alkyl peak at 289.6 eV, the methoxyl peak at 291.0 eV and the carboxyl peak at
293.6 eV  are analogue to the spectrum of the conventional PMMA and other ppMMA
coatings.150 It should be mentioned that the values of the binding energies are slightly
shifted compared to literature. This is probably due to a charging of the sample despite
using the conductive Highly Oriented Pyrolytic Graphite (HOPG) as a substrate instead
of glass. The relative peak positions, however, are consistent with literature values.150
Table 2.3: Values for the binding energy and the areas of the tted peaks in the high resolution
XPS spectra (Figure 2.15) of ppMMA coatings on HOPG substrates.

Element

Peak assignment

C 1s

CC/CH
CO
C=O
OC=O
C=O
CO

O 1s

Before irradiation
Binding energy
Area [%]
[eV]

After irradiation
Binding energy
Area [%]
[eV]

289.6
291.0
291.9
293.6
536.8
538.1

289.7
291.1
292.1
293.7
537.1
538.2

73.5
12.7
5.7
8.1
56.9
43.1

54.1
17.1
10.0
15.3
72.6
27.4

Taken together, the ATR-IR and XPS measurements show that the plasma polymerisation of MMA was successful. Part of the functional group might have been lost in the
plasma process as indicated by the excess of oxygen in a double bond environment, but
the major part was still intact.
The ppH and ppMMA were subsequently patterned via UV-lithography irradiating for
up to 45 min (Figure 2.16). Already in the DIC micrographs of the patterned ppMMA
coatings, a time dependence of pattern height was apparent (Figure 2.16). It is also
clearly visible that the patterning process yields an even and uniform surface.
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Figure 2.15: XPS spectra of ppMMA coatings on conductive HOPG substrates (above) and the
same coating after 20 min of deep UV-irradiation (below); the high resolution spectra of the C
1s signal (left) and the O 1s signal (right) were tted. Figure published in ref. 81.
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Figure 2.16: DIC micrographs of patterned ppMMA coatings with OTES as adhesion promoting
layer prepared following the protocol given in Section 7.4. These coatings were irradiated through
a mask with 20

µm lines for 2.5 min (a), 5 min (b), 10 min (c), 20 min (d), 30 min (e) and 45 min
µm.

(f ) as described in Section 7.5; scale bars 100
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To examine the patterned coatings more closely, AFM scans were conducted (Figure 2.17). These measurements conrmed the conclusions drawn from the DIC micro-

graphs. The patterns were even and uniform, even down to a line width of 1.25 µm
(Figure 2.17a).

Figure 2.17: AFM topologies of patterned ppMMA coatings with OTES as adhesion promoting
layer after 20 min (a) and 30 min (b) irradiation through a mask with line patterns of dierent
sizes. (a) shows the smallest structure produced with a line width of 1.25

µm.

For details of the

preparation please compare Sections 7.4 and 7.5.

In a series of experiments, the dependence of the pattern height on irradiation time
was investigated measuring the prole with a prolometer (Figure 2.18). After a linear
increase of the pattern height over irradiation time, the height seems to level o and might
even reach a saturation value. Reasons for this decreased height gain could be a photo
reaction as described in ref. 39. The authors observed a decrease after 30 min irradiation
time and ascribed this to parasite irradiation in dark areas due to diraction by the
edge of the grating or induction of other reactions such as cross-linking. Alternatively,
degradation debris in the grooves might screen lower layers from the irradiation and thus
protect them from ablation.
In the present case, the maximum pattern height also correlated to the lm thickness,
as other experiments in our group showed.193 After an irradiation of 45 min and above,
the complete ppMMA lm was removed in the irradiated areas. When OTES was the
adhesion promoting layer, further ablation was impossible as the silane monolayer could
not exceed 1 nm thickness  well below the accuracy of the measurements. In this case, the
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Figure 2.18: Dependence of plasma polymer pattern height, as measured with a prolometer, on
the irradiation time. The samples correspond to the ones in Figure 2.16 and were prepared and
measured as described in the Sections 7.4, 7.5 and 7.8.3.
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higher variability of the pattern height at longer irradiation times reected the variability
of the ppMMA lm thickness.
When ppH was the adhesion promoting layer, the ablation could indeed continue as
the plasma polymer layer was considerably thicker than the OTES SAM. However, the
ablation rate for ppH was considerably lower than the one of ppMMA. After 30 min
irradiation, the pattern height of ppH coatings was only about 8 nm,81 whereas the
ppMMA patterns reached a height of 45 nm (ppH-ppMMA) or 60 nm (OTES-ppMMA).
It is known that the conventional analogue of ppH, Poly(Ethylene) (PE), resists UVdegradation well, as it lacks chromophoric groups194 and does not absorb UV-light over
200 nm wavelength to a great extent.195 PMMA on the other hand is ablated by photoinduced ester decomposition and a photo-oxidation process. Although the short ester
side group prevents excessive UV-degradation, the polymer is nevertheless known to form
acid groups and to possibly form cross-links.196 Transferring these ndings to the plasma
polymer analogues explains the higher ablation rate of ppMMA in UV-light compared
to that of ppH.
How the UV-light degraded the plasma polymers, remains to be discussed. The energy of the 250 nm band of the UV-lamp alone is sucient to break single CC bonds
(348 kJ mol=1 ).145 However, during irradiation, the polymer was most likely oxidised
by the oxygen in air and the ozone that forms in the deep UV-light.179 Before rinsing,
there were already pattern steps of a few nanometre height, but the step height of the
structure was multiplied by the rinsing step. The increase of the step height during the
rinsing step indicates that organic debris molecules that formed during the lithography
were removed. Therefore, oxidation was not complete, the whole polymer was not directly oxidised to CO2 . Next to the oxidative degradation, a photo-induced mechanism
cannot be excluded. The degradation might be caused by both mechanisms, as further
experiments by Andreas Schaller showed that UV-irradiation under inert gas reduced the
pattern height signicantly, but did not prevent patterning altogether.193 Although one
must add that there still was residual oxygen present, which might have been sucient
to cause the ablation. Further experiments are still necessary to clarify the degradation
mechanism.
A second aspect of the lithography is the change in surface properties it induces.
Irradiation makes the surfaces more hydrophilic. This wettability contrast is clearly
visible in Figure 2.19, where the square areas were exposed to the UV-light. In these
areas water was retained, whereas it was repelled in the non-irradiated regions.
XPS measurements provided a more detailed picture of the changes in surface chemistry
during irradiation (Figure 2.15 and Table 2.3). The oxygen content rose from 21.5 % to
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Figure 2.19: Hydrophilic-hydrophobic contrast of a patterned sample after UV-irradiation.

29.0 % during the irradiation. This increase supports the assumption of an oxidative
process involving reactive oxygen species formed in the UV-light. Analysis of the C 1s
peak backs this up with a rise of the oxygen binding C species from 26.5 % to 42.4 % due to
the UV-irradiation. At the same time the binding environment of the O species changed
greatly from 56.9 % in a double bond environment before to 72.6 % after irradiation. The
excess of O in a double bond environment suggests a loss of the methoxy group degrading
the ester and yielding carbonyl moieties. As a short side note, the additional peak at
286 eV in the C 1s spectrum in Figure 2.15 is probably due to a scratch in the coating
and can be ascribed to the HOPG substrate.
Concluding, ppMMA layers were successfully deposited onto glass substrates with two
dierent adhesion promoting layers  the silane OTES and the plasma polymer of nheptane. During the plasma process, the major part of the ester functionality was preserved. The ppMMA coating was patterned with a UV-lithography process up to 90 nm
pattern height. The dependence of pattern height on irradiation time was examined and
found to be linear only in the rst 40 min, levelling o after this time. The UV-ablation
process was probably due to reactive oxygen species developing in the UV-light. During
the irradiation time, the surface chemistry changed considerably becoming more hydrophilic and exhibiting a greater oxygen content. In the irradiated areas, carbonyl moietes
presumably prevailed, as XPS measurements suggest.

2.3 Comparison of the Two Coating Procedures
Whereas the polymer brushes are strictly dened linear polymers with a specic chemistry, plasma polymer coatings can contain more chemical groups than the ones intro-
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duced by the monomer. Although the development of new methods allowed for quite
good chemical control, cross-linking and loss of functional groups takes place even under
mild conditions such as pulsed plasma.
For the industrial production of implants, plasma polymers have the great advantage
of a simple and fast synthesis, which is easily converted into a process chain, as the
already commercially available systems show.138 If the substrate activating steps are
also carried out as a plasma method, there is no need to move or handle samples between
the dierent procedure steps, which saves time and workforce.143 No solvents are needed,
which makes the plasma polymerisation environmentally friendly and economic.138,143
The highly controlled polymerisations that produce the polymer brushes are elaborate
in several ways. It is necessary to work under inert conditions. The coating process
requires several steps, between which handling of every single sample is necessary. This
makes the method time- and labour-intensive and thus not eective enough to be attractive for industry. Additionally, the yield in relation to the monomer is extremely
low, yielding a coating in the nanometre range after introducing grams of the monomer.
SI-ATRP also needs organic solvents for a good control, which adds to the drawbacks,
as they are environmental disadvantageous and have to be disposed of, which causes
additional costs.
In respect of biomaterial applications, the use of organic solvents in the polymer brush
synthesis is also problematic. Methanol is toxic and DMF is harmful. Without being
sure that no solvent remains in the polymer brush, one cannot consider these coatings
safe for medical uses. Even when a polymerisation protocol is used that does not need an
organic solvent, as in the PMAA brush synthesis, there is still the possibility of bound
copper ions and the bpy ligand remaining in the polymer lm. Both are harmful or toxic,
as well, and might negatively aect bone cell growth and viability. For an easier catalyst
removal, the copper complex could be immobilised onto spheres and thus even retrieved
for a better economical balance.108 In addition to these partly solved issues, the capping
halogen group at the end of the polymer is considered harmful in biomaterials as well. It
should be removed in additional post-polymerisation reactions adding to the uneconomic
character of SI-ATRP.108
However, also the plasma polymerisation technique has some drawbacks in this aspect.
The mild polymerisation conditions that make sure the functional groups are retained also
cause some unpolymerised monomers to be integrated into the coating. This integration
is problematic for a whole range of monomers, especially of acrylates and methacrylates
as they could react with tissue in a patients body. Basically, residue monomers would
evoke similar concerns as the use of in situ polymerising bone cement, which is hardened
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during the operation. (Wherein the

in situ

polymerisation poses an additional issue due

to the high temperatures developing in the process.) To get rid of residue monomers, the
coated substrates could be placed in vacuum to evaporate them, in case the monomers
are volatile enough. Alternative monomers might also solve the biocompatibility problem
for biomaterials applications. Using biomolecules such as maleic anhydride is a popular
and promising approach and deserves further research.39,197
In spite of these concerns, biocompatibility experiments in cell culture conducted for
this work did not show signs of toxicity for these materials, as will be described in the
following chapter. However, carefull testing and long-term research will be necessary
to eliminate the possibility of introducing traces of harmful substances into biomaterial.
Chemically, the resulting polymers were nevertheless good candidates for a biomaterial
that mimics biological polymers. Furthermore, they provided model systems for the analysis of the inuence the dierent functional groups had on cell growth, on mineralisation
and on nanoparticle adsorption.
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3 Applicability of the Polymer Coatings
as Biomaterials∗
3.1 Introduction to Biomaterials Testing
3.1.1 Bone Cells
Mesenchymal Stem Cell (MSC) are adult stem cells.198,199 They can be isolated from
the bone marrow, placenta, cord blood and the adipose tissue.198,200202 They dier
from embryonic stem cells in being already committed to the mesenchymal lineage.9
Therefore, MSC are called multipotent since they are still able to dierentiate into a
variety of mesenchymal cell types, such as osteoblasts, adipocytes and chondroblasts, or
to myocytes, stromal cells, broblasts as well as neuronal and endocrine cells.9,198201,203
Because of these properties, they are interesting subjects of research to regenerative
medicine and tissue engineering.198,202,204
Dierentiation

in vitro

has to be induced by supplements added to the cell culture

medium. Cell medium supplemented with dexamethasone or retinoic acid, 1,25-(OH)2 vitamin D3 , β -glycerophosphate and ascorbic acid are employed to induce osteoblast

dierentiation.9,77,199 However, also other factors inuence MSC dierentiation or may
inuence it, such as cell density, mechanical properties of the surrounding, cytokines or
other autocrine and paracrine factors.199
For some experiments, Human Mesenchymal Stem Cell (hMSC) were used for their
being close to the
oncogenes or
∗

in vivo

viruses.201

genotype and phenotype, as they are not transformed by

Additionally, due to their undierentiated state, the inuence

Parts of this chapter (text, experimental details and gures) have been published in ref.s 47,48,81:
Sabine Letsche, Annina Steinbach, Manuela Pluntke, Othmar Marti, Anita Ignatius, Dirk Volkmer;
Usage of polymer brushes as substrates of bone cells Front. Mater. Sci. China,

2009, 3, 132144,

Annina Steinbach, Andrea Tautzenberger, Anita Ignatius, Manuela Pluntke, Othmar Marti, Dirk
Volkmer; Coatings from micropatterned sulfobetaine polymer brushes as substrates for MC3T3-E1
cells J. Mater. Sci. Mater. Med.,

2012, 23, 573579 and

Annina Steinbach, Andrea Tautzenberger, Andreas Schaller, Andreas Kalytta-Mewes, Sebastian
Tränkle, Anita Ignatius, Dirk Volkmer; Plasma-Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition of

n-Heptane
2012,

and Methyl Methacrylate for Potential Cell Alignment Applications Appl. Mater. Interfaces,
4, 51965203.
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of external parameters on dierentiation can be tested.
From MSCs that are located in the bone marrow, osteoblasts develop. They are
the bone building cells. The factors promoting this dierentiation are, amongst others,
transforming growth factor-β , bone morphogenetic protein and parathyroid hormone.
The dierentiated osteoblasts are located on the bone surface as a tightly connected
cell layer and secret the organic bone matrix, the osteoid, onto this surface. They are
not only active during embryogenesis but also in adults, maintaining and remodelling
the bone.9,205 After this secretory phase, the osteoblasts undergo apoptosis or become
surrounded by bone tissue and further dierentiate into osteocytes.9,205
In their secretory phase, the osteoblasts secret the bone ECM proteins, which consist
mainly of type I collagen as the main structural protein in bone (see also Section 4.1.2).
The other proteins are the non-collageneous proteins: proteoglycans, glycoproteins, γ carboxylated proteins, phosphoproteins and regulating enzymes. These are involved in
the regulation of bone mineralisation, of cell adhesion and dierentiation and of cell
activity and function.205 Osteoblasts are also responsible for mineralising the collagen
matrix. They form vesicles with a precursor mineral, which they secret into the osteoid
where the mature mineral develops.206 Thus, the osteoblasts account for the secretion of
nearly all the components of the bone and are therefore of great interest in almost every
aspect of bone research.
As osteoblastic markers in research, osteocalcin, osteopontin, periostin, Bone Sialoprotein (BSP), Alkaline Phosphatase (ALP) and Type I Collagen (COL I) are used.9,77,207211
For this work, ALP staining was used as a marker of osteogenic dierentiation. Active
osteoblasts produce ALP as an early marker, which takes part in the early mineralisation.77
Besides hMSCs, a pre-osteoblastic cell line was used to test the polymer coatings for
their applicability as biomaterials. Due to the immortalisation, these cells can be used
in much higher passages than stem cells, but this immortalisation also changes their
metabolism and regulation.9 Yet, it is a good model system.
The MC3T3-E1 cell line was established by Kodama
scribed by the same group in Sudo

et

212
al.

et al.

in 1981 and further de-

They characterised the MC3T3-E1 as osteo-

progenitor cells, which were able to dierentiate into osteoblasts and even further into
osteocytes. Sudo

et al.

matrix they secreted

also showed the cell line's ability to mineralise the collagen bril

in vitro

. The authors observed dierent dierentiation stages in

cell culture, which were arranged similar to the

in vivo

situation. Also the deposited

mineral seemed to correspond to the bone substance, so Sudo

et al.

recommended their

cell line as a model system for bone-related studies. MC3T3-E1 cells indeed were em-
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ployed for a number of cell culture biocompatibility studies of the materials,
27,44,46,161,213215.

e.g.

in ref.s

, they correspond to mature osteoblasts in their phenotype,

In vitro

but cannot mineralise without the additives of osteogenic cell culture medium.9
Finally, there are the bone resorbing cells, the osteoclasts. They are in close interplay
with the osteoblasts constantly remodelling and maintaining the bone.9,205,216 They are
a possible target for pharmaceuticals on implants inhibiting the bone resorbing function, such as calcitonin and bisphosphonates, which are already used clinically against
pathological bone resorption.205,216

3.1.2 Biomaterials and Osteoblasts
The Interaction between Osteoblasts and Patterned Materials
Topographical patterns with a certain orientation induce the alignment of cells, including osteoblasts, and direct their movements.15,26,38,39,147,157,161,168,217221 Micropatterned

substrates with lines ranging from 5 µm to 10 µm width elicited osteoblast and MSC

alignment and contact guidance.161,218,220 Bone cells were described to exhibit contact
guidance on substrates with grooves deeper than 1.6 µm.15,218,220,222 Nevertheless, it
was shown that also nanoscale features can inuence osteoblast behaviour as well as
alignment, function and proliferation.5,24,215,223228
The reason for this behaviour might be the similarity to the natural environment
of osteoblasts,5,215,221,224,227 as osteoblasts follow osteoclasts on their way through the
bone matrix on traces with a complex micro and nanotopography.33 Although the
topographical environment around osteoblast is so complex,5,7,33,224 simple geometrical
patterns, such as linear ones, can inuence cell behaviour in a positive way.217,218,222
Eisenbarth

217

et al.

pointed out the better adhesion behaviour of aligned cells over non-

oriented ones. The aligned cells had a higher density of focal contacts and a favourable
organisation of the cytoskeleton. An alignment of cells lead to the production of aligned
ECM, especially COL I, as Zhu

228

et al.

and Wang

218

et al.

showed. In mature bone,

the ECM is aligned, organising the bone mineral and reecting the material's anisotropic
properties.228233 Thus, provoking the alignment of ECM proteins on a biomaterial
through microstructures might improve bone growth on the biomaterial and consequently
osseointegration.228,229
Besides the topographical pattern, the surface chemistry inuences cell growth. Cell
adhesion, and consequently their proliferation and dierentiation capacity, always depends on the composition and the conformation of the underlying layer of adsorbed
proteins.15 The proteins' conformation in turn depends on the physicochemical charac-
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teristics of the surface.142,234,235 Keselowsky et al.236 investigated the eect of functional
groups such as methyl, hydroxyl, carboxylate and amine groups on bronectin adsorption and consequently its impact on cell adhesion. They found that hydroxyl groups
outperformed the other functionalities with the methyl groups as the least preferred surface. Healy

et al.

237

presented both methyl and amino surfaces on substrates that were

functionalised in a linear pattern. Bone cells preferably spread on the amino functionalised surface and mineralised it subsequently. As James

et al.

13

observed, the increase

of carboxylate groups on implanted polymer pins improved the integration into the surrounding tissue by chelating Ca2+ ions. These Ca2+ ions are the foundation for the
build-up of hydroxyapatite and connect the biomaterial to the bone.
Zapata

et al.

36

found an optimum of the size of a pattern, when they fabricated sub-

strates of demixed poly(-caprolacton)/poly(D,L-lactide) (PCL/PDLA) blends by phase
separation. The MC3T3-E1 osteoblast-like cells adhered preferably on the PDLA islands,
bridging the PCL parts. At places where the distance was too large, this bridging caused
stress on the cytoskeleton resulting in reduced proliferation. The earliest and highest
maximum in cell growth was observed at a structure of 21 µm to 33 µm.

Concluding, there is strong evidence that cells are aected by both topography and
chemistry of surfaces. The eect can inuence cell growth and activity in a positive way.

Cell Culture on Polymer Brushes
The polymer brushes were used in the rst place for their anti-bacterial properties. They
prevent protein adsorption to surfaces quite eectively. It is well known that protein
adsorption is a prerequisite for cell adhesion and it was shown in a number of studies
that polymer brushes successfully prevent both protein adsorption and bacterial adhesion.53,82 Zwitterionic polymer brushes such as the PSBMA brushes in particular turned
out to be eective inhibitors of protein adsorption and biolm formation.50,51,238 Important parameters to control the cells' interaction with the surfaces are brush length
and density.45,87,239,240 The higher the density and the molecular weight of the polymer
brush, the more eective is the prevention of protein adsorption.44,45,50,52,87,239
For eukaryotic cell array applications, also the multitude of possibilities to pattern
the polymer brush coatings (Section 2.1.3) is a great advantage, as cells and proteins
can thus be conducted accurately to specic areas of a surface. Studies on the use of
polymer brushes for cell culture with eukaryotes are rare,43,46,47 but Iwata et al.43 showed
that broblast adhesion could be restricted by the zwitterionic phosphorylcholine brush
Poly(2-Methacryloyloxyethyl Phosphorylcholine) (PMPC). Tomlinson

et al.

46

showed

the connection between polymer brush length, bronectin adsorption and cell adhesion
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with gradient polymer brushes. When the polymer chain length was high, less bronectin
adsorbed and consequently less cells adhered to the substrate.
Next to the selective spacial adsorption, the selective adhesion of cells in time is a major application of polymer brushes. The thermoresponsive Poly(N -Isopropylacrylamide)
(PNIPAm) is well known as substrate for cell culture in tissue engineering.241 The polymer's Lower Critical Solution Temperature (LCST) is at approximately 32 ◦C, at which
temperature its wettability changes from hydrophilic to hydrophobic.53,54,169,175,241 Cells
are cultured at temperatures above the LCST, mostly at 37 ◦C, when the polymer brush
is hydrophobic and not hydrated and therefore allows for protein adsorption and cell
adhesion.53,54,175,241 At conuence, the coated substrate with the cells is brought below
the LCST to room temperature, and the PNIPAm properties drastically change.175,241
The polymer brush suddenly becomes soluble in the aqueous environment and becomes
extremely hydrated. In this hydrated state, no cell adhesion is possible and the conuent cells detach as a cell sheet.54,175,241 The advantage over the conventional enzymatic
method is the preservation of the cell-cell contacts and ECM, which is pivotal for tissue
engineering applications.54,241 A similar switching behaviour to the PNIPAm lms was
shown for PSBMA brushes, but at a higher temperature regime.49
To enable adhesion of only a specic wanted cell type, there are approaches that combine the anti-protein adsorption behaviour of the polymer brushes with the possibility of
coupling them with bioactive peptides or proteins that are promoting cell adhesion.56,58
A famous example is the ArginineGlycineAspartic Acid (RGD) peptide.58,242 It was
shown in several studies that RGD-functionalised polymer brushes support adhesion and
growth of dierent cell types.243245 Also collagen I was already successfully coupled
to PHEMA brushes and this surface showed better osteoblast adhesion than uncoated
Ti did.14 Good biocompatibility and cell adhesion are ascribed to collagen I.14,246 This
behaviour may be partly due to the peptide sequence GFOGER (glycine-phenylalaninehydroxyproline-glycine-glutamate-arginine) in collagen I, which also promotes cell attachment.58,242
For this work, unmodied patterned and unpatterned polymer brushes were tested in
cell culture on hMSC and MC3T3-E1 cells. Their morphology was observed and the
expression of proliferation and apoptosis markers was analysed at mRNA level to test
their viability. For, although it is known that cell adhesion on patterned polymer brush
substrates can be restricted to the groove areas, little is known about cell function in
this situation.
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Cell Culture on Plasma Polymers

Many plasma polymer systems were tested on their inuence on a range of cells from
neurons to epithelial cells and broblasts.146 Here, I will concentrate on the impact
these thin lms have on osteoblasts. Schröder

et al.

247

used plasma polymerised allyl

amine to coat titanium substrates with implanted copper ions. The plasma polymer
protected osteoblasts from direct contact to the copper, improved their adhesion and
controlled the release of copper ions, which inhibited bacterial growth. Similarly, Ploux
et al.

tried to give an edge to osteoblast over bacteria adhesion by using patterned plasma

polymerised maleic anhydride for cell culture. Due to the negative charge on the UVpatterned areas, this system succeeded in reducing bacterial proliferation and enhancing
osteoblast adhesion. Besides the acidic maleic anhydride, a plasma co-polymer of acrylic
acid and the hydrocarbon octa-1,7-diene provided a good surface for osteoblast-like ROS
17/2.8 cells.248 The optimum acid concentration on these surfaces for the cell adhesion
was determined to be 3 %.142 Substrates made only from the hydrocarbon, on the other
hand, performed poorly in supporting cell attachment.248 In contrast, Grinevich
249
al.

et

found hydrocarbon plasma polymers in a nanocomposite with titanium to be

comparable to glass or standard cell culture plastic substrates in supporting the same
cell line. Quite common are coatings from plasma polymerised hexamethyldisiloxane,
which are cost eective and bioinert. To enhance their biocompatibility and interaction
with cells, they are modied using plasma techniques250 or mineralisation methods.251
No additional modication is necessary when choosing the popular positively charged
plasma polymerised allyl amine coatings. These coatings even enhanced MC3T3-E1 cell
adhesion compared to titanium surfaces.252 To stay with the amines, similar to the
PNIPAm brushes, plasma polymer lms from the same monomer were thermoresponsive
as well. They might therefore be used in tissue engineering in the same way as the
polymer brush system.253,254
In this work, ppMMA was the coating of choice as described in Section 2.1.2 and
published in ref. 81. ppMMA was chosen since it was shown to be bioinert.149 It
is additionally a promising precursor to surfaces with carboxylate functionalisation. It
will be even possible to adjust the degree of functionalisation by adjusting the degree
of hydrolysis. To preliminarily test the coatings' potential relevance for hard tissue
implants, pre-osteoblastic MC3T3-E1 cells were grown on these materials and examined
for their morphology light microscopically as well as for proliferation and viability at
mRNA level.
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3.1.3 Simulated Body Fluid
Simulated body uid (SBF) is a salt solution corresponding to the human body uid
in its salt ions and their concentrations (comp. Section 7.6.3). It is buered typically
at a physiological pH 7.2 to 7.4 with a Tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane (TRIS)/HCl
buer. Kokubo

255

et al.

famously developed this solution to mimic the eect that

implantation experiments had on biomaterials. They presented therefore an

in vitro

al-

ternative to animal experiments. It is mostly used to preliminary test new materials for
their ability to induce biomineralisation (often referred to as bioactivity in this context).
SBF oers the possibility to screen biomaterials

in vitro

prior to

in vivo

experiments,

thus reducing costs and wastage of animals. At the same time, it is a model to investigate biomineralisation itself, being close to the

in vivo

situation but yet controlled.

Consequently, a plethora of studies make use of this method in various ways,

e.g.

ref.s

60,64,66,73,256262.
A point of criticism against this testing of bioactivity is the static nature of the SBF
mineralisation set-up. Mostly, the substrates are immersed in the solution for a period
in the range of weeks without the turn-over of a biological system. Additionally, the
(mineralisation controlling) proteins are not present, so their contribution to the biomineralisation process is left out. Consequently,
diverge.60

in vitro

and

in vivo

experiments might

Usually, the SBF results overestimate the material's bioactivity due to the lack

of inhibitory proteins. When additional Ca2+ and PO3
4 are introduced by the material,
it might add to this overestimation because of the higher eective ion concentration in
a static system. Nevertheless, the SBF

in vitro

bioactivity test is a valid method to

preliminarily screen materials for their biomaterial behaviour. Its simplicity and cost
eectiveness outweigh the tendency to overestimate a material's ability to initiate biomineralisation.
In the present work, the SBF immersion was also used to test the dierent coatings'
stability in simulated physiological conditions and thus to detect delamination at an early
stage.

3.2 Results and Discussion of the Applicability of the
Polymer Coatings as Biomaterials
3.2.1 Stability in Simulated Body Fluid and Bioactivity Testing
The rst important point of polymer thin lms in biological and especially medical applications is the integrity of the coatings. Immersion in SBF as a simple model for the
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physiological environment served as a test for the stability of the lms that were described in the previous chapter (Chapter 2). As stated above, immersion in SBF has the
advantage of being at the same time a test for mineralisation inducing properties.

Polymer Brush Stability in SBF
Patterned polymer brush substrates were immersed in SBF for 21 d. Light microscopy
in the DIC mode showed that after this period on most samples the pattern was not
visible any more, as is shown by way of example in Figure 3.1b. Even after scratching
the surface with a pair of tweezers, no sign of the polymer coating was detected. This
implies the coatings' delaminating in an ion containing environment already after three
weeks.

Figure 3.1: PSBMA brush subtrates with a linear pattern with 20

µm

line width prepared as

described in Section 7.3.1 (a); after immersion in SBF for 21 d (comp.
pattern is discernible any more; scale bars 100

µm.

Section 7.6.3) (b) no

Although polymer brush chains are presumably not completely stretched (comp. Section 2.2.2), they are yet in a restricted conformation. When the grafting density is high
enough, the polymer chains have less space available than their radius of gyration (comp.
Section 2.1.1). Consequently, conformational stress is acting on the molecules. In addition, especially the strong polyelectrolytes are highly charged, carrying charged groups
on every segment of the polymer chain. In the ionic solution, counter-ions enter the polymer lm and the hydrated brush swells. This process can increase the conformational
stress of the polymer chains in the brush.
Sheiko

263

et al.

showed that purely conformational stress caused by a high density

of polymer chains was indeed able to cause the cleavage of CC bonds. This nding
can probably be transferred to the present case implying a scission of the polymer back
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bone under increased conformational stress in ionic solution. As the authors of ref. 263
found the cleavage of CC bonds at a high density of polymer chains, it might not be
the brush's swelling but its collapse to cause polymer brush decomposition. Also Choi
et al.

123

suggested that polymer brushes might be not stable in ionic solutions. They

observed a greater height loss in solutions with high ionic strength than anticipated and
reasoned that the collapse of the brush might cause degradation.

The authors of the latter study123 proposed that the most likely bond to be disrupted
of a PSPMA brush coating on gold was the AuS bond that bound the polymer to the
surface, and not the carbon backbone. This observation is supported by the publications
of the García group58 and of Deng and Zhu,264 both working on AuS surface-linked
polymeric systems. In the polymer brush system of the present work, the polymer brushes
were connected to the surface with Si(s)OSi bonds. The siloxane bond is stronger than
the CC bond, but there is still the possibility that it was nevertheless the linkage to the
surface and not the polymer chain that was breaking.

The trifunctional alkylsilanes are anticipated to build a covalent attachment to the
activated glass surface, which carries hydroxyl groups. They are theoretically able to
bind to the surface with two siloxane bonds per molecule.265 Consequently, the polymer brush degradation could happen at two strong siloxane bonds or at one slightly
less strong CC bond. In this case, the choice would be easy and make the scission at
the backbone more likely. The situation, however, is more complicated and also other
authors argue that the osmotic and steric stress might promote hydrolysis of the siloxane bond.92 Trifunctional alkylsilanes have two possible alternative reactions: vertical
polymerisation and horizontal polymerisation.265 Vertical polymerisation may happen in
the presence of water and leads to agglomerates of alkylsilanes, which are poorly linked
to the surface. Horizontally polymerised alkoxysilanes are increasingly linked to their
neighbouring molecules as well as to the surface.266 In both cases, the number of siloxane bonds to the surface per polymer chain is signicantly lower than in the case of pure
covalent attachment. It might consequently be more probable that the linkage to the
surface was the weak spot for polymer brush stability. In this case, one siloxane bond
would be cleaved aecting several polymer brush chains around. An argument for this
scenario is the polymer brushes tendency to delaminate in patches (Figure 3.3 and ref.
172). It seems more likely that one siloxane link to the surface was broken releasing steric
stress of several polymer chains than breaking one CC bond per chain.
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Plasma Polymer Stability in SBF
Just like the polymer brush coatings, the plasma polymerised lm was not stable at
rst. The pure ppMMA layers on glass completely delaminated after 21 d immersion in
SBF. Delamination was similarly observed in water by Daw

et al.

with plasma polymer

coatings made from acrylic acid and 1,7-octadiene, when the coating was produced with
more than 60 % of the acid.142 Generally, acid, ester and other hydrophilic groups seem
to prevent good adhesion to glass surfaces in an aqueous environment. Plasma polymers
are commonly thought to have poor adhesion properties on glass, when they are in contact with a good solvent.144 This is the case when hydrophilic groups are immersed in
an aqueous solution. It might be worth noting the parallel to the equally highly functionalised polymer brushes with their high sterical stress that is evaded by the coatings
degradation.
One possibility of improving the stability of highly functionalised coatings is a dilution of functional groups by co-polymerisation with a hydrocarbon.142,144 Another
possibility of improving the plasma polymer coating's stability is the introduction of an
adhesion promoting layer, such as an alkylsilane.144 This was the route taken here. Different adhesion promoting agents were introduced as an additional layer between glass
and ppMMA coating: Plasma Polymerised Styrene (ppS), ppH and OTES. OTES is
just like the ATRP initiator an alkylsilane that conveys a direct covalent bond to the
surface by building siloxane bonds on activated glass or metals. These covalent bonds
are stronger and more dicult to break than the mere electrostatic or hydrophobic interactions that are possible between glass and plasma polymer. The plasma polymers ppS
and ppH on the other hand are hydrophobic. Water is therefore not a good solvent for
these polymers and consequently, these two coatings should adhere better to the glass
substrate when immersed in aqueous solutions. The ppMMA layer on top of the adhesion
promoting layer should be well linked to it, as both materials react in the plasma through
the ablation/deposition processes.
After immersion in SBF, ppH and OTES did indeed prevent delamination, whereas
ppS failed as an adhesion promoting layer. Why the hydrophobic ppS failed and at which
interface might deserve additional investigations but this question was not pursued in the
present work. As ppH and OTES seemed to be suitable adhesion promoting layers, they
were further examined. Therefore, ppH-ppMMA and OTES-ppMMA coatings patterned
with dierent irradiation times were immersed in SBF for 21 d. Before and after the
immersion, the pattern height was determined to make sure that the coating did not
become thinner instead of delaminating.
The height of ppMMA with OTES and ppH as an adhesion promoting layer did not
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Figure 3.2: Pattern height of ppH-ppMMA and OTES-ppMMA coatings (comp. Section 7.4) as
measured with a prolometer in dependence on the irradiation time before and after immersion
in SBF for 21 d (comp.

Section 7.6.3).

OTES-ppMMA before immersion (black diamonds),

OTES-ppMMA after immersion (black squares), ppH-ppMMA before immersion (red diamonds)
and ppH-ppMMA after immersion (red squares).
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decrease during the immersion time. On the contrary, it was partly higher after immersion
in SBF than before (Figure 3.2). The height increase is not in agreement with the
results of Förch

et al.

,138,143 who observed a height reduction of a plasma polymer layer

after immersion in a good solvent. They ascribed the decreasing height to residual
monomers being washed out of the coating. An explanation for this divergence might
be the monomers' diering vapour pressure. MMA has a high vapour pressure resulting
in a high desorption rate during plasma polymerisation. A high desorption rate leads to
lms with fewer residual monomers.140 Consequently, fewer monomers can be extracted
during immersion. Alternatively, the height increase might be simply due to residual
water in the sample, as they were not thoroughly dried at higher temperatures and in
vacuum. Further studies with a sound drying protocol would be necessary to exclude
this possibility.
An open question remains why the siloxane connection to the surface was stable enough
for the plasma polymer, but not for the polymer brushes. The stability might be linked
with the density of the polymer coating. Förch

et al.

138

observed in their experiments

mentioned above that upon immersion in a solvent the plasma polymer layers had a
reduced density as monomers and oligomers were extracted from the coatings.143 The
conformational stress of the polymer layer might be reduced in the case of the plasma
polymer by the density lowering extraction process taking place, when the polymers
are placed in aqueous environment. The extraction process cannot take place with the
polymer brushes as  at least theoretically  there is no incorporation of monomer or
oligomers. Additionally, the plasma polymer layers might have a lower density in the rst
place. This seems plausible as the plasma polymerisation mechanism does not have the
dened and densely grafted initiatior groups which control the polymer density. In the
plasma reaction, there is no controlling force that might drive the system into building
a high density layer with conformational stress. Therefore, the plasma polymer layers
should have less tension to begin with than the polymer brush systems.

Polymer Brush Stability in Cell Culture Medium
To go a step closer to the physiological system, the polymer brush substrates were immersed in cell culture medium for 7 d. Figure 3.3 shows light micrographs of these samples
made in the DIC mode.
For a good part, the unpatterned polymer brush lms still seemed to coat the substrates
after a week's immersion (Figure 3.3b). In some cases, however, square or geometrically
formed areas had delaminated, as shown in Figure 3.3a. The delamination of such regular patches as in Figure 3.3a might imply some degree of cross-linking or entanglement.
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Figure 3.3: DIC micrographs of PSPMA brush substrates (comp. Section 7.3.2) after one week
in cell culture medium.

This agrees with the measurements of Pluntke173 mentioned in Section 2.2.1 suggesting
the polymer brushes acting as a network. Tugulu

92

et al.

showed that cross-linking did

not increase a coatings resistance to delamination in cell culture medium, it was, on the
contrary, counterproductive. The delamination in patches also supports the hypothesis
of the initiator building horizontal polymeric structures and thus lowering the number of
anchoring points to the surface. The patches might therefore reect the horizontal network of polymerised initiator molecules and the network character of entangled polymer
chains.
As the cell culture experiments were conducted for a period of three weeks, unpatterned
polymer brush substrates were immersed in cell culture medium additionally for 21 d.
Prior and after the immersion, contact angle measurements showed changes of the surface
chemistry that presented itself to the cells in the cell culture experiments (Figure 3.4).
Next to the polymer brush surfaces, also initiator, or more exactly irradiated initiator
covered surfaces were in contact with cells. Therefore, these additional samples were
included.
Apparently, all the examined surfaces became more hydrophilic in cell culture medium.
At the same time, the variation of the values increased for all samples. This suggests that
the surface chemistry was less dened after immersion. Most likely, proteins from the cell
culture medium adsorbed to the dierent surfaces exposing their hydrophilic groups to
the aqueous surrounding. These modied surfaces presenting hydrophilic proteins should
be suitable for cell adhesion, but at the same time, the structuring eect of the polymer
brush pattern could be lost.
The non-irradiated initiator's surface chemistry had the greatest change during im-
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Figure 3.4: Water contact angles of polymer brush surfaces before (day 0) and after exposure to
cell culture medium for 21 d (day 21), values indicated with an asterisk (*) are based on fewer
measurements, as in these cases the substrates were too hydrophilic for a stable drop to form at

◦

several measurements. If no stable drop was formed, a contact angle of 0
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mersion in cell culture medium. Chemically, the surface chemistry could have changed
through a nucleophilic substitution. Water, which was present in great excess, could
substitute the bromide at the end of the alkylsilane molecule and thus render the surface
more hydrophilic. This reaction might have added to the surface properties changing
eect of the proteins in the cell culture medium.
The changes of the plasma polymer surfaces in cell culture medium have not been
examined as thoroughly as the polymer brush surfaces, yet. This should be the subject
of further investigations. Yet, preliminary cell culture experiments (Section 3.2.3) gave
some insight into the behaviour of the plasma polymer coatings in simulated physiological
environments. Despite the promising stability tests in SBF, the formation of cracks
(Figure 3.8c and h) and cavities (Figure 3.8j, o and t) was observed on the sample
with larger patterns. Nevertheless, the pattern on all specimens was still visible at
day 21. Accordingly, no delamination took place. The signs of instability were only
observable on samples with a larger pattern width. As the smaller patterns allowed for
an easier lateral dilatation,138 the irregularities suggest strains in the layers swelling in
an ion containing aqueous environment. The cracks and cavities could also be caused by
monomers and oligomers that were extracted from the polymer coating when surrounded
by an aqueous solution.138 The latter should aect the surfaces irrespective of the pattern
size. Therefore strains in the swelling surfaces seem more likely.

3.2.2 Cell Growth on Polymer Brushes
In a series of experiments, hMSC were cultured on the four dierent polymer brush
substrates. Part of the experiments were described in detail in ref. 181. Figure 3.5 gives
an overview of the cells' behaviour on these surfaces.
On unpatterned polymer brush substrates, such as in Figure 3.5a, b, e and f, cell
adhesion was poor. Especially on the thicker PMAA brushes with the considerable
swelling ability, the greatest part of the cells was rounded and oating suggesting that
they were not able to attach to the surface. The few cells that were attached to the
surface, had an extremely elongated morphology (Figure 3.5a and h). The chemistry of
the PMAA brushes is unlikely to be the reason for this unfavourable behaviour of the
cells, as studies suggest that growth and behaviour of cells including osteoblast-like cells
are improved on negative charged surfaces, especially carboxylate functionalised ones.142
The reason for the diminished cell adhesion and growth might be the mechanical properties of the polymer coating. The PMAA brushes swelled to approximately ve times
their dry height in aqueous environments (Section 2.2.2). The swelling of the polymer brush substrates rendered them rather soft as Plunkte could show with AFM mea-
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Figure 3.5: Light micrographs of hMSC growth on polymer brush coatings with dierent functional groups, heights and swelling behaviour:

unpatterned PSPMA brushes after one week in cell culture (a), uorescence micrograph of hMSC after 7 d of cell culture on unpatterned

PSPMA brushes dyed for viability with the uoresceine diactate/IP staining (b), hMSC on a PSPMA brush substrate after 3 d in cell

culture (c), uorescence micrograph of hMSC after one week of cell culture on PSPMA brushes with linear patterns of dierent sizes dyed

for viability with the uoresceine diactate/IP staining (d), cells on unpatterned PMAA brushes after 12 d in cell culture (e) and on day

1 (f ), hMSC on PMAA brush substrates with linear patterns on day 3 (g,h), hMSC on PMETAC brush substrates with linear patterns

on day 3 (i), on day 7 (j), on day 10 (k) and after 24 d in cell culture (l) with the hMSC stained for osteogenic dierentiation with the

ALP staining, hMSC on PSBMA brushes with linear patterns on day 3 (m), on day 10 (n), on day 24 (o) and after 24 d in cell culture

(p) with hMSC stained for osteogenic dierentiation with the ALP staining. Comp. also ref.s 181 (ah) and 267 (ip) and Sections 7.3
and 7.9.
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surements.173 It is well known that osteoblasts need a rm surface for proliferation.268
As Deschamps

et al.

269

reported, bone marrow cells preferred even hydrophobic, hard

substrates over hydrophilic soft ones, although they generally prefer hydrophilic surfaces. Consequently, the softness of the swollen polymer brushes might hamper cell
adhesion.173,181 Osteoblasts are sensitive to the mechanical properties of their environment and their biochemical pathways and also gene expression are directly linked via the
cytoskeleton to the mechanical sensors, the focal contacts.15 Engler

270

et al.

reported

lineage commitment of MSC solely due to the elasticity of the cell culture substrate.
The stem cells on very soft substrates dierentiated into neurons, whereas the stiest
substrates induced dierentiation into osteoblasts. The mechanical properties of the substrate therefore probably have a high impact on MSC and bone cell fate and behaviour.
Alternatively, there are arguments that the mechanical properties of thin polymer
brushes are not the cause for the reduced cell interaction and adhesion, but their hydrophilicity and high surface mobility.14 Singh

et al.

45

argued that the chain mobility was

the main cause for diminished protein adsorption on polymer brush substrates and consequently reduced cell adhesion. It is known that long and mobile polymer chains with a
high chain mobility are easily hydrated and more hydrophilic than shorter polymer brush
chains.54 Bhat

et al.

44

cultured MC3T3-E1 cells on PHEMA brush density and molecu-

lar weight gradients and correlated the cell morphology with the bronectin adsorption.
The authors found that high and dense brushes diminished bronectin adsorption and
drastically reduced cell adhesion in these regions. The cells on the high density regions
showed an extremely stretched morphology, whereas on areas with a high bronectin
coverage, cell adhesion was higher and morphology normal.44 The elongated morphology
of the hMSC on unpatterned PSPMA and PMAA substrates resembled the descriptions
of Bhat

et al.

of cells on surfaces with low bronectin coverage. The surface coverage

and the local concentration of the (hydrophilic) functional groups played a main role according to the authors.44 Mizutani

54

et al.

studied the tissue engineering application of

the temperature dependent collapsing behaviour of PNIPAm as cell culture material to
produce cell sheets. They suggested that the hydration was the key point that prevented
protein adsorption.
Hydration and chain mobility indeed seem to be a major factor for the inhibition
of protein adsorption.130,271274 In a comparison of theoretical and experimental data,
Singh and Husson55 studied the adsorption thermodynamics of peptides adsorbing to
dierent polymer substrates. The authors found that for charged polymer brushes dehydration penalties have to be considered. Chen

130

et al.

reported in their study on

highly protein resistant zwitterionic phosphorylcholine SAMs that the betaines are bin-
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ding water through electrostatic binding in contrast to the hydrogen bonds used by PEGs
or Oligo(Ethylene Glycol) (OEG) covered surfaces. They are therefore able to bind a signicantly higher amount of water. These considerations of Chen
with the observations of Chang

et

50
al.,

et al.

are in agreement

who synthesised Poly(Propylene Oxide) (PPO)-

block-PSBMA chains and physisorbed them to surfaces to study their inuences on protein adsorption. They observed a lower protein adsorption on the zwitterionic PSBMA
covered surfaces than on the non-charged PEG covered surfaces. Concluding, these ndings make it probable that the diminished cell adhesion is caused mainly by low protein
adsorption on highly hydrated polymer brushes. The mechanical properties might be
only peripheral for cell behaviour upon initial contact and adhesion, although of great
importance for the long term development of cells.
On the patterned polymer brush substrates, the cells had the choice between the
hydrophilic, hydrated and soft polymer brush areas and the grooves, which presented
the irradiated initiator surface (Figure 3.4). In agreement with literature, the bone cells
did not grow on polymer brushes but in the grooves.43,46,47 As described above, the cells
were not able to adhere to the polymer brush areas and evaded the unfavourable surface
colonising the solid and rather hydrophilic grooves.
The cells growing on patterned substrates in the presence of the polymer materials
armed that the chemistry of the polymer itself was not the reason for the poor cell
growth. It was the prevention from adhesion and not toxicity of the material that restricted cell colonisation. These considerations are supported by the viability staining
revealing with the green colour (Figure 3.5b and d) that the adherent cells were viable
on unpatterned as well as patterned substrates. It is also visible that, although the
patterned PSPMA substrates did restrict cell adhesion to the grooves and aligned the
cells, hMSC were nevertheless able to overgrow the pattern after one week in cell culture
(Figure 3.5d). As the PSPMA brushes were only about 20 nm high and most probably
degraded in the ionic environment (Figure 3.3), they might have lost their anti-fouling
properties over time. The surface also underwent changes in its chemistry as the contact
angle measurements had shown (Figure 3.4). Additionally, adhering cells are known to
actively modify their surrounding by secreting ECM proteins.205 These factors probably
lead to a loss of inuence of the PSPMA brush on the cell growth over the culturing
time.
hMSC had most problems colonising on the PMAA brush substrates (second row
in Figure 3.5). As on the unpatterned substrates also on the patterned ones, the cell
number was lower than on PSPMA brush substrates.181 The chemistry of the surface
was unlikely the reason for the poor cell adhesion, as carboxylates are generally a good
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substrate for osteoblasts.13,142,236 The PMAA chains were very long and, as already
mentioned, had an enormous swelling ability. In a good solvent, the polymer brush
chains might therefore not only increase in height but also extend into the groove areas
on the patterned substrates.173 At the same time, they would also extend the anti-fouling
properties to the grooves of smaller patterns hampering cell attachment. If the cells were
not able to attach to the substrate in the beginning, they probably have been washed
o the coated glass slide by the cell culture medium and attached to the surface of the
multi-well plates used. Thus, they would be lost for the colonisation of the polymer
brush substrates, even if the anti-fouling properties of the polymer brush reduced over
the time in cell culture.
In preliminary experiments, cells were also grown on PMETAC brushes. Here hMSC
growth diered greatly from the one on the other polymer brushes. Unlike on the other
polymer substrates, the cells were occupying those areas of the patterned substrates
that were carrying the brush coatings. This lead to less clear reection of the polymer
brush pattern by the cell distribution (Figure 3.5i) or to cell growth almost exclusively

on the polymer brush areas (Figure 3.5j). After a longer period in cell culture, cell
growth became completely undirected (Figure 3.5k and l). One possible explanation
is the extremely small lm thickness. The lm might not be thick enough to prevent
protein adsorption. As described in Section 3.1.2, with polymer brush height the antiadhesion eect increases.4345,50,52,87,239 On the other hand, Mizutani et al.54 showed cell
detachment because of hydration of PNIPAm brushes with a dry height of 1.8 nm  about
1/5 of the PMETAC brushes. However, also in said study,54 cell adhesion decreases with
increasing polymer brush thickness.
A possible explanation of the eect could be the positive charge of the PMETAC polymer, as cells are negatively charged.237 Early theories on cell adhesion argued that charge
and physico-chemical interactions were the means of cell attachment.275,276 However, as
we know nowadays that the picture is more complicated and involves a set of adhesion
proteins, this argumentation seems short-sighted.
Generally, a positive eect of amino groups on biomaterials is observed and known.247
The polyamine poly-L-lysine nds widespread use as a coating material for cell culture
plates. MC3T3-E1 cell number and viability on Poly(Dimethylaminoethyl Methacrylate)
(PDMAEMA) brushes very clearly exceeded the ones on PMAA brushes.277 In cell
culture of primary bone cells mineralisation was even enhanced on positive charged areas
over hydrophobic ones.15,237 At the same time, quaternary amines are known for their
anti-bacterial and anti-fungal properties comparable to antibiotics. On the other hand,
there is also a cytotoxic eect on broblasts observed for polycations in solution.278 The
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cytotoxic eect is thought to be caused by a disruption of the negatively charged cell
membrane that leads to cell necrosis.14,278281 Primary amines are said to be more toxic
than quaternary amines, like PMETAC, although there are exceptions to the rule.278
Studies suggest that at least three binding points are necessary to elicit the eect, so long,
exible and branched polymers have a higher eect than linear and rigid ones.278,280,282
The PMETAC chains might be conformationally hindered in the brush and therefore act
as a rigid polymer. Additionally, only the surface of the polymer lm is in contact with
the cells, so the chains might have the eect of a short polymer.
However, this does not adequately explain why the polyamines have a positive eect
on cell adhesion when bound to a surface, and why they have a negative one when
in solution. The probably most plausible explanation for this eect is the cells' not
having a direct contact with the surface polymer. The polyamines more likely have an
indirect eect through the adsorption of proteins. It is known that amino groups on
biomaterials promote protein binding.138 Healy

et al.

observed that cell attachment

organised according to a chemically patterned surface with areas of positively charged
head groups, only when plasma proteins were present.237 This observation strongly
suggests a pivotal role for plasma proteins to convey the positive eect of polyamines on
cell adhesion. Others noticed that osteoblasts cultured on positively charged substrates
spread in an extreme way, quite contrary to the negatively charged surface.15,276,283 The
extreme spreading of osteoblasts on surfaces carrying a positive charge was correlated to
a diering protein adsorption by Shelton

276

et al.

The authors assigned one band of the

protein prole, seemingly responsible for the osteoblast spreading, to bronectin, which
seemed to adsorb only to surfaces with positive charge. Also the presence of vitronectin
seemed necessary for bone cell spreading on positively charges regions.15,284
In summary, the PMETAC brush coatings were probably too thin to eectively prevent
protein adsorption to the surface. Their positive charge facilitates the adsorption of a
protein prole favourable for cell adhesion, probably including bronectin and vitronectin
from the serum. Therefore, the cell distribution pattern on the PMETAC substrates reected not as clear the pattern of the coating as the cells on the other polymer brush
substrates. The eect partly even resulted in an inverse cell distribution pattern compared to the other polymer brush coatings. On day 10, no inuence of the PMETAC
brush on cell alignment or distribution was visible anymore, probably owing to the cells'
active modication of their surrounding combined with polymer brush degradation. The
osteogenic dierentiation was not hampered as shown by the alkaline phosphatase staining (Figure 3.5l).
As PSBMA very eectively directed hMSC adhesion and distinctly restricted it to the
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grooves (last row of Figure 3.5), these substrates were studied more closely. In a set of
experiments, the osteogenic cell line MC3T3-E1 was also cultured on these substrates
and their proliferation examined at the mRNA level. These experiments were published
in ref. 48.
As mentioned above, zwitterionic molecules are especially applicable to prevent protein adsorption. Chen

et al.

130

ascribed this property to the better hydration through

electrostatic interactions between the ionic groups and water molecules than through
hydrogen bonds between ether groups (in PEG) and water. The authors also wrote that
the balanced charge of molecules like PSBMA chains was essential for good protein resistance. Other factors seemed to be the molecules' density, which had to be close to cell
membrane density, and a low net dipole moment, which can be minimised by antiparallel
arrangement of the betaine groups in a exible polymer chain.
These theoretical considerations agree with the observation that the PSBMA brush
substrates had the clearest distribution pattern of the cells (Figure 3.5). At the same
time, the cell density in the grooves also seemed comparable to the control substrates
indicating no harmful inuence on the cells. The osteogenic dierentiation was likewise
not prevented as the alkaline phosphatase staining showed (Figure 3.5p).
Figure 3.6 shows representative light micrographs of MC3T3-E1 cells in cell culture
on standard cell culture plastic, glass surfaces and patterned PSBMA substrates. Micrographs taken on day 1, at the beginning of the cell culture experiments, are in the left
column, the ones taken on day 21, at the end of the experiments, in the right column.
The control substrates (Figure 3.6, rst and second row) illustrate normal cell growth
and morphology. By day 21, the cells were conuent and displayed their spindle-shaped
morphology. On the patterned PSBMA brush substrates (Figure 3.6, third and last row),
the MC3T3-E1 cells seemed slightly more elongated and aligned along the linear pattern.

Although, the smaller pattern with 10 µm line width did align the cells and seemed to
direct them to the grooves, it was nevertheless partly overgrown on day 21 (Figure 3.6g).

The MC3T3-E1 cells probably were able to bridge the 10 µm distance between the more
favourable attachment sites of this smaller pattern. The larger PSBMA pattern, in
contrast, restricted cell growth for the greatest part to the grooves even over 21 d of
cell culture. This polymer exhibited the best stability properties of the tested polymer
brushes. Additionally, it showed that the cells were not so well able to bridge the greater

50 µm distance between groove areas, although there were cases of this bridging visible
in the centre of Figure 3.6h.
Analysing the samples in the Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) provided a closer
look at the cell morphology (Figure 3.7). One can see the spindle-shape of the MC3T3-E1
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Figure 3.6: Morphology of MC3T3-E1 cells in vitro on day 1 (a-d) and day 21 (e-h) on the cell
culture plastic control (rst row), the glass control (second row), on PSBMA brush substrates
with a 10

µm line pattern (third row) and with a 50 µm line pattern (last row).

in ref. 48, see also ref. 267.
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cells, slightly elongated on the patterned substrates. The triangles in Figure 3.7 mark
areas where the deposition of ECM by the cells became apparent.

Figure 3.7: Morphology of MC3T3-E1 cells as seen in the SEM after 21 d of cell culture in
expansion medium on cell culture plastic (a), glass (b), PSBMA brush substrates with a 10
line pattern (c) and with a 50

µm line pattern (d).

µm

Figure published in ref. 48, see also ref. 267.

To learn more about the viability of the MC3T3-E1 cells on the patterned PSBMA
substrate, the mRNA expression of two proliferation markers and an apoptosis marker
was analysed in preliminary experiments.48 The proliferation markers antigen identied

by monoclonal antibody Ki-67 and histone H4 are associated with the cell cycle of proliferating cells.211,285 The apoptosis marker tumor protein p53 was identied as a tumour
suppressor gene. Its protein inhibits cell division of stressed cells and can initiate apoptosis.286 Should the patterned PSBMA substrates provide an unfavourable environment
for the cells and cause cell stress, the level of Ki-67 and H4 mRNA expression would be
decreased and the level of p53 mRNA increased compared to the standard cell culture
substrate. Within the measuring accuracy, the analysis of the viability and proliferation
of MC3T3-E1 cells at mRNA level showed that the patterned PSBMA surfaces were not
detrimental for cell proliferation and did not cause elevated levels of apoptosis (comp.
ref. 48).
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3.2.3 Cell Growth on Plasma Polymers
To compare the eect of ppMMA coatings on cells with the polymer brushes, MC3T3-E1
cells were cultured on patterned ppH-ppMMA substrates. Additionally, to ensure that
the adhesion promoting layer itself had no detrimental eect on the cells, patterned ppH
substrates were included into the study as an one layer system. The patterns consisted

of lines with either 10 µm or 50 µm line width, just like the PSBMA substrates in the
MC3T3-E1 cell study.
Plasma polymers are more cross-linked than polymer brushes and contain several different functional groups, even with more modern and mild methods138 (comp. Sections
2.1.4 and 2.2.3). The degree of cross-linking directly inuences their properties, including their properties as biomaterials. The monomer MMA (Scheme 2.3 on p. 46) is not
ionic and should therefore be less hydrated in an aqueous environment than the tested
polyelectrolyte brushes. Heptane (Scheme 2.3 on p. 46) as a simple alkane is hydrophobic.
Contact angle measurements showed that its plasma polymer had a lower surface energy
and a lower polar component than ppMMA (Table 3.1). A reduced hydration should
make the plasma polymers more suitable for protein adsorption and thus cell adhesion,
including bone cell adhesion.

=1

Table 3.1: Surface energy in mN m

of ppH and ppMMA with their dispersive and polar com-

ponents. Measurements through the courtesy of DataPhysics Instruments GmbH.

Total surface energy
Dispersive component
Polar component

ppH

ppMMA

36.2
35.6
0.6

43.1
40.9
2.2

MC3T3-E1 cells were indeed well able to adhere to these surfaces, as can be seen in
Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9. The cells were colonising the substrates and spreading on them
from day 1 on (Figure 3.8ae). On day 3, it became apparent that the cells were aligning
along the pattern although the height dierence between grooves and ridges was only in
the nanometre range (comp. Figure 3.8f with gj). A marked preference of either groove
or ridge, however, was not evident. Only on the larger patterned substrates, especially
with the ppH surface, one might perceive such a preference (Figure 3.8h and j). From
day 7 on, all tested substrates were covered by a conuent cell layer comparable to the
plastic control (Figure 3.8kt).
As is described in Section 2.2.3 the patterning process introduced a dierence in surface
chemistry between these two regions as well as the height dierence. The irradiated areas
were more oxidised and were thus more hydrophilic presenting a surface that osteoblasts
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are anticipated to prefer over hydrophobic ones. In the beginning (day 3), the MC3T3-E1
cells on the larger pattern seemed to prefer either the grooves or the hills (Figure 3.8h
and j). This preference may be attributed to the dierent surface chemistry, presuming
that the cells probably chose the irradiated, oxidised grooves as the more favourable substrate. The reasoning that the cells were anticipated to colonise the grooves rather than
the hills is supported by ndings concerning the topography: As Alaerts

et al.

147

found,

the strength of attachment of cell protrusions was higher on concave surfaces than on
at ones, which in turn was greater than on convex surfaces. The grooves consequently
had the double advantage of having a more oxidised surface and a concave one. According to Britland

et al.

26

these two parameters, surface chemistry and topography, act

synergistically on cell alignment.
In the SEM, there was no obvious dierence in morphology between the cells on the
control substrate and on the patterned substrate. The cells were growing to conuence on
all substrates displaying a spindle-shaped morphology. A good degree of ECM production
was visible as well (Figure 3.9) on the control substrate just as on the plasma polymer
surfaces.
Real Time Polymerase Chain Reaction (RT-PCR) results conrmed the unaected
proliferation (ref. 81). As in Section 3.2.2, the mRNA expression of the marker of apoptosis (p53 ) and the two proliferation markers (Ki-67 and

H4

) in cells on the patterned

substrates was compared with the expression of cells on the control substrate, which was
set at 1. With these results, also at the mRNA level, no harmful inuence of the polymer
coatings was detected. The expression levels of both the proliferation markers and the
apoptosis marker of the cells on the plasma polymer substrates were comparable to the
levels of the cells on the control substrate (comp. ref. 81).
Adhesion probably aects proliferation and dierentiation.15,77 Especially on implant
surfaces, the proliferation of the bone building cells in turn is of great importance, as it
is linked to a fast integration of endoprostheses.287 Osteoblasts rst proliferate in cell
culture until they reach conuence, after which proliferation stops and dierentiation is
initiated.9,77 Good proliferation leads to a high cell density, which is wanted to encourage
dierentiation of osteoblasts, which depends among other factors on cell-cell contacts and
a certain cell density.77,198,288,289 It is also known, that cell-cell contacts are benecial
for the viability of MC3T3-E1 cells290 and that osteoblast cultures require conuency
for mineral production.9 Therefore, a coating material for implants should promote the
good proliferation rate and cell density we observed for these plasma deposited polymers.
As described in Section 3.1.2, in several studies, osteoblasts reacted positively to geometrical patterns such as linear ones.168 The aligned cells had a better adhesion beha-
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Figure 3.8: Cell morphology as seen through a light microscope on day 1 (a-e), day 3 (f-j), day 7

µm and 50 µm line width
µm and 50 µm line width (rows from top to bottom). Published

(k-o) and day 21 (p-t), on the plastic control, the ppH coating with 10
and the ppMMA coating with 10

in ref. 81 in cooperation with Tautzenberger and Ignatius.
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Figure 3.9: Cell morphology on day 21 as seen by SEM; a: On the control substrate; b: On a
patterned ppH substrate with 10

µm line width; c:

On a patterned ppMMA substrate with 10

line width; d: On a patterned ppH substrate with 50
substrate with 50

µm

µm line width; e:

µm

On a patterned ppMMA

line width. Published in ref. 81 in cooperation with Tautzenberger and

Ignatius.
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viour217 and their orientation also seemed to determine the orientation of the collagenous
matrix they secret, as Wang

218

et al.

pointed out for MC3T3-E1 cells in ligaments and

tendons. The authors also suggested that the aligned collagen matrix had an inuence
on the tissue's mechanical properties and on a successful healing process. Not only
in ligaments and tendons, collagen ber alignment plays a major role, also mineralisation9,230,231 as well as the mechanical properties228,232 in bone rely on proper collagen
orientation. With these ndings in mind, the observed osteoblast alignment may eventually improve osseointegration.229,291 However, to elucidate the ideal kind of patterning
or grooving for optimised mineralisation, the studies concerning the benecial eects of
topography would have to be more uniform.9
In summary, the tested plasma polymer coatings were not detrimental for cell adhesion
and proliferation. The pattern did not restrict cell growth to certain areas as the polymer
brushes did, but might nevertheless be useful as there is evidence for benecial eects of
linear patterns on osteoblast mineralisation.

3.3 Potential Biomaterials Applications of the Synthesised
Materials
Summarising the properties of the here synthesised and tested materials, one can evaluate the applicability of the polymer brush and plasma polymer coatings. The polymer
brush lms were highly functionalised, exhibited a strong swelling capacity and were well
hydrated in an aqueous environment. The good hydration was very likely the reason for
the polymer brushes' ability to prevent cell adhesion through inhibiting protein adsorption. As cell adhesion depends on the proteins that can adsorb to a surface, especially
bronectin and vitronectin, a protein adsorption preventing surface like the polymer
brushes lack this aspect of a good implant material.14 This cell adhesion restricting
property, however, may be exploited for other applications such as protein or cell based
sensor arrays.
Another issue regarding the suitability of the material as endoprostheses coatings is
the insucient stability in a simulated physiological environment. However, there are approaches to work on this point. Tugulu and Klok92 investigated the stability of PPEGMA
brushes in cell culture medium and suggested that the stability could be improved by
reducing the polymer brush density. A reduced polymer brush density resulted in lesser
conformational stress, but would consequently also reduce the anti-fouling properties as
outlined in Section 3.1.2. Consequently, the stability has to be balanced against the
prevention of protein adsorption for each application. The same authors point out that
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polymer brushes grown from the ill-dened alkylsilane layers are less stable than those
anchored to the surface

via

alkyl thiol initiators. For longterm biomaterial applications,

it might be useful to think about an alternative chemistry to link the polymer lms to
the surface. Additionally, other polymerisation techniques such as the surface-initiated
photografting and photopolymerisation292 might oer improved stability.
Evaluating the SI-ATRP method as it is, the high time and eort costs come into mind.
Synthesising a batch of samples could take up to half a week active preparation time and
two more days of washing (dialysis) and analysis. Concluding, the system will probably
work best for short-term applications and sophisticated systems such as lab-on-a-chip or
microarrays. In these applications, the eective prevention of protein adsorption and cell
adhesion while not interfering with cell viability may be exploited. For these advanced
nanosystems also the high production costs might be justied.
The plasma polymer coatings on the other hand exhibited other properties and provoked dierent cell reactions. The production is signicantly less elaborate and much
more suited for greater scale industrial production. Especially with ppH as an adhesion
promoting layer they seemed to be interesting for future applications, as all steps in the
process took place in the plasma reactor. OTES on the other hand needed an additional
self-assembly step in solution, requiring more eort and equipment.
Plasma polymer coatings did not interfere with cell proliferation and adhesion. Consequently, the material might be useful for tissue engineering. As stated in ref. 81,
the feasibility of further functionalising the here produced polymers with the low temperature plasma technique opens up numerous possibilities. By introducing nitrogencontaining groups additional anti-bacterial properties14,281 could be realised as well as
better proliferation and dierentiation293 or linkage to adhesion peptides or specic bioactive agents.294,295 Alternatively, treating the ppMMA surface with a SO2 plasma leading to sulfate or sulfonate groups might also bring about a reduction of bacterial adhesion
while maintaining osteoblastic cell function.296 It may also serve as model systems for
the dependence of cell-matrix interactions, although its surface chemistry is not as well
dened as the one of the polymer brushes (Section 2.3).
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4 Mineralisation of the Polymer Coatings
4.1 Introduction to Mineralisation and Bone
4.1.1 Calcium Phosphates
Next to calcium carbonate and silica, calcium phosphate belongs to the most ubiquitous
minerals in nature. It is the main inorganic component in bone and teeth of Vertebrata
and is therefore also of high importance in biology and medicine.297 Several modications
do exist, which are listed in Table 4.1. Generally, CaPs are soluble in acids and less soluble
in neutral or basic aqueous solutions. As a rule of thumb, the higher the Ca/P ratio and
the lower the water content in the mineral, the more insoluble it becomes in aqueous
solutions.
Table 4.1: Calcium orthophosphate phases and their chemical formulas, comp. ref.s 22,297.

Calcium phosphate phase

chemical formula

Ca/P ratio

ACP
Brushite or DCPD
Monetite or DCPA
OCP
TCP (α and β phase)
HA
FAP
CDHA (bone mineral/biological
apatites)

Cax Hy (PO4 )z ·nH2 O
1.202.20
CaHPO4 · 2 H2 O
1.00
CaHPO4
1.00
Ca8 (HPO4 )2 (PO4 )4 · 5 H2 O
1.33
Ca3 (PO4 )2
1.50
Ca10 (PO4 )6 (OH)2
1.67
Ca10 (PO4 )6 F2
1.67
Cax Mgy Naz (PO4 )m (CO3 )n Fa Clb OHc 1.611.71

Amorphous Calcium Phosphate (ACP) is the metastable, initial phase when CaP
precipitates from solution and can be found in the development of biogenic mineral.22,297
It has the spherical morphology typical for amorphous phases.297 ACP as a CaP phase
 if it may be called a phase at all  is rather undened; the Ca/P ratio and water content
may vary depending on environmental parameters.22,297 In 1989, Christoersen

298

et al.

have described ACP subphases as distinct steps in the CaP mineralisation with their
own morphologies and solubilities: ACP1 and ACP2.299 ACP1 consists of spheres with
a bubble structure visible in the Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM). ACP2
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was rst described by Christoersen

et al.

as a separate amorphous phase. It occurs

in the transformation process from ACP1 to Hydroxylapatite (HA) before Octacalcium
Phosphate (OCP) emerges and has a distinct morphology. The authors attributed a
more aky and less spherical morphology to the ACP2 phase, which was also observed
in a biomineralisation context by the Addadi group.206
Dicalcium Phosphate Dihydrate (DCPD) predominantly precipitates from CaP solutions with a low pH (≤ 6.5).297,300302 It is less often found in nature than other CaP
phases. As geological or biogenic mineral it is found in kidney stones303 or in caves with
bat guano.74,304 Its being less common might be due to the DCPD phase's metastability.
Consequently, it has been discussed as transitionary phase in HA mineralisation.297,302,305
Dicalcium Phosphate Anhydrate (DCPA) is the anhydride of DCPD, equally less common and is generated when removing the crystallisation water through heating.297
OCP is controversially discussed to be a precursor phase in biomineralisation. Its
crystallographic structure is similar to HA, which makes it to a good candidate as a
precursor with an easy conversion to HA.297 On the other hand, it has not been proven
to be present in studies on

in vivo

mineralisation.306

The α- and β -Tricalcium Phosphate (TCP) phases only form at high temperatures
above 1125 ◦C and 800 ◦C, respectively.22 Mg containing β -TCP (whitlockite) is found in
pathological calcications, but not in healthy bone mineral and not as its pure phase.22,297
Nevertheless, it found widespread use as successful bone substitution ceramic, often in
combination with HA as the so-called Biphasic Calcium Phosphate (BCP).22,73,307 αTCP in contrast is solely a high temperature phase and metastable at room temperature
and quite soluble in water. Its impact on biomaterials research is therefore limited.22
HA is the thermodynamically most stable CaP phase and the one least soluble in
water. It is also the mineral phase most similar to the inorganic substance in bone,
making it a common biomaterial for hard tissue applications.22 Nevertheless, it is more
dened and less substituted than the biological apatite and thus diers from it.297 In
Fluorapatite (FAP) the OH is substituted by F resulting in a hard mineral that resists
better dissolution in acids. In biological apatites, dentin contains most F reinforcing
the teeth.22
As the biological apatite, Carbonated/Calcium Decient Hydroxylapatite (CDHA) is
non-stoichiometric and thus most dicult to dene. This apatite is highly substituted:
Ca2+ is replaced by Na+ , K+ , Mg2+ or Sr2+ , or even left out, resulting in a vacant place
2
3
2


in the crystal lattice; HPO2
4 or CO3 may be found instead of PO4 ; F , Cl and CO3 ,

or again vacancies, often substitute OH . Further, CDHA contains more water than the

other apatites making it better soluble in an aqueous environment.9,22,297 The exact
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composition also diers and depends on the organism, the tissue 

e.g.

dentin diers

from bone  and even the nutritional situation of the organism.

4.1.2 The Material Bone
The Components
Biominerals are generally composites made of organic and inorganic components.6,308
Bone is no exception. The combined organic and inorganic composite materials build
up a structure with unique mechanical properties, uniting the elasticity of the proteins
with the hardness of the mineral.6,309 The organic part additionally acts as a controlling
component on the biomineralisation process regulating mineral phase, crystal orientation
and size.6,308,310312
The organic part of the bone consists mainly (about 90 %) of collagenic proteins, of
these especially type I collagen.9,15 Collagen is a brous protein forming a bril out of
three peptide chains. This triple helix is 300 nm long with a diameter of 1.5 nm. The collagen triple helices are arranged in long bundles or brils lined up longitudinally to build
long strings. In the bril, the collagen helices lie parallel to each other and are shifted
against each other so that the gap regions between the collagen helices are staggered.5,7,22
Collagen is often regarded as a passive template with little eect on mineralisation itself.313,314 However, there is evidence that this role for collagen is not entirely true.
Collagen seems to partly direct the biomineralisation through its charge.315,316
A small fraction (about 10 %) of the bone mass are the non-collagenous proteins.15
Although they are few in numbers, they are yet important for the biomineralisation process as well as for metabolic regulation, cell-matrix and cell-cell interactions.9,313 These
matrix proteins and proteoglycans are often acidic (i.e. negatively charged), containing mainly aspartic acid (i.e. carboxylates), phosphates and sulfates bound to polysaccharides.2,6,79,313,317,318 These functional groups are known to bind Ca2+ ions and are
consequently often discussed to aect biomineralisation greatly.6,79,80,319 Examples for
important non-collagenous proteins are osteocalcin, osteonectin, bone sialoproteins, osteopontin, bronectin and Bone Morphogenetic Protein (BMP).15,318 There is a great
number and variety of these non-collagenous proteins, although they constitute only a
small amount of the organic bone matrix320 Among the most signicant and best studied
of these proteins are the BMPs.18,33,321 The BMP family is a group of proteins vital for
the build-up of embryonic and adult bone, inducing osteogenesis (even in muscle tissue
when applied with the right delivery system).18,321 It is therefore of great interest for
regenerative orthopaedic surgery.18
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As described above, a highly substituted, Ca2+ -decient HA is the main inorganic
component of bone.9,298 HA crystals have the crystallographic space group P 63 /m and
are hexagonal symmetric about the c axes.322 In bone, the mineral consists of plateshaped crystals and is aligned to collagen brils along the crystallographic c axes.9,322
They are preferably coplanar positioned at the gap region of the collagen brils, building
stacks of mineral plates with collagen sandwiched between them (Figure 4.1).322
While non-biogenic HA crystals measure hundreds of micrometre, the biogenic CDHA
crystals have a typical size of only 50 × 25 × 4 nm.7,22 The biogenic CDHA is therefore
often referred to as poorly crystalline. The small crystal size might be partly due to
the compartimentisation through the collagen brils.22 Another mechanism might be
the binding of the non-collagenous proteins, which often inhibit crystal growth.22,318
However built, the nanocrystals are probably one of the causes for the unique mechanical
properties of the nanocomposite bone.5

The Hierarchical Build-Up
The properties of bone are not only dictated by the components of the material but also
by the structural build-up.313 The composite build-up and the hierarchical superstructure are the cause for the singular mechanical properties of the material bone.322 The
components self-assemble during biomineralisation with dened hierarchical structures.6
This self-assembly was thought to be a sign for strong cellular control.322 There is, however, still discussion about the extent of cellular control over the biomineralisation of
bone. It could also be an acellular self-assembly, orchestrated by the non-collagenous
proteins and the collagen matrix.206
While the mechanism of self-assembly is still unclear, the hierarchical structure of
bone is known (Figure 4.1). On the lowest level, the CDHA nanocrystals are sandwiched
between collagen in the mineralised brils. The collagen matrix with the aligned crystals
form an anisotropic material of parallel exible strings reinforced with hard and brittle
platelets. On the next organisational levels, the mineralised brils are bundled and
further arranged to withstand the external forces acting on bone. Depending on the
type of bone this arrangement can be in a parallel, a woven, a plywood-like structure or
in a radial symmetry. The respective arrays of brils are then organised in the osteon.
An osteon is a concentrically organised structure in the bone, a cylinder, around which
several layers of mineralised collagen bres are arranged. The second highest levels of the
hierarchy is the spongy and the solid bone. The interior of the bone is usually lled with
light and sponge-like bone material and is surrounded by the solid one. In the spongy
bone, the (anisotropic) bres are aligned along the axes of external forces to withstand
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Figure 4.1: The hierarchical structure of bone.

The main components (collagen and CDHA

nanocrystals) are arranged in seven hierarchical levels to build the though yet elastic composite
material bone. Comp. ref.s 5,7,22.
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these forces. This build-up provides stability at a relatively low weight. The highest level
of organisation is nally the whole bone.7

4.1.3 Biomineralisation in Bone
As written above, soluble acidic macromolecules and a collagen bre template are involved in the production of calcied biomaterials. The insoluble collagen's main task is
the spatial control, building the structural matrix320 and directing the crystallising CaP
to the right areas.315,316 The collagen matrix therefore provides a scaold and compartiments for the biomineralisation. The build-up is quite consistent with the concept of
mesocrystals as a basic principle of biomineralisation propagated by the Cölfen group:320
aligned nanoparticulate HA crystals separated by an organic collagen matrix.
Beside collagen, the bone-specic non-collagenous proteins regulate, inhibit, or
promote calcium phosphate crystallisation.318,323,324

Their common feature is their

having acidic groups, mostly carboxylates, and exhibit hydroxyapatite binding ability.2,6,79,313,317,318 Ions and molecules with the ability to bind specic crystal faces are
associated with an anisotropic crystal growth. They are able to lower the surface energy of crystal faces and thus slow down crystal growth on the specic face modifying
the crystal's morphology. The soluble components can even control which polymorph is
crystallising.320 Sulfates such as chrondroidin sulfate probably play a major role in biomineralisation.80,320 They reduce interfacial mismatches and thus support the build-up
of tough and ordered composite materials.319,320
Many studies suggest since decades that biogenic highly ordered mineral structures
form

via

an amorphous precursor.206,320,325,326 Xu

et al.

320

point out the plausibil-

ity of the amorphous precursor phase being stabilised by the soluble biomacromolecules
and then moulded into the template. The current concept of the biomineralisation of
bone was summarised by Cölfen in 2010:315 Soluble anionic polyelectrolytes bind CaP
clusters in solution forming mineral droplets. (Compare this to the concept of Polymer Induced Liquid Precursor (PILP) introduced by Gower and co-workers.327,328 ) The
mineral droplets are then directed to the gap region of the collagen matrix probably by
electrostatic interactions between the negatively charged soluble polyelectrolytes and the
positive charge on the collagen brils located primarily at the gap region. From there,
the mineral inltrates the collagen matrix and solidies in an amorphous phase. The
ACP nally converts into the oriented hexagonal CDHA nanoplatelets.
Still pending is the question whether the ACP is converted directly to CDHA in bone
minerals299,329,330 or
(ACP2)206
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or

via

OCP331,332

an intermediate phase, may it be another amorphous phase
or both.298 It is also argued whether the conversion comes
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about by dissolution and re-crystallisation or by direct solid phase conversion.299,329 The
results of Abbona

et al.

suggest that at a basic pH and higher supersaturations, the

ACP1 directly converts to HA; a process that seems to be mediated by an ion exchange
with solution during the crystal rearrangement.299 Also the conversion of ACP1 to ACP2
has been described as solution-mediated.298 Although the process is most likely solution
mediated, a complete dissolution and re-crystallisation could not be observed.329
Next to the collagen matrix, the soluble proteins and the mineral itself, bone cells
play a major role in the bone mineralisation and remodelling process. Osteoblasts produce the soluble proteins as well as the collagen matrix. After the collagen matrix is
assembled, it is mineralised with the help of the non-collagenous proteins.313,333

In vitro

experiments with microstructured substrates showed that aligned cells deposited also an
aligned collagen matrix.218 This suggests the osteoblasts' introducing the anisotropic
properties of bone through the arrangement of the collagen matrix. The cells that line
the border of bone formation in mice were found to contain vesicles with calcium phosphate granules.206,212,334 Mahamid et al. observed an amorphous and disordered calcium
phosphate phase in intracellular vesicles of osteoblasts with a curiously low Ca/P ratio
of 0.75206 (comp. to the values given in Table 4.1). The cells seemed to actively accumulate the ions from blood serum in specialised vesicles. In the organism, osteoblasts
build up a barrier between bone and blood by forming a cell sheet on the bone forming surface.206,334336 The mineral precursor phase is probably secreted by exocytosis
and enters the collagen matrix to crystallise there.206,316 The mineral content as well
as the crystallinity of bone increases with bone maturation suggesting the osteoblasts
continuing to deposit mineral.306,322

4.1.4 Calcium Phosphates as Biomaterials
As HA is similar to the mineral phase in bone, it suggests that ceramics made of this and
other CaP phases are good bone substitutes and implant coatings.77 Many techniques
have been developed to coat especially titanium surfaces with CaP. Among those are
pulsed laser deposition,61 dierent ion beam techniques,69 sputtering processes68 and
electrospraying.60 For those coatings, one of the crucial points for a good biomaterial is
their long-term stability. Here, many hydroxyapatite coatings fail to meet the requirements.2,337 The sputtering methods, such as right angle magnetron sputtering, improved
the hydroxyapatite coatings over the ones deposited by plasma spraying, but there is
still potential for improvement.338 Another possible approach is the mineralisation in
solution. This can be an electrochemical assisted deposition67 or a surface-induced one.
A great advantage of solution methods is the coating process's being independent of
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the geometry of the substrate,

i.e.

it is not a line of sight process. Campbell

et al.

,2

for example, used alkylsilane SAMs with sulfonates as functional groups to mineralise
even porous titanium substrates. Mao and co-workers339 adsorbed Ethylene Diamine
Tetraacetic Acid (EDTA) on titanium substrates to provide nucleation sites for a biomimetic calcium phosphate coating.
In the high temperature synthesis methods, the non-natural phases α- and β -TCP
can develop. These minerals and combinations of them with HA were tested and turned
out to be biocompatible and osteoconductive.77 However, HA exhibits poor resorption
properties; HA scaolds for bone replacement were found not to be resorbed even after
5 years after implantation.77,340 Thus, it was still a foreign body in the organism and
not part of the constant remodelling process in bone.16 Buser

et al.

32

discovered on

the other hand that the areas where a plasma sprayed HA coating on Ti implants was
resorbed, bone-implant contact was low. This poses the still not completely answerable
question which CaP phase or mixture of CaP phases is the ideal biomaterial. Should
the phase be resorbable or stable? The answer is probably simple and at the same time
dicult to realise: The phase should resorb in the right speed, not too quickly causing
defects in the material, nor too slowly constituting a foreign body.16 ACP for example
is a quite undesirable CaP phase for a biomaterial due to its fast dissolution rate in
aqueous environment.2 BCP as a mixture of HA and TCP is quite promising, as it
combines dierent dissolution rates, which can thus be adjusted by adapting the mixing
ratio.22,73,307
Another possibility to enhance the osteoinductivity of HA and other CaP phases is
the combination with other ions or proteins. The osteoinductive properties of HA are
improved, when the mineral is doped with Si.66,77,258,341 The doping charges the surface
negative (SiO4
4

versus

PO3
4 ), changes the microstructure, enhances the solubility and

thus enhances cell adhesion.77,342 A second example is the BMP delivery system of Gao
et al.

,321 which induces more bone, when the basic material is HA and not TCP, and

when both collagen IV and BMP are present.

4.1.5 Biomimetic Mineralisation
It is not only of interest to study possible substitutes for bone to make use of in medicine.
Also materials scientist are trying to use biomineralisation principles to design new materials.308,320 The studies on biomineralisation and those on biomimetic mineralisation
often cross-fertilised each other bringing a better understanding of biomineralisation and
thus better means to copy its principles.308
Some groups such as Bradt
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tried to mimic the

in vivo

situation as closely
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as possible

in vitro

by mixing Ca2+ and HPO2
4 in the presence of collagen and poly-

aspartate, which served as a model for the acidic non-collagenous proteins. With these
components the authors obtained a gel in which the HA crystal were integrated and
bound. Without polyaspartate, in contrast, the crystals were clustered and only loosely
associated to the brils.313
The inuence of additives, like the polyaspartate, on mineralisation has been studied
for decades. Polyanions revealed themselves to be dose-dependent inhibitors of crystal growth (type I inhibitors) or nucleation and phase transformation (type II inhibitors).79,343,344 Mueller et al.343 found evidence for dierent binding sites on HA crystals in
the competitive binding behaviour of polyanionic peptides and the polycationic spermine.
These binding sites were speculated to be the Ca2+ and PO3
4 , respectively. In these experiments, the anions also turned out to be more eective inhibitors than the cations. At
the same time, good binding correlated with inhibition, although not linearly.343 Also
polyaspartate was found to delay the transformation from ACP to HA.313
On the other hand the negatively charged groups such as sulfonates and carboxylates
are good chelators of Ca2+ ions and might therefore stimulate crystal nucleation in some
cases by accumulating cations.2 Generally, they are of interest due to their crystallisation aecting properties. Consequently, there is a number of studies especially on
CaCO3 examining the eect of natural or synthetic polymers, surfaces or monolayers

with these moieties on biomineralisation.6,79,319,345,346 Especially sulfate groups seems
to be more potent than other groups in inducing CaCO3 nucleation and face-selective

crystallisation.6

The control over the crystallisation in particular is in the spotlight of materials scientists. It is often sought to inuence mineralisation with additives such as synthetic or
biologic macromolecules or Langmuir-Blodgett lms with headgroups in dened distances
facing the ion solution. In biomimetic approaches it was shown that Langmuir-Blodgett
lms with calcium carboxylate head groups forming a grid pattern aected calcium phosphate nucleation, crystal growth and morphology.59,347 The aimed for HA was built only
in the presence of the carboxylate head groups.347 Dey et al.256 observed with cryoTEM
methods in detail the mineralisation of HA with a preferred [110] orientation under a
monolayer of arachidic acid.
The geometrical arrangement of these acidic groups of the monolayers was for a long
time thought to inuence mineral growth and phases.79 To achieve a certain phase, it
was suggested that the pattern of the functional groups should match the crystal lattice
as much as possible.347,348 Volkmer and co-workers showed with their work on CaCO3

mineralisation under layers of dierent calixarenes349352 that the assumption of a purely
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epitaxial mechanism is not fully valid.348 Following their work, it seems more likely
that matching charge densities and dipole moments caused directional growth of specic
CaCO3 phases under the various monolayers. Similar to the static lock-and-key principle
as a model for protein interactions, which had to be modied to the more dynamic
induced-t model to provide a better picture of the biological interactions, also a solely
epitactic model seems to be too static to fully describe the interactions between organic
matrix and mineral.
The group then passed on to other biomimetic mineralisation techniques and studied the inuence of acidic polymers and peptides on CaCO3 crystallisation.353358 Using Poly Acrylic Acid (PAA), they produced highly oriented laminated calcite platelets
strongly resembling nacre.353,354 Their thin polycrystalline calcite lms originated from
an amorphous phase serving as a template for epitaxial overgrowth of calcite platelets.
These experiments with calcium carbonate were paralleled with studies on calcium
phosphate. Casse

359

et al.

illustrated that a well-dened (yet non-crystalline) inter-

face, even a rather exible matrix like an amphiphilic poly(acrylic acid)-block-poly(nbutylacrylate) block copolymer lm, was able to serve as a template for nucleation
controlling calcium phosphate mineralisation. Moreover, the block copolymer lm at
the air/water interface also acted as a tool for the 2D arrangement of CaP particles in a
near-crystalline order. Suzuki et al.360 worked on the mineralisation of phosphate groups
containing polymers. They highlight the importance of the number of functional groups,
the degree of cross-linking of the polymer and the accessibility of the functional groups.
Volkmer and co-workers showed that a metastable Amorphous Calcium Carbonate
(ACC) lm was formed when using PMAA brushes as a template.122 The polyelectrolyte
brushes thereby represented a highly functionalised mineralisation matrix with a large
number of carboxylate groups stabilising the amorphous phase. After thermal treatment,
the amorphous lm transformed into a thin polycrystalline calcite lm. With this work
the authors combined surface bound polyelectrolyte brushes with the biomineralisation
topic. In the same group, Letsche172 mineralised not only calcium carbonate in the
PMAA brush template, but also CdS and ZnS as well as PbS, CoS, CuS, Fex Sy , Fex Oy ,
SnS, TiO2 and ZnO. These minerals formed nanoparticles in the organic matrix, some
completely impregnating the polymer brush.
Also other groups used the polymer brush system as a mineralisation template. The
Huck group successfully prepared magnetic nanoparticles in PSPMA brushes123 and gold
nanoparticles in PMETAC brushes.361 Boyes

362

et al.

used surface initiated block-co-

polymers to synthesise Ag and Pd nanoparticles.
In the present work, the polymer brush and plasma polymer coatings prepared as
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described in Chapter 2 were mineralised with CaP. This important biomineral has the
potential to increase the biocompatibility of the polymer lms and might even render
them bioactive. The inuence of the two polymer coatings on biomineralisation was
examined reassessing the usefulness of the biomimetic functional groups in the polymer
lms.

4.2 Results and Discussion of the Mineralisation of Polymer
Thin Films
4.2.1 Dip Coating Mineralisation
The dip coating experiments were simple immersions of substrates in the respective ion
solutions. In the process, the substrates were standing upright to make sure that mineral
deposited on the substrate was due to heterogeneous mineralisation on the surface. Had
the substrates been lying on the bottom of the vessel, also crystals nucleated homogeneously in solution could have dropped on the substrates non-specically. Consequently,
the upright position ensured that a possible eect on mineralisation was caused by the
coatings.
The most straight forward method for biomineralisation is the immersion in SBF,
which was conducted as well as immersion in 1.5 SBF (comp. for example ref. 64). The
immersion in SBF is the one of the acellular biomineralisation methods without the use
of proteins that most closely mimicks the

in vivo

situation as described in Section 3.1.3.

As shown in Section 3.2.1, even after 21 days in SBF, there was no mineral to be found
on polymer brush coatings. On the contrary, the polymer brush lms delaminated.
Next to the immersion in SBF, also more elementary solutions containing only CaCl2

+
+
and HPO2
4 with Na or K as counterions were applied. Most solutions were not

successful in building up mineral on the polymer brush substrates. For the parameter
range used, compare Section 7.6.1. An exception to the failing dip-coating experiments
was the immersion of a micropatterned PSBMA coated substrate in a 20 mm CaCl2

solution with the dropwise addition of a 12 mm K2 HPO4 solution while constantly stirring

for 30 min. Following the protocol of Liu et al.,64 this procedure was repeated twice. This

experiment was also conducted with lower CaCl2 concentrations (10 mm and 5 mm), but

always adding a K2 HPO4 of a matching concentration to give the HA Ca/P ratio of 1.67.
This mineralisation method was supposed to result in poorly crystalline HA.64

With the highest concentration of 20 mm CaCl2 /12 mm K2 HPO4 , copious amounts
of mineral was found on patterned PSBMA substrates, but the distribution was not
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constricted to either polymer coated areas or groove regions (Figure 4.2a and b).

Figure 4.2: PSBMA coated samples with linear patterns after mineralisation with a dip coating
procedure described in ref.

m CaCl2
m K2 HPO4 solution (a), corresponding SEM mi-

64; light micrograph of the sample mineralised in a 20 m

solution with the dropwise addition of a 12 m

crograph (b) and light micrograph of a sample mineralised with halved concentrations under the
same conditions (c), comp. Section 7.6.1.

There seemed to be a slight dierence between the mineralisation on polymer brush
regions and grooves, but big clusters formed throughout the substrate. Therefore the
concentrations were halved and the substrate was immersed in 1 mm CaCl2 solution

prior to the mineralisation to try and impregnate the polymer brushes with Ca2+ ions.
Impregnating the polymer brush in the CaCl2 solution aimed at a higher local Ca2+ ion
concentration in these regions and, as a result, a more specic mineralisation limited to
the polymer brush regions. Nevertheless, even with the lower concentration there still
were large clusters, which build unspecically on the sample (Figure 4.2c). When trying
to remove the large clusters by rinsing the sample with water, also the more specic small
CaP particles were removed. This being possible shows that a good bonding between the
mineral and the polymer matrix was not achieved with this method. The partly unspecic
distribution suggests at the polymer not acting as a true template for mineralisation here.
It did not seem as if the PSBMA matrix was able to build up strong bonds to the Ca2+
ions linking the inorganic and organic components of the system. After further reducing

the concentrations to 5 mm CaCl2 /3 mm K2 HPO4 solutions, no signs of cristallisation
were observed.
Generally, dip-coating experiments were not successful in mineralising polymer brush
regions specically, either showing an abundance of unspecic mineralisation clusters or
no signs of mineralisation at all. One reason for this behaviour might be the nucleation inhibiting eect that polyelectrolytes can have.79,343,344 The polyelectrolyte brushes might
indeed have bound the ions but at the same time inhibited precipitation as it is described for the PILP eect.327,328 The biomimetic polyelectrolytes could indeed take the
role of the polyanionic proteins during the mineralisation of bone as described in 4.1.3.
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However, the mineralisation process requires also an insoluble matrix like the collagen
scaold, which was lacking in the mineralisation system of this work.
A disadvantage of this static dip-coating method is the lack of supply of fresh ions,
which contrasts the in vivo situation with its open system. When the mineral precipitates
during the dip-coating process, it inevitably reduces the ion concentration in solution.
vivo

In

, the ion concentrations are always regulated and held constant. At the same time,

there is a constant movement of the body uid. This situation is better represented by
the mineralisation in a mixing chamber. In this system, a pump constantly transports a
supply of ions through the mixing chamber and the concentrations are held approximately
constant. Therefore, above all, experiments were conducted in a mixing chamber better
representing the physiological situation. They are described in the following section.

4.2.2 Mineralisation of Polymer Brush Substrates in a Mixing Chamber
with an External Pump
During the mineralisation in the mixing chamber, an external pump transported a Ca2+
and a HPO2
4 solution from their storage vessels to the mixing chamber. Shortly before
the mixing chamber, the two solutions met and mixed, forming a supersaturated CaP
solution. By this, the mineral was likely to precipitate in the mixing chamber and
not in the tubing system and the solution entering the mixing chamber had a dened
concentration.
A series of experiments was conducted with varying concentrations, ow rates and
times. For the parameter range covered please see Section 7.6.2. The mineralisation was
carried out with substrates coated with PSBMA, both unpatterned and patterned with
circular holes that had a diameter of 20 µm. Uncoated, cleansed glass cover slips were
used as control substrates to see a possible eect of the coating on the mineralisation.
After mineralisation, there was almost always a colourless precipitate visible on all
types of substrates, which  at best  had the eye form of the mixing chamber (Figure 4.3). This precipitate lm seemed to be thinner or paler on uncoated glass than on
PSBMA coated substrates (Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4 comparing d and e). In agreement
with literature,2 mineralisation was more even at lower supersaturation. Correspondingly, the time needed to mineralise a sample increased strongly with decreasing ion
concentration.

The results of the mineralisations of PSBMA substrates with a 5 mm CaP solution for

1.5 h at a ow rate of 0.8 ml min=1 were examined more closely. On the patterned PSBMA
samples, the distribution of the CaP precipitate was oriented along the pattern,

i.e.

the

mineral reproduced the pattern of the polymer. This mineral pattern was clearly visible
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Figure 4.3: CaP precipitate on glass (a) and PSBMA brush substrates (b) after mineralisation
in a mixing chamber.

in the light and electron microscope (Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5). Energy-Dispersive X-ray
Spectroscopy (EDX) conrmed the mineral to contain Ca and P and not the counterion
elements Na and Cl (Figure 4.7).
Although the pattern was reproduced, it was partly the positive and partly the
negative of the polymer brush pattern (Figure 4.4a and b). Sometimes the distribution
pattern even changed from one area to another area on the same sample (Figure 4.4c).
Even though there were examples for a positive and a negative distribution, on most
samples, the polymer brush region seemed darker than the holes when analysed in the
light microscope in DIC mode, as in Figure 4.4a. This seemed to be a sign that the
polymer brush areas carried more mineral than the holes. In the SEM however, it became
obvious that for these samples the contrary was the case (Figure 4.5). The samples were
more heavily mineralised in the holes than on the polymer brush coating. This deception
might be due to an increased light scattering in areas with many small particles compared
to the areas where a closed layer of CaP had grown.
The SEM analyses (Figure 4.5) revealed the mineral's precipitating as small round
particles of several hundred nanometre diameter. The round morphology was a sign for
an amorphous phase, making ACP1 the most likely phase.
The solutions with low ion concentrations (< 2.5 mm) did not mineralise the PSBMA
coatings. The higher supersaturation used in the experiments just described (Figure 4.4
and Figure 4.5) might on the other hand have caused ACP to nucleate homogeneously in
solution.2,299 In this case, the polymer brushes might have ltrated the nucleation seeds
and small clusters from the solution. The clusters might have arranged along the pattern
depending on the streaming movement of the solution. In the holes of the pattern they
would have been more protected from the stream of the solution than on the polymer
brush areas. At the same time, the clusters on the PSBMA areas would be prevented
from growing and be seperated/dispersed by the polyzwitterions binding to it, as it is
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Figure 4.4: Light micrographs of patterned PSBMA (a-c), unpatterned PSBMA (d) and glass
control samples (e) made in the DIC mode. Samples were mineralised in a mixing chamber with
a 5m

m CaP solution for 1.5 h with a ow rate of 0.8 ml min=1 .

The dark and light areas show

dierences in the mineral deposition and reproduce the pattern introduced by the polymer brush
coating (a-c). The unpatterned (d) and the glass substrate (e) are mineralised homogeneously.

Figure 4.5: SEM micrographs of a patterned PSBMA brush coated sample mineralised as stated
in Figure 4.4 show that the mineral distribution is denser in the round holes in the PSBMA
coating than on the polymer brush areas.
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described for peptides by Mueller and Sikes.343
The small mineral clusters getting caught in the patterned polymer brush coating
might also account for the greater amount of mineral on the PSBMA samples compared
to the glass control. Next to this profane mechanical reasoning, the polyelectrolytes might
nevertheless enhance the local Ca2+ concentration in the vicinity of the substrate surface
and thus accumulate mineral while at the same time inhibiting ACP particle growth.
A third possible explanation for the dierence between glass and PSBMA surfaces is a
stronger bond of mineral particles to the ionic groups of the polymer than to a glass
surface. In this case, the coating would not inuence mineral nucleation but simply
better bind homogeneously nucleated mineral clusters.
Ngankam

363

et al.

examined the inuence of polyelectrolyte lms, assembled by the

layer-by-layer technique, on CaP nucleation. They observed an enhanced nucleation on
negatively charged as well as positively charged polyelectrolyte surfaces and proposed
two possible mechanisms:

• The polyanion might increase the H+ concentration near the surface, analogue the
polycation might bind OH to the surface, and thus both surfaces might change
the local pH

• The polyanion might be a good chelator for Ca2+ ions, polycations analogue for
HPO2
4
In the present work, the polyelectrolyte was zwitterionic and seemed to increase the
amount of CaP on the surface as well. As both, H+ and OH , could nd equally well
binding partners in the polyzwitterion PSBMA, the pH was unlikely to change. The rst
explanation of Ngankam

et al.

therefore seems less probable than the second one: The

positive amine and the negative sulfonate groups presumably bound Ca2+ and HPO2
4
ions in their vicinity, thus providing nucleation sites on the substrate. This explanation
seems quite likely and would ascribe a nucleation enhancing property to the polyelectrolytes.
To elucidate the CaP phase that precipitates on the PSBMA and the control samples,
the mineral was analysed with TEM (Figure 4.6). The bubbly morphology seen in
the TEM micrographs and the round form of the clusters in the SEM micrographs are
signs for the mineral's consisting of ACP1 (comp. ref.s 65,299). Additionally, in the
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) pictures, there were no signs for electron diraction. The
electron beam, however, induced a clearly visible transition to a crystalline mineral. This
beam induced phase transition prevented closer examination with electron diraction.
EDX analyses of these samples showed that the Ca/P ratio varied between 1.4 and 1.6
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(for a typical spectrum see Figure 4.7). This Ca/P ratio is within the range of 1.202.20
given for ACP.297

Figure 4.6: CaP precipitate as seen in the TEM after mineralisation of glass control and PSBMA
coated substrates; mineral precipitated from solution (a, b), mineral found on the glass control
(c, d), unpatterned PSBMA samples (e, f ) and PSBMA samples patterned with round holes with
20

µm diameter (g, h).

Analysis with ATR-IR revealed similar spectra for the mineral on the coated samples,
the control surface and the precipitate from solution (Figure 4.8). Band positions are
listed in Table 4.2 and compared to literature values. The very broad band in the region

around 3200 cm=1 is usually assigned to water and matches the high water content of

ACP.65 The bands at 1010 cm=1 and 545 cm=1 can be assigned to PO3
4 vibrations and,

being broad without being splitted, are indicative for an amorphous phase.63,65,255,298

63,65,66,262 If
Bands at 875 cm=1 and 1400 cm=1 to 1700 cm=1 show the presence of CO2
3 .

these ions are incorporated into the mineral biomimetically, however, remains unclear in
these measurements.213 Summarising the results of TEM, EDX and ATR-IR, the notion
based on other publications299 and the Ostwald's rule that the rst phase to precipitate
should be ACP was conrmed.
Noticeably, despite the Infrared Spectroscopy (IR) spectra's being similar throughout
the samples and controls and showing an amorphous character, the morphology of the
mineral gravitationally precipitated from solution (not heterogeneously on a substrate)
was not uniform (Figure 4.6a and b). Next to the typical bubbly ACP1, also a crinkled
morphology was visible. The other morphology could reect a conversion from ACP1 to
ACP2, the latter being described by Eanes

331

et al.

as wrinkled and/or curved rather
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544
874
1012

15401765
3205

544
875
1010

15201780
3235

544
875
1012

874
1050
1419
1587
3400

14001500

Band positions in literature [cm=1 ]
ACP in ref. 65
ACP in ref. 63

m CaP solution at pH 7.4 in comparison with the position of IR vibration bands specied in literature.

Table 4.2: ATR-IR peak positions of the mineral precipitated gravitationally and on dierent samples in a mixing chamber after 1.5 h

545
877
1010
15501750
3225

Measured band positions [cm=1 ]
Glass Micropatterned Non-patterned
PSBMA
PSBMA

15401760
3230

From solution

mineralisation with a 5 m

Substrate
Assignment
PO43
CO32
PO43
CO32
CO32
H2 O
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Figure 4.7: Typical EDX spectrum of the mineral precipitating on a control substrate after 1.5 h
of mineralisation in a 5 m

m CaP solution. The inset is a table of the element distribution of this

sample.

than smooth and at as cited in ref. 298. Comparing the TEM micrographs in ref.
331 with Figure 4.6a and b, the morphology in Figure 4.6b on the rim of an ACP1
cluster agreed well with the micrograph by Eanes

. However, for the occurence of

et al.

ACP2, the mineralisation conditions should have been more acidic according to Abbona
299

et al.
et

331
al.

The morphology in Figure 4.6a also diered from the one described by Eanes
Nanocrystalline HA exhibited a similar morphology in other studies,

e.g.

in

ref. 213,259,319. With the prevailing slightly basic mineralisation conditions, the HA
phase seems very likely.299 Together with the amorphous character of the IR spectra,
the second phase occuring in the TEM micrographs is probably poorly crystalline HA.
Why could this additional morphology be found in the mineral sample, which was
uninuenced by the polymer brush coating? The PSBMA brushes are polyelectrolytes
and as written above, polyelectrolytes are known to inhibit the transformation of ACP
into crystalline phases.364 Therefore, also in this case, the polyelectrolyte could have
provided a larger number of nucleation sites, but at the same time prevented a phase
transformation and preserved the ACP1. A counter-argument arises from Figure 4.6c and
d showing the mineral on the glass control. On these samples without the inhibiting eect
of a polyelectrolyte, also only the ACP1 morphology was observed. It might therefore be
simply the size dierence between the mineral nucleated on a surface and the gravitational
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Figure 4.8: ATR-IR spectra of the mineral precipitated after 1.5 h from a 5 mM CaP solution and
found (from bottom to top spectrum) on the bottom of the mixing chamber, on a control glass
slide, on a micropatterned PSBMA sample and a non-patterned PSBMA one. Bands labelled
with
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precipitation. The latter were larger than the clusters on the dierent surfaces. Larger
mineral clusters from poorly crystalline HA might have been washed away from the
surfaces by the ion solution ow.

4.2.3 Immersion of Mineralised Polymer Brush Samples in Simulated
Body Fluid
Mineralised glass and PSBMA samples were subsequently immersed in SBF for a period
of 7 d or 21 d. Already after 7 d of immersing the samples, the P content of the SBF as
determined by Inductively Coupled Plasma Optical Emission Spectrometry (ICP-OES)
was lower than before, indicating that mineralisation took place. The initial P con-

tent of 7.924 mg l=1 decreased to 3.647 mg l=1 after 7 d of immersion and levelled o to
3.138 mg l=1 after 21 d.

Figure 4.9: TEM micrographs of the CaP phases prevalent on mineralised samples after 7 days
immersion in SBF on uncoated glass substrates (a, d), on unpatterned PSBMA brush substrates
(b, e) and PSBMA brush coatings patterned with circular holes of 20

µm diameter (c, f ).

After the same period, a phase transformation became evident when examining the
ensuing mineral in the TEM (Figure 4.9). Again, there was no dierence visible between
the polymer brush samples and glass. The mineral still seemed to be amorphous in
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the FFT mode of the TEM. In Figure 4.9f, it is visible that ordered, crystalline areas
developed under the inuence of the electron beam. The conversion took again place
at high magnications, as the intensity was higher, when the beam hit a smaller area.
The morphology of the CaP after immersion in SBF in Figure 4.9 strongly resembles the
one in Figure 4.6a. Comparison with the TE micrographs in the ref.s 213,259,319 shows
evidence that this phase could be nanocrystalline HA.
The Ca/P ratio of the mineral, which was determined with EDX, is another indicator
for the emerging phase. Before immersion in SBF, the Ca/P ratio of the amorphous
samples varied between 1.41.6. After the immersion, the mineral on glass and on the
patterned sample had a Ca/P ratio of 1.73, whereas the unpatterned PSBMA sample had
a ratio of 1.57. HA has a theoretical ratio of 1.67. Factoring in the accuracy of the EDX
measurement, which is always only a spot check, the Ca/P ratio of the mineral on glass
and patterned coating suggests a HA phase. Poorly crystalline HA is a desirable phase for
biomaterials as it is similar to the natural CaP phase in bone (comp. 4.1.2). The Ca/P
ratio on the unpatterned sample increased, too, during immersion, but was still lower.
Although the lower value might be due to the inaccuracy of the method, it might still
also be due to the unpatterned sample only oering polyelectrolyte as an mineralisation
surface. The PSBMA brush could therefore have slowed down the conversion from ACP
to HA on the whole sample.
SBF contains Mg2+ ions, which are known to slow down the transformation from
ACP1 to ACP2.298 However, the ACP1 phase was clearly neither preserved by the Mg2+
content nor by the polyelectrolyte. Another major parameter to inuence transformation
kinetics is temperature.206 At 15 ◦C mineralisation can take a completely dierent route
than at 42 ◦C, preferring the crystallisation of DCPD over that of HA.298 During the
immersion in SBF, the temperature was constant at 37 ◦C, favouring the transformation
to HA.
ATR-IR analysis showed a change of the spectra before and after the immersion (Fig-

=1 was split in the sample after immersion
ure 4.10). The PO3
4 vibration band at 550 cm
and more dened than before immersion. The broad band around 3400 cm=1 assigned
to incorporated H2 O was decreased. These are characteristics for a spectrum of HA.
Overall the spectrum agrees well with the data from literature for HA and less with the
bands reported for the also likely OCP phase as compared in Table 4.3.

On the other hand, a dened OH band could not be detected at 3400 cm=1 . This

might be due to the reaction of the OH ions with CO2 , consuming the OH ions and
thus reducing the signal. The reduced signal might consequently be covered by the broad
H2 O band. The reaction CO2 + OH −−→ HCO3 therefore could account for the CO2
3
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Figure 4.10: ATR-IR spectra of the mineral found (from top to bottom spectrum) on mineralised
samples with non-patterned and micropatterned PSBMA coatings after immersion in SBF for 7 d.
For comparison the spectrum of a micropatterned sample before the SBF immersion is included.
Bands labelled with

◦

2

are assigned to water, # to CO3

and

∗

3

to PO4 . The conditions for the

mineralisation before the immersion are given in Section 4.2.2.
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Table 4.3: ATR-IR peak positions of PSBMA samples mineralised in a mixing chamber for 1.5 h with a 5 m

557
600

557
600

shoulder
1415/1454
1600
3270

874
(965)
1016

shoulder
1450
1600
3260

871
shoulder
1016

Measured band positions [cm=1 ]
Micropatterned Non-patterned
PSBMA
PSBMA

3570

1419
1587

1094

630
874
964
1026

HA in
ref. 65

1094

959
1037

630

566
602

3562

1030
1081

954

570
601
631

m CaP solution at pH 7.4 and

559
599

954
1031

1075
1105

962
1025
1035
1055

630

1070
1105

530
603

Band positions in literature [cm=1 ]
HA in HA in OCP in
OCP in
ref. 313 ref. 16
ref. 16 ref. 313,365

subsequently immersed in SBF for 7 d in comparison with the position of IR vibration bands specied in literature.

Substrate
Assignment
PO43
PO43
PO43
OH
CO32
PO43
PO43
PO43
PO43
OH
PO43
PO43
CO32
CO32
H2 O
OH
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signals.
Concluding, the measurements indicate that the 7 d immersion in SBF likely caused a
transformation of the mineral from ACP1 to nanocrystalline carbonated HA.
Next to the mineralisation, the immersion also caused part of the coatings to delaminate, revealing again an inappropriate instability of the polymer brush lms. After immersion in SBF for 21 d, the mineralised polymer brush coatings delaminated even more
and nearly completely (Figure 4.11) upon soft rinsing with water. The detachment is
clearly visible macroscopically (Figure 4.11a and c) as well as under the light microscope
(Figure 4.11b and d). The loss of the coating made further analysis of the coatings
immersed for 21 d impossible.

Figure 4.11: Delamination of mineralised PSBMA coatings unpatterned (a, b) and with a pattern
consisting of holes with a 20

µm diameter (c, d)

after 21 days in SBF.

A recent study of Löbbicke et al.277 reported mineralisation of PDMAEMA and PMAA
brush substrates. The authors do not mention problems with the long-term stability of
their polymer brush coatings and their composites. They were, however, using gold
coated substrates, linking the surface and the polymer

via

the stable S−Au bond. The

thiol functionalised SAMs do not build cross-linked structures like the trimethoxysilanes,
which might increase the number of achorage sites to the surface and thus the lms'
stability (comp. 3.2.1).
The authors of the study found evidence that MC3T3-E1 cells on mineralised polymer
brush substrates had a strongly increased viability compared to the pure polymer brush
surfaces. However, neither cell number nor viability on the mineralised PDMAEMA
and PMAA brushes were higher than on the cell culture plastic control. Also neither
the CaP amount nor its phase (which could not be elucidated unambiguously) had an
obvious inuence on the cells in the study. If the mineralisation of the polymer brush
surfaces in the present work might lead to increased osteoblast viability still remains to
be examined.
In summary, the mineralisation of the PSBMA brush covered samples in the mixing
chamber produced an ACP layer. This CaP layer rendered the material more bioactive
in terms of its promoting the build-up of a presumably biomimetic carbonated nanocrys-
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talline HA coating after 7 d immersion in SBF. Comparing these results to the immersion
of the unmineralised PSBMA lms in SBF (comp. 3.2.1), the mineralisation was a clear
improvement of the coating's bioactivity for biomaterials applications. However, the lack
of stability of the present system over a longer immersion period (21 d) is a strong argument against the usage of polymer brushes as hard tissue implant coatings despite the
favourable CaP layer after immersion in SBF.

4.2.4 Mineralisation of Plasma Polymer Substrates in a Mixing Chamber
with an External Pump
To compare the mineralisation behaviour of the two classes of polymer lms, the mineralisation protocol in the mixing chamber was tested on the plasma polymer lms as well.
The DIC micrographs in Figure 4.12 show a close mineral lm after 1.5 h of mineralisation
in the mixing chamber in a 5 mm CaP solution.

Figure 4.12: DIC micrograph of patterned (a) and non-patterned (b) ppH-ppMMA coatings
mineralised in the mixing chamber with a 5 m

m CaP solution for 1.5 h. Scale bars 100 µm.

Similar to the PSBMA coatings, the ppH-ppMMA lms build-up an CaP layer that
had the morphology of ACP1 when analysed in the TEM (Figure 4.13). The Ca/P ratio
as determined with EDX was 1.591.66 and thus slightly higher than the one of the
mineral formed on the PSBMA substrates, but also in the region of ACP (comp. Section
4.2.2).
In Figure 4.13c, it seems as if the mineral at least on this patterned sample was bound
to or integrated into the polymer coating. The ACP clusters appears to be still embedded
into a polymer matrix, which was visible as a grey layer with low contrast, additional
to the carbon coating of the TEM grid. These are quite promising results, as a strong
binding of the mineral to the coating probably indicates good stability of the composite.
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Figure 4.13: TEM micrographs of the CaP precipitate on mineralised ppH-ppMMA lms without
patterning (a, b) and with a pattern consisting of holes with a 20

µm diameter (c, d).

ATR-IR analysis showed that the spectra of the resulting mineral agreed with the data
reported for ACP (Figure 4.14 and Table 4.4). They correlated well with the spectra
obtained for the mineral that formed on the PSBMA substrates (Figure 4.8). Small
dierences, however, do exist:

• For the micropatterned ppH-ppMMA sample an additional band at 804 cm=1 could
be detected.

• The bands in the range of CO2
3 have a dierent ne structure. This can be attributed to the ester groups of the polymer matrix. The broadness of this band
might be due to a varying chemical environment. Additionally, hydrolysis of the
ester cannot be excluded.

• Yet another additional peak at 2960 cm=1 can be assigned to the polymer's alkane
moieties (comp. Section 2.2.3).
Concluding, the plasma polymer lms were mineralised with ACP1, as evidenced from
ATR-IR and TEM, when following the protocol used to mineralise the PSBMA brush
substrates. Thus, the plasma polymer just as the polymer brush did not change the rst

phase to precipitate from a 5 mm CaP solution after 1.5 h in a mixing chamber. TEM
micrographs suggest a good binding between the mineral and the polymer.

4.3 Comparison of the Two Polymer Coatings' Inuence on
Mineralisation
Despite their dierent chemistries and physical properties, the two examined polymer
lms evoked the build-up of similar CaP layers upon mineralisation in a mixing chamber.
PSBMA brush as well as ppH-ppMMA lms produced a CaP layer, which most likely
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Figure 4.14: ATR-IR spectra of the mineral phase precipitated on patterned (top) and nonpatterned (bottom spectrum) ppH-ppMMA coated samples. Bands labelled with

◦

are assigned

2

to water, a to alkane moieties of the polymer, e to ester moieties of the polymer, # to CO3
and
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3
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with a 5 m

CO2
3
PO3
4
CO3
3
CO3
3 /ester
alkane
H2 O

PO3
4

Assignment

Substrate

551
804
875
1022
12001500
15501800
2960
3250
877
1018
12001500
15501800
2955
3250

546

Measured band positions [cm=1 ]
Micropatterned Non-patterned
ppH-ppMMA
ppH-ppMMA

3400

874
1050
1419
1587

14001500

Band positions in literature [cm=1 ]
ACP in ref. 65
ACP in ref. 63

1726
28003000

ppMMA in ref. 81

m CaP solution at pH 7.4 in comparison with the position of IR vibration bands specied in literature.

Table 4.4: ATR-IR peak positions of the mineral precipitated on ppH-ppMMA samples in a mixing chamber after 1.5 h mineralisation

4.3 Comparison of the Two Polymer Coatings' Inuence on Mineralisation
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comprised ACP1. Yet, the zwitterionic polymer brush carried charges on every polymer
segment and was highly hydrated (comp. Section 2.2.2). The plasma polymer lm with
ppMMA as the topmost layer, on the other hand, was not as hydrophilic and had a
surface energy with a high dispersive component (comp. Section 3.2.3). Despite the
big dierence between the surface properties of the two types of lms, they nevertheless
provoked the same reaction upon mineralisation. This and the ambiguous transfer of
the polymer pattern to the mineral are signs that the mineralisation was not controlled
by the template surface to a great extent. The charges of the PSBMA brush might
have increased nucleation. The ppMMA lm could also have carried charged carboxylate
groups due to hydrolytic cleavage of the ester groups. However, prove of further inuence
on the mineralisation could not be elucidated.
In spite of the polymer lms' lacking role as templates of the mineralisation, the
results are not discouraging in terms of biomaterial properties. The ACP phase, which
precipitated on all the substrates, is quite easily transferred into the thermodynamically
most stable phase HA, for example by heat treatment. It is therefore a versatile starting
point. As the experiments with the polymer brush coatings show, immersion in SBF is
also likely to lead to a phase conversion resulting in biomimetic HA. The mineralisation
therefore increased the bioactivity, promising also a more favourable cell reaction to
mineralised substrates. If the mineralised plasma polymer lms show the same favourable
bioactivity in SBF is still to be elucidated.
Due to the polymer brushes lacking stability, cell culture experiments with these mineralised substrates were omitted. Still, the more stable plasma polymer lms promise to
show good biomaterial properties, as even the non-mineralised samples showed biocompatibility comparable to cell culture plastic control (comp. 3.2.3). Their biocompatibility
might be even increased by the mineralisation and would be interesting to examine in
future experiments.
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Patterned Polymer Brush Surfaces∗
5.1 Introduction to Nanoparticle Adsorption to Surfaces
To examine how not only a biomimetic implant surface with a polymeric matrix impregnated with CaP could be provided but also to deliver pharmaceutical agents, the
adsorption of functionalised polymeric nanoparticles onto patterned polymer brush substrates was investigated. The nanoparticles were synthesised and kindly provided by Dr.
Anke Zeller366,367 during her time at the Max Planck Institute for Polymer Research in
Mainz.
In implant medicine, a site specic drug release could be of great use to defeat implant
site infections and to ameliorate bone growth around the implant. The nanoparticles
have the potential to serve as carriers for antibiotics, bone growth enhancing agents such
as BMPs18,198 or the osteoclast inhibiting bisphosphonates.216 This directed delivery is of
considerable importance to attenuate the systemic side eects of many drugs. Thus, tailoring the interactions between polymeric nanoparticles  acting as drug delivery systems
 and implant surfaces promises large improvements for next generation smart implants
and biomaterials. Additionally, lab-on-a-chip systems may prot from the site specic
delivery of reagents onto patterned surfaces to restrict reactions to certain areas of a
chip.
Polymeric nanoparticles came into the focus of materials science as drug carrier systems since the 1980's.368 They can lower the necessary amount of the applied drug
or even make pharmaceuticals with inappropriate properties available by surrounding
those drugs and masking their adverse pharmacokinetic properties. Although there are
still a couple of issues, challenges and question to be solved concerning the carrier toxicity, carrier capacity, loading and release controlling mechanisms, specic targeting and
∗

Parts of this chapter (text, experimental details and gures) have been published recently in ref.
180: Annina Steinbach, Tobias Paust, Manuela Pluntke, Othmar Marti, Dirk Volkmer; Selective
Adsorption of Functionalized Nanoparticles to Patterned Polymer Brush Surfaces and its Probing
with an Optical Trap ChemPhysChem,

2013, 14, 35233531.
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commercialisation, the micro- and nanoparticles seem to be promising drug delivery systems.369
Until now, only few studies are concerned with the assembly of polymeric nanoparticles
on polymer modied substrates. In most cases, research focuses on the incorporation of
inorganic material into a polymer material.123,186,370372 The interaction of polymeric
nanoparticles with polymer coatings is  as one of the few  addressed by Chen et
al.373 During the deposition of Polystyrene (PS) nanoparticles on layer-by-layer deposited polyelectrolyte lms, the authors observed a strong inuence of pH, ionic strength
and surfactants on the surface directed adsorption of the nanoparticles. Hereon, the
group also published results on the assembly of polystyrene sulfate particles and amidineterminated polystyrene microspheres on patterned polyelectrolyte layers, using pH, ionic
strength and surfactants for the control of the assembly.374 Jonas and Krüger132 deposited polymer nanoparticles onto surfaces that were patterned by SAMs. They discussed
in detail the forces that probably act between hydrophobic and hydrophilic, polar and
non-polar, charged and non-charged particles and surfaces.
The interactions between nanoparticles and polymer brushes depend on several parameters:186,370,372,375

• strength of polymer/particle interaction
• polymer chain length
• polymer grafting density
• particle size
• solvent quality
Whereas smaller particles are able to penetrate into the brush and build several layers,186,375 the particles used in this work were in the same order of magnitude as the
polymer brush thickness in the hydrated state. Thus, the system here probably allowed
nanoparticle binding to the surface with the nanoparticles dipping partly into the polymer brushes. In the here tested system, the last three points were also approximately
constant. Therefore, the main parameter to inuence the nanoparticles adsorption to the
patterned polymer brush substrates was anticipated to be the strength of the interactions
between the polymer (and its functional groups) and the functionalised nanoparticles.
To quantitatively describe these interacting forces, an appropriate method was sought.
In cooperation with Pluntke and Paust of the Institute of Solid State Physics at Ulm
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University, the probing of the nanoparticle/polymer brush interactions with an optical
trap was tested.
Focused lasers are used to trap particles since the 1980s. The trapping is based on
scattering and gradient forces of a strongly focused laser beam. The net force acting on
the particle always points towards the laser focus, thus forming the trap. Hereby applies:
the higher the optical intensity of the laser, the greater are the forces acting on the
trapped particle.376 A schematic of a particle in the laser focus is depicted in Figure 5.1.
When a force from the outside is acting on the trapped particle, it is moved from its
equilibrium position.85 In a measurement, this displacement of the particle out of the
focus is then measured in dependence on the distance to the surface. This displacement
is directly proportional to the force acting on the particle, which is described by F =

−ktrap ∆x with ∆x being the displacement and −ktrap as the trap stiness, which is
determined by calibration measurements of the particle movement without external forces
applied.85

Figure 5.1: Schematic of a particle trapped in a focused laser beam. During measurements the
displacement of the particle out of the focus is measured in dependence on the distance to the
surface. Figure published in ref. 180.

Extremely small forces in the low pN range can be measured by optical traps. The
interaction forces between particles and surfaces or between two particles have been
measured. Optical traps were already used to examine the interaction between weak
polyelectrolyte covered SiO2 particles and deduce via theoretical models the polymer lm
height and its conformation switch between pancake and brush regime in dependence of
pH and ion concentration.85
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In this chapter, the optimisation of the selective deposition of phosphonate functionalised PS nanoparticles onto surfaces modied with linear micropatterned polymer brushes
is described. The strong polyelectrolyte brushes PSPMA, PSBMA and PMETAC served
as coatings to direct the phosphonate nanoparticles independently from the surrounding
pH. The polycarboxylate PMAA brush was the means to introduce a pH-dependent interaction between the phosphonate nanoparticles and the surface. Figure 5.2 summarises
the experiments conducted for this chapter.

Figure 5.2: Schematic overview of the experiments in this chapter.

Substrates with the four

dierent polymer brush lms already described in the previous chapters were coated with phosphonate functionalised nanoparticles. The micropatterned polymer brush substrates directed the
nanoparticle adsorption in dependence on surface chemistry. Figure published in ref. 180.

To elucidate the interacting forces leading to the observed distribution patterns on the
pH-dependent PMAA brush, the results of the optical trap measurements are included
into this chapter. A model for the dierent forces causing the dierent distribution
patterns is developed and discussed.

5.2 Results and Discussion of Nanoparticle Adsorption to
Patterned Polymer Brush Surfaces
The rst procedure that was tried to coat the polymer brush lms was simply placing a
drop of the colloid onto the glasses and rinse it afterwards to remove unbound or loosely
bound nanoparticles. This method resulted in a thick layer of dried out nanoparticles
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(Figure 5.3).

Figure 5.3: Dried out layer of nanoparticles that resulted from placing a drop of the colloid on
patterned PSBMA (a, b) and PMETAC (c, d) coated samples.

Nevertheless, there was still a dierence of distribution and adhesion visible after
rinsing. On the PMETAC coated sample with the 9-elds pattern (comp. pattern to
Figure 7.1e on p. 146), the nanoparticle layer (which resembled an armor plate more than
a monolayer) adhered better to the polymer brush regions of the pattern (Figure 5.3c
and d). The coating, which remained on the PSBMA sample after rinsing, adhered
mainly to the patterned squares (Figure 5.3a and b), whereas on the PSPMA brushes no
such coating was visible. These results were encouraging as the dierence in distribution
was anticipated and attributed to the dierent charges owing to the chemical functional
groups of the polymers. The PS-co-Poly(Vinylphosphonic Acid) (PVPA) nanoparticles
had a negative charge on their outside (for a schematic drawing see Figure 7.3 on page
150), so they should be attracted to the positive charge of the PMETAC brushes and
repelled by the negative charge of the PSPMA brushes. The PSBMA brushes have no
net charge and strong intra- and intermolecular interactions and no obvious functional
groups to interact with phosphonate groups, but also do not repel these moieties. This
lack of possible interactions gives leave to the assumption that the nanoparticles simply
got caught in the pattern.
However, as the aim was having a clear distribution of a nanoparticle monolayer, other
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possible coating procedures had to be tested. Simple immersion of up-right standing
glasses hampered quick analysis with the uorescence microscope, as with this method
the glasses were coated from both sides. The uorescence of the backside interfered
with the analysis of the patterned side. Using a shaker or sonication during or after
the coating procedure also did not lead to the desired result. These problems were the
impulse for constructing a device that made coating of only one side of up-right standing
glasses possible in a closed container to prevent the nanoparticle coatings from drying
out. This device was custom-made by the workshop of the University Ulm and can be
seen in Figure 7.4 on page 151.
With this device, there remained the task to optimise the parameters of the coating
procedure: the solids content of the nanoparticles in the colloid and the pH during attachment and washing steps. The amount of nanoparticles in the colloid during immersion of
the polymer brush substrates was determined to be 1 mg/ml. At a higher solids content,
nanoparticles were stacking over each other in multiple layers (Figure 5.4). At a lower
solids content, a clear distribution could not be perceived and the uorescence was low.
Usually, the colloid was diluted with a HCl solution at pH 3. The nanoparticles were

also suspended in a 0.1 m citric acid buer at pH 3 to adsorb them to the substrates, but
the uorescence was low. Additionally, the distribution pattern of the nanoparticles had

an overlay of crystal artefacts. When the substrates were rinsed with water to eliminate
the crystals, there was no uorescence perceived. The higher ionic strength of the buer
may have masked the electrostatic interactions, as interaction distances decreased with
increasing ionic strength as was observed by Elmahdy

et al.

for SiO2 colloids.377

With the optimised solids content of 1 mg/ml and diluted HCl as the right solvent for
the adsorption step, the distribution pattern of the nanoparticles in dependence on the
dierent polymer brush functionalisations was examined.

5.2.1 Charge-Dependent Adsorption of Phosphonate Nanoparticles to
Strong Polyelectrolytes
The strong polyelectrolytes PSPMA, PSBMA and PMETAC were used to direct the
nanoparticles independently of the pH (comp. Figure 5.2). The charged groups of these
polymers, namely sulfonate groups and quaternary amines, were charged in the whole
pH range applied here. The adsorption was always carried out at pH 3 and the washing
procedure at pH 3 (in diluted HCl), at pH 56 (in water) or pH 7 (in Phosphate Buered
Saline (PBS)). The nanoparticle attachment showed no dierence, regardless whether
the washing steps were carried out at pH 3 or pH 7 (Figure 5.5). The resulting coatings,
however, were more homogeneous, when the washing step was carried out at pH 7. It
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Figure 5.4: Nanoparticle adsorption on PMAA brush surfaces from a colloid of higher solid
content (in this case 50 mg/ml) as seen through the uorescence microscope (a), SEM (b, c) and
by an AFM scan (d).
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also turned out to be better to use PBS as the washing agent instead of deionised water,
as this produced better and better reproducible results. The reproducibility may be due
to the more stable pH, which is buered at pH 7.4 in PBS. The pH of water in contrast
varies between 5 and 6, depending on the content of CO2 solved in the water.

Figure 5.5: The distribution of the nanoparticles on PSBMA substrates did not change, when the
washing step was carried out at pH 3 (c) instead of pH 7 (a, b), as seen by uorescence microscopy
(a, c) and SEM (b).

The distribution pattern of the nanoparticles on the three dierent polymer brush
surfaces was clear and overall as expected. Attachment of phosphonate nanoparticles to
the negatively charged PSPMA brush substrates was not observed, only bright spots of
unspecic aggregated nanoparticles (Figure 5.6a). Here negative charges on the particle
and the substrate even at pH 3 prevented any binding interaction. Jonas and Krüger132
observed similar eects for the adsorption of SiO2 and PS nanoparticles to sulfate carrying
SAMs and accounted them to Coulomb repulsion and the strong hydration tendency of
sulfate groups.
The polycationic PMETAC directed the nanoparticles preferably towards the brush
areas (Figure 5.6b). Positive charge attracts negative charge, so the PMETAC brushes
directed nanoparticle binding to the brush regions. This simple electrostatic interaction
was exploited in several other studies for the interaction of polymer brushes with gold
nanoparticles,

e.g.

ref. 186. However, here, in contrast to the works of Bhat

et al.

,186

this ionic binding is independent of the pH because of the constantly charged quaternary
amine.
The zwitterionic PSBMA in contrast prevented attachment onto the brush, but guided
the nanoparticles into the grooves (Figure 5.6c). The PSBMA brushes had both negatively and positively charged groups. Thus, no charge could prevail for an electrostatic
interaction with charged and hydrophilic nanoparticles. Instead of Coulomb interactions,
other mechanisms might be responsible for the distribution of the phosphonate nanoparticles on the patterned PSBMA substrates. As described in Section 2.2.2, the PSBMA
brush swelled to about double its dry height when immersed in water. This means that
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Figure 5.6: Fluorescence micrographs in grayscale with high uorescence indicated by bright
spots; (a) microstructured PSPMA sample after the adsorption and washing procedure, only unspecic aggregates of nanoparticles are visible; (b) nanoparticles on a microstructured PMETAC
sample with preferred attachment to polymer brush regions, scale bar 500

µm;

(c) nanoparticle

adsorption on a PSBMA substrate with a strong preference to the grooves, scale bar 200

µm.

Figure published in ref. 180.

in the swollen state, the height of the pattern is in the range of the phosphonate nanoparticles' diameter. Therefore, the nanoparticles could merely be trapped mechanically
in the grooves surrounded by PSBMA brush walls. The charged groups of the polymer
brushes are also anticipated to be hydrated51,130 hampering direct interactions between
the charged groups of the brush and the nanoparticles. To interact with the nanoparticles, the functional groups of the PSBMA brush would have to strip o their hydration
shell. The irradiated surface bound initiator, on the other hand, is hydrophilic (water
contact angle 27◦ 181 ) but not able to swell and therefore able to interact with the phosphonate nanoparticles. A combination of the two eects is probably the reason why
preferentially in the grooves attachment could be observed.
Concluding, by coating substrates with patterned lms of the three strong polyelectrolyte brush types PSPMA, PSBMA and PMETAC, it was possible to tailor the adsorption
of phosphonate functionalised nanoparticles. The system enabled preventing adsorption
or directing nanoparticles to the grooves or to the polymer brush regions.

5.2.2 pH-Dependent Adsorption of Phosphonate Nanoparticles to a Weak
Polyelectrolyte
Next to the charge-dependent control of nanoparticle adsorption, a pH-dependent system
was explored. The polycarboxylate PMAA promised to be a good candidate for a pH
responsive polymer brush surface.
Nanoparticles with phosphonate groups on their surface indeed showed a very selective
distribution on micropatterned PMAA brushes, which depended on the pH of the washing
solvent. The adsorption always took place at pH 3, whereas the washing steps were again
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carried out at either pH 7.4 in PBS or pH 3.0 in diluted HCl. Keeping the sample at pH 3
after attachment time, lead to an adsorption of the nanoparticles almost exclusively to
the polymer brush regions (Figure 5.7a and b). In contrast to this, at changing the pH
to 7.4, the attachment of the nanoparticles was restricted to the grooves (Figure 5.7c and
d).

Figure 5.7: Pseudocolour uorescence micrograph of nanoparticles loaded with uorescence dye
on PMAA brushes, adsorption and washing steps at pH 3 (a).
uorescence intensity, blue a low intensity, scale bar 200
micrograph (b), scale bar 5
bar 200

µm.

µm.

µm.

Red colour indicates a high

Corresponding scanning electron

Fluorescence micrograph of a sample washed at pH 7 (c), scale

Corresponding scanning electron micrograph (d), scale bar 10

µm.

To explain this behaviour, the surface potentials of the involved interaction partners
were measured. The ζ -potential of the phosphonate functionalised nanoparticles varied
only slightly in the pH region used: from

=15.6 mV at pH 3 to =20 mV at pH 10.367

Consequently, with the nanoparticles constantly carrying a negative surface potential,
the major part for the switching behaviour was contributed to the polymer brush.
As streaming potential measurements showed (Figure 5.8), the polymer brush's ζ potential dropped drastically from nearly 0 mV at pH 3 to around
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measurements of the brush ζ -potential were quite unusual in that the curves did not have
a proper plateau at higher pH and the measurements starting at the basic regime did
not match the ones starting from the acidic regime.

Figure 5.8:

ζ -potential

of the PMAA brushes versus pH measured by streaming potential meas-

urements. Figure and measurements through the courtesy of the Bellmann group of the Leibniz
Institute for Polymer Research Dresden.

One possible explanation for the unusual behaviour of the PMAA brush might be
the pKa dependence on the density of the respective functional group.83 The degree of
ionisation of a polymer's functional groups depends on the density of these charge baring
moieties.83,378 To avoid a charge density above a critical level, the degree of ionisation is
lower, the higher the density of the charge bearing groups is.378 Therefore, with a high
polymer brush density, the pKa should be higher 

i.e.

the acid less strong  than with

a polymer brush of low density.
The unusual behaviour of the brush coating could be correlated to the brushes partly
delaminating and thus lowering the carboxylic functional group density. It is well known
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that the Si−O bonds hydrolyse in basic conditions.266,379 Combined with the experience
of a limited stability of the polymer brush lms in aqueous surrounding this explanation
seems quite feasible. The lower carboxylate density would again increase the degree of
ionisation of the system and change the ζ -potential as the measurement goes along. On
the one hand, this detachment would be quite striking, as it would mean that the brush
stability was extremely low, not even surviving a measurement. On the other hand, the
pH range gone through here is quite big, so the long term stability at pH 7.4 in cell
culture experiments cannot be compared to the short term stability at a broad pH range
here.
However the explanation of the unusual data of the ζ -potential measurements of the
PMAA brush, it seemed nevertheless obvious that the polymer brush was the main cause
for a surface potential or ionisation caused eect. At pH 3, ζ was 0 mV for the PMAA
brush, so the major part of the carboxylate groups of the PMAA brush was protonated. In this state, the carboxylate groups could contribute their proton to hydrogen
bonds. The phosphonic acid groups on the nanoparticles were partly deprotonated at
pH 3 (comp. the ζ -potential and pKa1 =1.8, pKa2 =7.3), so they could equally contribute
to hydrogen bonds with their lone pairs. Thus, hydrogen bonds as strong inter-molecular
interactions may have contributed to the assembly of the phosphonate nanoparticles on
the PMAA brush regions. This hypothetical interaction is depicted in Figure 5.9.
The reverse distribution pattern of the nanoparticles on the patterned PMAA lm for
pH 7 was observed compared to pH 3. At pH 7, the nanoparticles were arranged in the
grooves of the pattern (Figure 5.7). At this pH, both the phosphonate and the carboxylic
groups were highly negatively charged. The streaming potential measurements showed a
drop of the polymer brushes' ζ -potential to about =30 mV at pH 7 and the ζ -potential of

the nanoparticles was also measured to be clearly in the negative range.367 To evade the

Coulomb repulsion, the nanoparticles may have reassembled in the grooves. Additionally, the groove surface was hydrophilic (the water contact angle was 27◦ 181 ) providing
the possibility of interactions between the hydrophilic surface and the hydrophilic and
charged nanoparticles.
However, note the lower density of the particle layer in Figure 5.7d compared with the
nearly close packing in Figure 5.7b, which might be an eect of the repulsive forces acting.
The immersion for attachment in the colloid had to take place in the acid regime, because
this rst step ensured an initial binding between the nanoparticles and the polymer brush
coating. Thus, the rst binding took place at pH 3 to adsorb the nanoparticles to the
surface, whereas during the washing steps at pH 7, a rearrangement may have taken
place and resulted in the observed adsorption pattern in the grooves. Otherwise, when
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Figure 5.9: Sketch of the proposed binding model for pH 3 (left) and pH 7 (right).

At pH 3

hydrogen bonds between the carboxylic acid of the brush and the only partially deprotonated
phosphonic acid groups cause a strong preference of the nanoparticles for the brush regions; at
pH 7 the charge repulsion of the phosphonate nanoparticles and the carboxylate brush prevent
deposition on the brush area.
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immersing the PMAA substrate in a basic nanoparticle suspension, the repulsive forces
were stronger than the binding forces because of the negative charges and no binding
occurred between the substrate and the particles in the rst place. This case can be
seen as an analogue to the interactions between the (almost) constantly charged PSPMA
brushes and the phosphonate nanoparticles (Section 5.2.1).

5.2.3 Direct Measurement of the Interactions between Nanoparticles and
PMAA Brushes
To actually measure the forces between the polymer brushes and the nanoparticles, an
optical trap was used. With the optical trap set-up, it was possible to directly compare
the areas covered with the PMAA brush with the groove surface. The experiments with
the optical trap and the evaluation of their data were mainly conducted by Paust of
the Institute of Experimental Physics at Ulm University. Details about the set-up and
data analysis are given elsewhere.180 In this chapter, I will merely discuss the results
and their implications for the interacting forces between negatively charged nanoparticles
and PMAA brushes in dependence on pH.
As the phosphonate nanoparticles with a diameter of 150 nm had a low contrast in
the light microscope of the optical trap set-up, the measurements were conducted with
larger nanoparticles. These particles had a negative surface potential as well as can be
deduced from ζ -potential measurements (Figure 5.10). At pH 6 the ζ -potential increases
parallel to the size values. This suggests that the unusual change of surface potential
is due to agglomeration and should not have aected the optical trap measurements, as
they were performed on single particles. As outlined above, the polymer brush's surface
potential was anticipated to contribute the major part to the nanoparticle assembly eect.
Consequently, the forces between the PMAA brush and the two dierent nanoparticles
should not dier greatly and the substitute should be a valid model system for the
measurements.
To visualise the principle of the optical trap and the measured parameter, compare
Figure 5.1 and the respective paragraph in Section 5.1. Figure 5.11a and b show the
displacement of the negatively charged nanoparticles during typical approaches to polymer brush areas (blue) and to groove surfaces (red) at pH 3 (Figure 5.11a) and at pH 7
(Figure 5.11b). During the approaches, there was a point where the nanoparticle was
suddenly pulled towards the surface. This was the so-called snap-in, which is shown in
the insets as a close-up.
The most striking dierence between curves measured at pH 3 (Figure 5.11a) and the
ones measured at pH 7 (Figure 5.11b) is the clear snap-in at pH 3. The nanoparticle was
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Figure 5.10:

ζ -potential

and particle size in dependence on pH. The particles used for optical

trap measurements carried a negative surface potential over the entire pH range measured. The
increase of surface potential at pH 6 correlates to the increase of particle size showing that
agglomeration is the most likely cause for this behaviour.

suddenly displaced far from the focus towards the respective surface. This suggests that
attractive forces were acting on the nanoparticle at pH 3 in close distance to the surface.
The measurements also show that both types of surfaces attracted the nanoparticles,
which seems to contradict the observed adsorption pattern in Figure 5.7.
The curves of the two surfaces, however, dier nevertheless in their behaviour after
the snap-in: In the grooves, the rigid supporting material (glass) caused a steep rise
of the curve as the nanoparticle was pressed against it and therefore displaced out of
the laser focus, which was moved further downwards through the glass slides. On the
polymer brush region, the nanoparticle had the possibility to at least partly enter the
soft polymer brush material. The rise of the displacement was therefore slower.
At pH 7 (Figure 5.11b), the clear snap-in is missing for both curves indicating that
the attractive forces were weaker. Again, the particles were displace when they were
pushed against the surface. This was anticipated, the fact that the approaches towards
the dierent surfaces did not dier, however, was not.
For a more in-depth analysis, the measured displacement data of the approaches were
converted into potentials. The trap potential was substracted from the data to give
the net potential representing only the interactions between nanoparticle and surface.
This axial net potential was plotted as a potential landscape (Figure 5.11cf) against the
distance of the laser focus to the surface and the displacement of the nanoparticle out of
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Figure 5.11: Interactions between negatively charged nanoparticles and a patterned PMAA brush
surface in dependence on pH (left column pH 3, right column pH 7) as measured with an optical
trap. In a and b, the displacement of the nanoparticles out of the laser focus is plotted against
the approach of the laser focus to the surface (with the polymer brush areas in blue and the
grooves in red).

Attracting forces provoke a displacement towards negative values, repulsive

forces towards positive values. The insets are close-ups of the respective snap-ins. The potential
landscapes in cf visualise the calculated net potentials for every step of several approaches. The
optical trap's potential was substracted, therefore the plots show the inuence of the respective
surface on the nanoparticle in the trap. Over the distance of the laser focus to the surface and
the displacement of the nanoparticles out of the laser focus the potential was plotted. A high
potential (yellow to red) means that the probability of a nanoparticles taking up this state is
low. The probability is in contrast high for nanoparticles to be located in a potential well (green
to blue). Figure published in ref. 180.
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the laser focus.
When measuring on groove surfaces at pH 3 (Figure 5.11c), the potential walls were
quite steep reecting forces restricting the nanoparticles movement. Upon approach, the
potential well moved from more negative displacements (towards the surface) to more
positive displacements (away from the surface). This reects repulsive forces acting on
the nanoparticle after the snap-in.
In contrast, the potential landscape of the measurements on polymer brush surfaces
(Figure 5.11e) have a decided minimum at displacements towards the surface even upon
close approach to the surface. At the same time, the potential walls are not as steep as
over the groove surface reecting the mobility and lower stiness of the polymer brush.
Therefore, the nanoparticles were drawn towards the PMAA brush surface over the whole
approach, whereas they experienced repulsive forces upon closer approach over the groove
surface. This reects the distribution of the nanoparticles on the patterned substrate at
pH 3 as seen in Figure 5.7
Looking at the potentials at pH 7 (Figure 5.11d and f) reveals completely dierent
landscapes to the ones at pH 3. The potential walls are lower suggesting fewer spatial
constrains. The potential minima run quite similar for groove and polymer brush surfaces upon approach. Only the polymer brush surface shows a pronounced potential
well at the snap-in (Figure 5.11f). Overall neither surface seemed to interact strongly
with the nanoparticles. Bringing these potentials together with the distribution pattern
in Figure 5.7 reveals an apparent contradiction. The measurements with the optical
trap did not show attractive forces between the grooves and the nanoparticles, but the
nanoparticles seemed to have a decided preference for the grooves at pH 7 (Figure 5.7d).
If no specic forces could be measured with the optical trap, there had to be another
eect that controlled the nanoparticle assembly. Lacking any strong interactions, the
nanoparticles should have been easily moved and rearranged. It seems probable that a
simple mechanical eect like the one discussed for the PSBMA brushes (Section 5.2.1)
placed the nanoparticles in the grooves. The PMAA brushes were able to form even
higher walls around the grooves that the PSBMA brushes. In equilibrium, after 1 h in
PBS a height of about 300 nm was measured with an AFM.173 This height is about double
the diameter of the phosphonate nanoparticles and therefore a considerable barrier, which
could easily retain the rearranging nanoparticles.
In summary, it was possible to show a switching behaviour of nanoparticle adsorption
to the pH-responsive PMAA brushes. At pH 3, the PMAA brush were non-charged and
able to bind phosphonate particles, very likely

via

hydrogen bonds. Measurements with

the optical trap set-up comrmed attractive forces acting between negatively charged
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nanoparticles and the PMAA brushes. When the surrounding solvent was changed to
PBS at pH 7, the nanoparticles rearranged and adsorbed preferrably in the grooves. As
no specic forces could be measured with the optical trap, this clear distribution pattern
was explained with the mechanical eect of high PMAA walls caging the nanoparticles
in the grooves.

5.3 Conclusion
It was possible to direct phosphonate nanoparticles selectively to specic areas of a patterned substrate by a systematic choice of functionalisation with polymer brushes. Strong
polyelectrolytes served as pH-independent modication, whereas PMAA controlled the
nanoparticle adsorption in dependence of the pH. The interacting forces and eects leading to the selective nanoparticle assembly could be examined in more detail by an optical
trap set-up. The here described system could nd applications in the eld of biosensors
and lab-on-a-chip techniques.
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Two dierent approaches towards the synthesis of thin polymer lms and their applicability as biomaterials, especially as coatings for hard tissue implants, were tested. With
SI-ATRP, it was possible to produce a range of surface-tethered polymers, which carried
biomimetic functional groups: Sulfonates, amines and carboxylates. Three of the polymer brush coatings consisted of strong polyelectrolytes: the polysulfonate PSPMA, the
polysulfobetaine PSBMA and the quaternary polyamine PMETAC. The fourth polymer
brush comprised the weak polyelectrolyte PMAA carrying carboxylate groups. Additionally, polymer lms of ppMMA with ppH or OTES as an adhesion promoting layer were
synthesised by plasma polymerisation.
Micropatterning was achieved in both cases by employing UV-lithography through
chrome coated quartz masks with the respective pattern. The polymer brush coatings
were patterned before polymerisation by inactivating the surface-bound ATRP initiator
in future groove areas. Plasma polymers were rst synthesised and subsequently patterned by ablation of the polymer in the irradiated areas.
Synthesis of the polymer brush lms proved to be quite elaborate making an industrial
usage of this method for the production of implant coatings unlikely. The plasma polymer
lms were in contrast less chemically dened but the synthesis process seemed easier to
scale up and was far less time and work consuming.
Analysis of the polymer brush lms with AFM methods showed that these coating
were able to swell in an aqueous environment about 25 times their dry height. This and
the available literature suggest that the polymer brush lms were highly hydrated.
The plasma polymers of this work, on the other hand, were less hydrophilic and were
therefore not assumed to swell in this extreme way. However, the patterned plasma polymer coatings showed a strong wettability contrast between groove areas and ridges. XPS
measurements conrmed that UV-irradiation caused oxidation of the polymer increasing
the number of oxygen-bound carbon.
hMSCs and MC3T3-E1 cells were mostly growing in the grooves between the areas
with polymer brush coating aligned along the pattern. As there were no signs of decreased viability of the cells, the restriction in cell distribution on patterned substrates
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was attributed to the hydration of the polyelectrolytes preventing protein adsorption
and cell adhesion. An exception were the positively charged PMETAC lms on which
cells colonised also the polymer covered areas. This unsual behaviour was ascribed to
a favourable protein prole adsorbing to positively charged surfaces and to the small
thickness of the polymer brush layer. A drawback was the observed instability of the
polymer brush lms under cell culture conditions.
MC3T3-E1 cell culture on the plasma polymer surfaces also showed alignment along
the pattern and a preference to some degree for either the grooves or the ridges. As these
cells are known to prefer hydrophilic over hydrophobic surfaces, a colonisation of the
grooves was assumed. On the plasma polymers, viability of the cells was not hampered.
In contrast to the polymer brush lms, the plasma polymer coatings were stable under
cell culture conditions promising good biomaterials properties.
Mineralisation of polymer brush substrates was accomplished in a set-up with an ex-

ternal pump and a mixing chamber under a constant ow of a 5 mm CaP solution. Other
mineralisation methods such as immersion in SBF or dip coating in various Ca2+ , HPO2
4

or CaP solutions, on the other hand were not successful. The mineral that built during
the mineralisation in the mixing chamber reproduced the polymer brush pattern but was
not formed specically on groove or ridge surfaces. TEM and IR analysis suggested that
the amorphous CaP phase ACP1 was formed. Immersion in SBF for 7 d caused a phase
transformation likely towards a poorly crystalline carbonate containing HA-like phase.
Longer immersion in SBF for 21 d lead to delamination of the mineralised polymer lms.
When the non-mineralised plasma polymer lms were immersed in SBF, no signs of
mineralisation could be observed. Mineralisation of the coatings in the mixing chamber,
however, following the protocol for the polymer brush mineralisation was successful.
Again, the mineralisation was not exclusively on the irradiated or the non-irradiated
surfaces and again, ACP1 was formed as evidenced by TEM and IR analysis.
For the polymer brush surfaces, it was additionally shown that they were a versatile tool to selectively deposit polymeric phosphonate functionalised nanoparticles. The
constantly charged polymers PSPMA, PSBMA and PMETAC directed phosphonate nanoparticle adsorption independently of the pH. On PSPMA, adsorption was prevented,
whereas on patterned SBMA substrates, the nanoparticles were assembled in the grooves.
Positively charged PMETAC adsorbed the phosphonate nanoparticles to the brush areas.
The adsorption was also controlled by the pH when patterned PMAA brush surfaces
were used. In this case, phosphonate nanoparticles were attracted to the brush when
washing steps were carried out at pH 3, or in the grooves when washing at pH 7. This
was explained by the protonation state of the polymer brush, which had its isoelectric
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point at around pH 3 and was thus protonated at this point. At pH 7, it was completely
deprotonated reected by the zeta potential of around

=30 mV.

Thus coating implant material with polymer brushes with these and other functional
groups, can help to direct functionalised nanoparticles loaded with pharmaceuticals sitespecically. Another eld for applications of these composite surfaces are biosensors,
which need certain chemicals, proteins and/or cells to be strictly structured in the micron
scale.
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7.1 Chemicals and Materials
PBS, DMF p.a., SPMA, NaMA, bpy p.a., CuBr and CuCl were obtained from SigmaAldrich and used as recieved. METAC was obtained from Sigma-Aldrich and additionally
treated with aluminum oxide to remove the inhibitor. SBMA, methanol p.a., CuBr2 ,
CuCl2 , H2 SO4 p.a., H2 O2 30 % p.a., 3-aminopropyltrimethoxysilane, 2-bromoisobutyryl
bromide, Tetrahydrofuran (THF), triethylamine and methyl methacrylate (99 %) were
obtained from Merck/VWR. THF was dried over Na before usage.

n

-Heptane (99 %)

was obtained from J.T. Baker. Argon (5.0) and hydrogen (3.0) gas bottles were from
Linde gas. Microscope glass slides were from Menzel, Germany, and deionised water was
obtained using a TKA Smart2Pure Millipore machine.

7.2 Initiator Synthesis, Substrate Cleansing and Coating
Procedure
To start the surface initiated polymerisation, the initiator 3-(2-Bromoisobutyramido)propyl(trimethoxy)silane (see Scheme 2.1 on page 17) was chosen.

Three methoxy

groups served as linking groups to the glass surfaces by reacting with hydroxyl groups
of the surfaces to siloxane linkers. The bromide acts as the ATRP initialising group.
The procedure for the initiator's synthesis was adopted from Tugulu
∗

et al

.56 Briey,
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3-aminopropyltrimethoxysilane and 2-bromoisobutyryl bromide were allowed to react,
stirring for 3 h in anhydrous THF with triethylamine as the base. Triethylammonium
bromide was removed and the solvent evaporated. After stirring the oily residue at 50 ◦C
for 6 h, the product was further puried by distillation in a Büchi ball tube destillation
oven. All steps were carried out under argon or nitrogen atmosphere. The product was
veried by 1H Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) and stored under nitrogen.
Prior to coating with the initiator, the substrates (i.e., silicon wafers or glass slides)
were sonicated in methanol and deionised water for 15 min, cleansed and oxidised with
Piranha solution (7:3 mixture of H2 SO4 and 30 % H2 O2 ) at 120 ◦C for 30 min, rinsed
with deionised water, methanol and  in the rst experiments  dichloromethane, and
nally dried in a stream of argon or nitrogen. The rinsing step with dichloromethane
was omitted for later experiments, as there was no perceivable eect of this last step on
the substrate.
To tether the initiator to the substrate, the cleansed substrates were immersed in a

10 mm initiator solution in anhydrous toluene under inert gas for 30 min, washed with
anhydrous toluene, sonicated for 1 min in dichloromethane and acetone and dried in a
stream of argon or nitrogen.
To produce patterned polymer brush substrates, the initiator coated glass slides were

patterned at this point of the procedure employing UV-lithography as described in Section 7.5.

7.3 Atom Transfer Radical Polymerisation
For the synthesis of the polyelectrolyte brushes, ATRP was the rst choice as outlined in
2.1.1. The polymerisation conditions were modied versions of Tugulu et al.93 for NaMA,
of Masci et al.124 for SPMA and of the Huck group for SBMA49 and METAC.88,163 They
were optimised for a Cu(I)/Cu(II)/bpy catalyst system at room temperature and under
nitrogen or argon atmosphere.

7.3.1 Polymerisation of
N-(3-Sulfopropyl)-N-methacryloyloxyethyl-N,N-dimethylammonium
Betaine
SBMA was polymerised following the protocol of Azzaroni

49

et al.

The monomer (15 g/

54 mmol) was dissolved in 50 ml of a 1:4 methanol/water mixture and degassed with
at least three freeze-pump-thaw cycles. With adding the catalyst system containing
bpy, Cu(II) and Cu(I) ions in a ratio of 25:1:10 (420 mg/2.6 mmol bpy, 15 mg/0.11 mmol
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CuCl2 and 106 mg/1.1 mmol CuCl) and immersing the glass substrates in this solution
the polymerisation was started and maintained for 2 h. To quench the polymerisation,
the reaction solution was exchanged with water, the substrates rinsed with an excess of
water and washed at least three times for 2 h with water and PBS, alternately, to remove
unbound polymer and remaining catalyst.

7.3.2 Polymerisation of Potassium 3-Sulfopropylmethacrylate
For PSPMA, the protocol of Masci
and optimised to yield thicker

et al.

124

brushes.181

was adapted for a surface initiated reaction
29.6 g (120 mmol) of SPMA were dissolved

in 40 ml of a 1:1 mixture of DMF and deionised water. After three freeze-pump-thaw
cycles, 1.25 g (8.0 mmol) of bpy and 215 mg (1.6 mmol) of CuCl2 were added and two more
freeze-pump-thaw cycles were conducted. 158 mg (1.6 mmol) CuCl was added to give a
molar ratio of 5:1:1 for the catalyst system bpy, CuCl2 and CuCl. The polymerisation
was started by immersing the substrates and allowed to continue over night (14 h to 16 h).
As described above, the reaction was stopped and the substrates rinsed and washed.

7.3.3 Polymerisation of 2-(Methacryloyloxy)ethyl Trimethylammonium
Chloride
The guidelines for the PMETAC polymerisation was the work of Osborne et al.88 and
Zhou et al.163 The METAC solution was rst treated with aluminium oxide to remove the inhibitor and added to methanol to give 72 ml with a 1:1 mixture of the
solvents. The monomer solution was degassed by three freeze-pump-thaw cycles, and
bpy (886 mg/5.7 mmol) and CuBr (411 mg/2.9 mmol) were added as the catalyst system  in this polymerisation without the inhibitory Cu(II) ions, the molar ratio of
METAC:bpy:Cu(I) being 100:4:2. Two further pump-freeze-thaw cycles were carried
out and the substrates added to the polymerisation bath. After 24 h, the polymerisation
was stopped and the substrates rinsed and washed, as outlined above.

7.3.4 Polymerisation of Sodium Methacrylate
As mentioned above, the procedure of Tugulu et al.93 for the SI-ATRP of NaMA was
the starting point for optimisation and resulted in the following procedure by Letsche:172
21.6 g (200 mmol) of NaMA and 780 mg (5 mmol) of bpy were dissolved at 50 ◦C in 25 ml
deionised water. After allowing the solution to cool down to room temperature, the pH

was adjusted to pH 9 with a 0.1 m solution of NaOH. After adding 90 mg (0.4 mmol)
CuBr2 , the solution was degased by three freeze-pump-thaw cycles. The catalytic active
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CuBr (287 mg/2 mmol) was added last to nally give a monomer:Cu+ :Cu2+ :bpy ratio of
200:2:0.4:5. Under inert gas, the solution was added to the substrates and allowed to
polymerise for 30 min. Exchanging the polymerisation solution with water quenched the
reaction and was followed by vigorous rinsing with water. To remove unbound polymer
and remaining catalyst, the substrates were immersed in water at least three times for
2 h.

7.4 Synthesis of Plasma Polymer Coatings
The plasma polymerisation was carried out following a protocol by Andreas Schaller and
Andreas Kalytta-Mewes as described in detail in ref. 81. For the coating procedure a
Diener femto type I facility with a rectangular stainless steel vacuum chamber (103 mm
x 103 mm x 600 mm), a RIE electrode with gas shower and a LFG40 40 kHz generator
limited to 300 W was employed.
The rst step in the coating procedure was the cleansing of the glass substrates.
The cleansing was either achieved by the method described above (see 7.2) in the wetchemistry approach or by etching the glasses in the plasma chamber in an Ar/H2 plasma
(82 %/18 %) at a pressure of 0.3 mbar for 1 h at 300 W output power. In the wet-chemical
approach, a layer of OTES served as adhesive layer. It was applied to the surface by
immersing the cleansed glass substrates in a 10 mm OTES solution in ethanol for 30 min.
To remove excess OTES, the solution was exchanged for ethanol and the substrates sonicated for 15 min. The last step was repeated before the substrates were dried in a stream
of nitrogen.
As an alternative all-plasma method to convey adhesiveness, heptane was plasma polymerised to give a PE-like layer (termed ppH) on the plasma-etched substrates. Here, not
having to transfer every single substrate from the wet-chemical treatment to the plasma
device is an obvious advantage, especially for a possible industrial application, where
time and resources are scarce. To yield this ppH layer, n-heptane was transferred into
the gas phase with an evaporator at 30 ◦C and fed into the vacuum chamber under feedback control to give an average pressure of 0.5 mbar. The reaction proceeded for 1 h at
90 W output power in a pulsed plasma. The pulsed mode was chosen for the plasma
polymerisation steps to preserve the functional groups of the monomers for the polymer as possible and minimise the radical density. Pressure and output power had to
be optimised to ensure an acceptable deposition rate but nevertheless yield a possibly
undamaged polymer structure.
A top layer coating (ppMMA) was made by plasma polymerising MMA for 1 h at
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0.5 mbar, 150 W output power and pulsed plasma. Again, the pressure was regulated by
the evaporated MMA, which was vaporised at 30 ◦C as the heptane above.

7.5 Photolithography
For a patterned polymer brush coating, initiator-coated substrates were irradiated by
deep UV-light using a photomask prior to polymerisation.172 To pattern the plasma
polymer lms, the irradiation took place after the coating procedure in the plasma. The
chrome-coated quartz masks were patterned with a variety of geometrical structures of
dierent sizes in the micrometre range by Kohn, Kuster and Men of the Institute of
Electron Devices and Circuits at the University of Ulm. Examples of the patterns are
given schematically in Figure 7.1.
For irradiation, a Hamamatsu LC8 containing a 200 W 250 nm enhanced mercury lamp
was employed.380 Connected to the LC8

via

a synthetic silica light guide (A10014-50-

0110; with a 5 mm diameter and 1 m length), a E5147-06 beam distributor widened the
beam to a square. The coated substrates were placed under the distributor at 17.5 cm
distance, resulting in a beam widened to 4.5 cm. The manufacturer species the UVlight intensity at 365 nm at 4500 mW/cm2 for the non-250 nm enhanced lamp measured
at 10 mm distance from a dierent beam distributor (E5147-04) connected to a light guide
with a smaller 3.5 mm diameter (A10014-35-0110).380 In the same distance, but with our
set-up, we measured with an Ophir power metre connected to an LP1-V1 absorber with
a wavelength range of 250 nm to 2200 nm an integrated irradiance of 328 mW/cm2 and an
absolute value of 1.61 W. Measuring thus the intensity at the distance that the samples
had to the beam distributor, the irradiance was 94 mW/cm2 and 1.49 W, respectively.
The lower absolute power measured at the greater distance is probably caused by the
widening of the beam. Here, the square beam was too broad to hit the round absorber
completely, which caused a small part of the energy not to be measured, but which was
not relevant for the relative intensity that the samples received.
During the 20 min exposure time, direct contact between photomask and substrate
was ensured. Exposure to deep UV-light resulted in the decomposition of the initiator
molecule, removing the bromide group and obviating the polymerisation in the irradiated region. The non-exposed areas could subsequently be polymerised with dierent
electrolyte monomers (NaMA, SPMA, SBMA and METAC) as described Section 7.3.
To pattern the plasma polymer coatings, again the Hamamatsu LC8 was used in a
straightforward lithography procedure.39 The plasma polymer coated substrates were
placed under a photomask as outlined above and UV-irradiated for 20 min or for the
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Figure 7.1: UV-lithography set-up, a: View inside the irradiation box, beam distributor placed
at 12 cm distance to the samples.

Samples were xed by the sample holder, which also held

the mask in the right position and in close contact to the samples; b: General view showing
the grey irradiation box (left) and the Hamamatsu LC8 (right) connected by the light guide; c
and d: Chrome coated quartz masks that enabled irradiation of four glass slides with a 18 mm
diameter at the same time, the mask in c produced samples with nine elds with dierent pattern
sizes shown schematically in e, whereas the mask in d produced samples continously patterned
with one sized features, shown schematically in f; e: Scheme of the pattern in c, the nine elds
produced patterns of the following feature sizes: A1: completely irradiated, B1: 1.25
2.5

µm, A2:
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5

µm, B2:

10

µm, C2:

20

µm, A3:

40

µm, B3:

80

µm, C3:

160

µm.

µm,

C1:
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period described in the respective experiment. To remove degraded polymer from the
irradiated regions, the samples were rinsed with deionised water and dried under a stream
of nitrogen.

7.6 Mineralisation of Polymer Brush and Plasma Polymer
Coatings
7.6.1 Dip Coating Mineralisation
Dierent procedures were tested for their ability to mineralise polymer brushes. Not
many trials were successful, so the exact reaction conditions are given with the positive
results in Section 4.2.1.
First, the plain approach of immersing the substrates in a CaP solution made of CaCl2

and Na2 HPO4 was tried for 0.5 mm, 5 mm and 10 mm solutions. The immersion time
ranged from 1.5 h to 7 d with changing the solution at least every second day. This
simple method did not mineralise the dierent polymer brushes.
The second method consisted of one to several cycles of immersion in CaCl2 and
Na2 HPO4 solutions. To begin with, the polymer brush coated glasses were bathed in

a 0.1 mm to 100 mm Ca2+ solution for 5 min to 5 d. After a rinsing step with deionised
water, which was omitted in some experiments, the substrates were submerged in a

0.5 mm to 100 mm HPO2
4 solution for 5 min to 7 d. In some cases, another rinsing step

ended the procedure. In most experiments, further dip coating steps in either only HPO2
4

or in Ca2+ and HPO2
4 solutions with optional rinsing between the immersion steps.

2+
A third approach was the dropwise addition of a HPO2
solution,
4 solution to a Ca

in which the coated glasses were immersed. For these experiments, 0.5 mm to 100 mm
solutions of CaCl2 and Na2 HPO4 or K2 HPO4 or Ca(NO3 )2 and (NH4 )3 PO4 were used.

The immersion time in the Ca2+ solution at the beginning was supposed to serve as a
doping period, to impregnate the Ca2+ binding sites. As soon as the addition of the
HPO2
4 solution started, the mineralisation bath was stirred to ensure a homogeneous
distribution of the ions.

7.6.2 Mineralisation in a Mixing Chamber with an External Pump
A Harvard PHD 2000 syringe pump with gas tight 25 ml Hamilton syringes was used
to pump a Ca2+ and a HPO2
4 solution through a chamber in which the sample was
placed upside down. The two solutions mixed shortly before entering the chamber (see
Figure 7.2). After passing through the chamber, the liquid was drained

via

a tube (as
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indicated in Figure 7.2) connected to a washing ask linked to a vacuum pump. The
upside down position of the glass was meant to ensure that mineralisation was not simply
a case of agglomerates build in solution falling down onto the sample unspecically.

Figure 7.2: Mixing chamber and pump set-up used to mineralise polymer brush or plasma polymer
coated glass slides.

Overview of the mineralisation assembly with the Harvard pump in the

background and the red mixing chamber (a). The CaCl2 and Na2 HPO4 solutions meet at the
point indicated by the black circle in b. The ow direction of the solutions is indicated by arrows
and the position of the sample by the blue circle.

The schematic (c) shows the cross-section

sideview (left) and top-down view (right) to visualise the assembly of the mixing chamber.

The solutions were buered at pH 7.4 with a 50 mm TRIS-HCl buer. Concentrations

from 1 mm to 60 mm with ow rates from 0.2 ml/min to 4 ml/min and immersion periods
from 45 min to 6 h were tried. As a short remark, the concentrations given here are
the ones of the solutions

before

mixing. As the solutions mix with a ratio of 1:1, the

volume is doubled and thus, the concentrations of the individual ions is halved. The ow
rates specied here, on the other hand, are those that could be actually measured in the
chamber, so they are the ow rates of both solutions added up.
3
As Ca2+ source, CaCl2 solutions were used. For HPO2
4 and PO4 ions containing

solutions, K3 PO4 , K2 HPO4 or Na2 HPO4 were employed. Prior to some experiments, the
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samples were immersed in a 100 µm CaCl2 solution to dope the polymer brushes with
the cations and thus facilitate mineralisation. The very low concentration was chosen to
avoid the brushes' collapsing.123 Nevertheless, these pre-treated samples did not dier
from those untreated.

The best mineralisation results were achieved by mineralising with 10 mm solutions

(resulting in 5 mm CaP) for 90 min or with 2.5 mm solutions for 180 min and a ow rate
between 0.6 ml/min and 1.0 ml/min. Thus, to compare dierent surfaces respecting their
mineralisation behaviour without augmented time and eort, the higher concentration
and a ow rate of 0.8 ml/min was chosen with a mineralisation period of 1.5 h.

7.6.3 Immersion in Simulated Body Fluid
SBF was used to evaluate preliminarily the bioactivity of the synthesised coatings as
described in the pioneer work of Kokubo
scribed for several versions and

255

et al.

This method is generally used and de-

modications.60,64,66,73,256262

It also served as a test for

the dierent coatings' stability in ion solutions, as dilamination was observed especially in
solutions with bivalent ions. Therefore, SBF acted as a pre-screening before the samples

were passed to the cell culture. Shortly, in a 50 mm TRIS-HCl buer (pH 7.4), the salts
listed in Table 7.1 were solved to give a supersaturated CaP solution in respect to HA.
The SBF was autoclaved to avoid bacterial contamination, which could distort mineralisation results. For the same reason, the substrates and vessels were always treated
with 70 % ethanol prior to the biomineralisation experiments and sterile conditions were
generally sought.
Table 7.1: Salts and their concentrations used to create the ion composition of SBF.

+

Salt
NaCl
NaHCO3
KCl
K2 HPO4
MgCl2
CaCl2
Na2 SO4

Na
142

137
4.2

1.0

Ions and their concentrations [mm]
K
Ca2+ Mg2+ HCO3 Cl HPO2
4
5.0
2.5
1.5
4.2
148
1.0
+

4.2

3.0
2.0
2.5

1.5

SO2
4
0.5

137
3.0
3.0
5.0

1.0
0.5

The usual in vitro bioactivity test was run for 1, 2 or 3 weeks at 37 ◦C in tightly closed
containers with the samples standing in an upright position. In the process, 3 glasses
with a 18 mm diameter shared 15 ml SBF solution.
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7.7 Immersion of Polymer Brushes in a Nanoparticle
Dispersion
The phosphonate functionalised polystyrene nanoparticles loaded with the uorescence
dye

N

-(2,6-Diisopropylphenyl)Perylene-3,4-Dicarbonacidimid (PMI) were obtained from

the Landfester group (Max Planck Institute for Polymer Science in Mainz). The assembly

via

free radical polymerisation in miniemulsion was published in ref. 367. The

main polymer of the nanoparticles was PS, which had been copolymerised with 10 %
Vinylphosphonic Acid (VPA), leading to copolymer nanoparticles, in which the phosphonate groups arranged at the particles' surface. The added uorescence dye served
as a label for a quick analysis of the distribution of the nanoparticles attaching to the
structured substrates. Figure 7.3 shows a schematic of the uorescence loaded copolymer
nanoparticles.

Figure 7.3: Schematic cross section of the nanoparticles showing the phosphonated part of the
polymer arranging on the particle surface towards the hydrophilic solvent, in the hydrophobic
inner part, consisting mainly of PS, the uorescence dye PMI was located.

To yield a monolayer of the nanoparticles with a clear distribution pattern, the solids
content of the dispersion had to be adjusted. Based on the original solids content of
112 mg/ml dierent dilutions were evaluated. A dilution to a solids content of 1 mg/ml
was found to generate the desired monolayer with a clear adsorption pattern on the
polymer brush surfaces. Higher solids contents resulted in multiple layers of nanoparticles stacking over each other (Figure 5.4 on page 125). However, the problems with
aggregation of the nanoparticles other groups reported381 were not observed.
After testing adsorption procedures with the samples lying horizontally unmoved, sonicated, or on a orbital shaker, two problems arose that had to be addressed. First, due
to the high solids content at that time a thick, nearly armour-like layer of nanoparticles
was build, which was only loosely bound. The distribution was additionally unspecic,
probably owing to the nanoparticles sinking to the ground of the vessel in a non-specic
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way. The second issue emerging was the colloid often being in contact with both sides
of the substrates. The resulting uorescence on both sides of the sample hampered the
analysis of the coated substrates in the uorescence microscope. To facilitate the analysis and coat the substrate only from one side and enable at the same time a procedure
with the samples standing upright, a new container was designed. These vessels were
custom-made by the Ulm University's workshop and can be seen in Figure 7.4. In these
containers, the nanoparticle bath had a small volume, so colloid consumption was held
low.

Figure 7.4: Custom-made container that was used to coat the polymer brush substrates with
uorescent nanoparticles and that made it possible to coat only one side of the substrate while
the substrate was standing up-right. Side and front view (a and b) of the custom-made immersion
device with the cylindrical miniemulsion bath, which can be plugged with rubber bungs. Five
screws hold the back plate and the cover plate with the cylinders in place with an even pressure.
Onto the back plate up to four substrates can be placed. At the meeting faces rubber gaskets
seal the vessel (c).

To adjust the pH of the solution, hydrochloric acid was added until a pH of 3 was
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achieved. Initially, a citric acid buer was used to have a good control over the pH
as the essential parameter and limit its uctuations. Unfortunately, adsorption of the
nanoparticles was poor under these conditions, so the buer was replaced by diluted HCl.
The immersion time was optimised to allow for interaction between the polymer
brushes and the nanoparticles, but avoid too much time being consumed or the solutions drying out.
For the nal procedure to adsorb the nanoparticles to the patterned polymer brush
coating, the substrates were immersed in the diluted colloid for 2 h for PMAA and 6 h for
PSPMA, PSBMA and PMETAC. After immersion, the substrates were agitated shortly
either in PBS for pH 7.4 or in diluted HCl (pH 3.0) and were bathed in the same solvent,
stirring constantly over night.

7.8 Analytical Methods
7.8.1 Light Microscopy
The obtained coatings were always analysed optically for their surface morphology and
successful patterning by employing the DIC mode of a Olympus IX70 microscope. This
method is applicable to the low-contrast samples, as it visualises the material dierences
by converting dierences in the optical path into contrast. The light micrographs of the
mineralised samples were partly acquired in this mode but also in the bright eld mode.

7.8.2 Fluorescence Microscopy
The above mentioned Olympus IX70 was additionally equipped with an Abrio uorescence system. Fluorescence microscopy was used mainly as a fast and simple method to
examine the adsorption pattern of the nanoparticles. As the uorescence dye PMI with
an excitation wavelength of 488 nm had been incorporated into these nanoparticles, they
were visible, when a excitation lter at 470 nm to 490 nm was employed.

7.8.3 Height Prole Measurement
To measure the height of the plasma polymer pattern prole, a Bruker Dektak 8 proler
was employed. Height values are always given as the mean value with standard deviation
and are based on 15 steps measured at three dierent spots on a sample.
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7.8.4 Atomic Force Microscopy
The patterned samples were examined more closely with an Agilent 5500 Scanning Probe
Microscope with a large multipurpose closed-loop scanner. Dry samples were measured
for their surface morphology, pattern height and mechanical properties in the intermittent
contact mode with a silicon cantilever (42 N/m spring constant; 7 nm to 10 nm tip radius).
Swollen brushes in water or other solutions, on the other hand, were soft and deformable.
Thus, very soft SiN-cantilevers (0.32 N/m spring constant) and tips with a large diameter
(SiO2 spheres with a 1 µm diameter) were necessary. To compare the height proles in
air with the ones in water, the brushes were scanned in contact mode with a force of
8 nN. For the swelling process to be in equilibrium during measurement, the samples
were incubated in water for 20 min prior to scanning them. More details are given in ref.
47,48,173.

7.8.5 Scanning Electron Microscopy
For a detailed analysis of the nanoparticles' distribution on patterned polymer brushes, a
Hitachi S-5200 High Resolution Scanning Electron Microscope (HR-SEM) was employed.
The glass slides were cut to t the sample holder, xed to the holder and sputtered with
a 4 nm platinum layer. Usually, the samples were examined at an acceleration voltage of
10 V.
The mineralisation results were observed in a Zeiss DSM 962, or in a Philips XL30
ESEM FEG Environmental Scanning Electron Microscopy (ESEM). Whereas the ESEM
samples could be examined without additional treatment after gluing them on the holder,
the samples for the Zeiss DSM 962 were sputtered with carbon for conductivity before
analysis. Both instruments were equipped with a EDX detector, which data were evaluated with the EDAX Genesis software.

7.8.6 Transmission Electron Microscopy
To ascertain the mineral phase of the mineralisation experiments, the coatings were
scraped o and dispensed in ethanol. After sonication, carbon coated TEM grids were
agitated in the dispersion to confer the mineral phase. The dried samples were analysed
with a JEOL JEM 2100F with a eld emission gun as electron source, a accelerating
voltage of 200 kV and a GATAN imaging lter with a CCD camera. Data sampled with
an EDX detector were again evaluated with the EDAX Genesis software.
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7.8.7 Infrared Spectroscopy
ATR-IR measurements were conducted using an Equinox 55 FT-IR-spectrometer (Bruker,
Germany). For the measurements of the plasma polymer coatings, the samples were
simply placed onto the sample holder without further preparation. To measure the CaP
coatings after mineralisation and immersion in SBF, the coatings were scraped o, to
prevent the SiO2 signal to superimpose the PO3
4 vibrations. The measured range was

400 cm=1 to 4000 cm=1 with a step width of 4 cm=1 , each measurement done with 64
scans.

7.8.8 X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy
For XPS measurements, an Omicron system with an Al Kα X-ray source was employed.
Data was analysed and tted with pseudo-Voigt proles using CasaXPS software or
Origin 6.1 software. In case of the plasma polymer lms, HOPG served as a conductive
substrate. The initiator SAM was analysed on a Si surface.

7.8.9 Inductively Coupled Plasma Optical Emission Spectrometry
For ICP-OES measurements, a Varian Vista MPX Simultanous Spectrometer was employed by Mohs of the Chair for Chemical Physics and Materials Science, Augsburg
University.

7.8.10 Optical Trap
Measurements of the interaction between nanoparticles and polymer brushes were conducted by Dr. Tobias Paust of the Institute of Experimental Physics, Ulm.382 Details of
the measurements and the set-up are given in ref.s 180,382.

7.8.11 Streaming Potential
The streaming potential was measured with an electrical analyzer (Anton Paar GmbH,
Graz, Austria) by the Bellmann group, Leibniz-Institute for Polymer Research, Dresden.383
For the titration HCl and KOH in 10=3 m KCl solution were used at a ow rate of

150 ml/min.

7.8.12 Zeta Potential Titration
The ζ -potential of the PS nanoparticles used in the experiments with the laser trap
was measured in a Zetasizer Nano set-up (Malvern) by Oliver Wiltschka, Institute of
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Inorganic Chemistry II, Ulm. Measured were the particle size and the ζ -potential with
a wavelength of 633 nm at an angle of 173◦ .

7.9 Cell Culture
Cell culture experiments were conducted in the Centre of Musculoskeletal Research, Ulm,
mainly by Dr. Andrea Tautzenberger as described in detail in ref.s 47,48,81,181,267.
Shortly, the hMSCs were obtained from the proximal tibia of two dierent healthy donors.
Alternatively, MC3T3-E1 cells were used. Usually, the cells were cultivated at 8.5 % CO2 ,
37 ◦C and 95 % humidity in expansion medium consisting of Dulbecco's Modied Eagle
Medium (Biochrom) with 10 % Fetal Calf Serum (FCS) (BioWhittaker Cambrex), 1 %
L-glutamine, 1 % penicillin/streptomycine and 0.5 % fungizon. At 80 % conuence the
cells were passaged by 0.05 % trypsin/0.02 % EDTA treatment. For the biocompatibility
experiments passage 24 cells were used at a density of 10 000 or 20 000 cells cm2 and
seeded on the dierent coated glass substrates in 12-well plates. Prior to experiments,
all samples were sterilised with 70 % ethanol and dried overnight in the sterile owbox.
A detailed description of the quantitative RT-PCR experiments and SEM preparation is
given in ref.s 48,81
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